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Editorial…… 
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DEVELOPING MORPHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE OF WRITING SKILLS 
THROUGH TAMIL FINGER SPELLING AMONG CHILDREN WITH 

HEARING IMPAIRMENT 
 

1Mrs.R.Shanthi and 2T.G.Amuthavalli 
1Asst Professor (SG), Department of Special Education,  

Avinashilingam Institute for Home Science and Higher Education for Women, Coimbatore 
2Professor, Department of Education, Sri Padmavathi MahilaVisvavidyalayam, Tirupati 

 
Abstract 
 
Hearing impaired children are developing their reading and writing skills without 
understand the graphical representation of letters and without knowing, understanding, 
and comprehending the alphabet, letter-sound association and comprehension of words 
Children with hearing impairment are developing their literacy skills. Since that, they 
posses very limited vocabulary. If children with hearing impairment enhance their 
literacy skills through Tamil finger spelling then, they can develop their writing skills 
very easily. The present study was quasi-experimental with one experimental group with 
30 samples.  To find the level of writing in morphological development Writing Skills 
in Morphological Development for Primary Level (WSMD)  was used and then the 
Package on Tamil Finger Spelling-based Word List (TFSWL) developed by the 
investigator which was used for the purpose of the intervention. The results exposed that 
children with hearing impairment are developing their writing skills in word order 
effectively through Tamil Finger spelling-based Word List.  So, the study exposed the 
need to create more awareness in Tamil Finger Spelling (TFS) & Tamil Finger 
spelling-based Word List (TFSWL) for children with hearing impairment.  
 
Keywords: Hearing Impairment, Writing Skill, Morphological Development, Tamil 
Finger Spelling 
 
Introduction 

Writing is one of the most complex and difficult tasks for all students with 
hearing impairment and hearing—to master. At a basic level, writers must produce 
letters, words, and sentences that are readable by an audience. But, Hearing impaired 
children are developing their reading and writing skills without understand the graphical 
representation of letters and without knowing, understanding, and comprehending the 
alphabet, letter-sound association and comprehension of words Children with hearing 
impairment are developing their literacy skills. Since that, they posses very limited 
vocabulary. 

According to the Gallaudet Research Institute (GRI), it is projected that 
approximately 39% of children who are deaf or hard of hearing have an additional 
disability (Gallaudet Research Institute (GRI), April 2011). Of those 39% of children 
with additional disabilities, 13.4% of children have other learning disabilities (GRI, 
April 2011). Soukup and Feinstein (2007), has coated that a child who is deaf or hard 

1
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of hearing is more likely to have a learning disability than a child with typical hearing  
Moores, 1996; Paul, 1998 has commented that children with hearing 

impairment made numerous errors at the sentence level. Because of, difficulties in 
accessing and learning English syntactical and morphological structures, either 
auditorily or visually.  In addition, because many D/HH students have difficulty with 
reading, their exposure to models of good writing may be limited.  Finally, teachers of 
hearing impairment often emphasize an approach to writing that focuses on producing 
basic sentences, re- sulting in writing that, while correct, may be unin- teresting, 
uninformative, and not coherent. (Maxwell &Falick, 1992; Yoshinaga-Itano, Snyder, 
&Mayberry, 1996b).  In order for this population of students to understand new 
vocabulary, the vocabulary must be presented in a variety of ways. The more exposure 
the child is given to new vocabulary, the more opportunities the child will have to 
remember and use the word appropriately (Soukup & Feinstein, 2007). 

 
It is not enough; however, for the child to be exposed to the information 

multiple times, the information must also be presented in multiple contexts and a variety 
of ways to provide for the most practice (Soukup & Feinstein, 2007). For new 
vocabulary, the child must first learn the word in the context in which it is being used. 
Once the student has achieved this, for the purposes of the content, the teacher can begin 
to use the word in different contexts throughout the day. Exposure to the word 
throughout the school day ensures that the child is given multiple opportunities to see 
and hear the word and practice using the word in different ways. Children with hearing 
loss and learning challenges will benefit from the word being widely used in different 
contexts and will remember the word the more often it is used throughout the day. 
(Soukup &Feinstein, 2007).  In spite of this, children with hearing impaired face more 
difficulties especially in knowing the alphabets and graphical representation of the 
printed format especially in Tamil Language. In Tamil Language, some of the letters has 
same sound but different graphical representation and invisible during production.  So 
that Only when children with hearing impairment learn finger spelling, they can 
overcome the spelling issue and word construction and find solution in problem in 
reading and writing. 

Graphic organizers can serve as a way to augment concepts in pictures (Learning 
Disabilities Association of America, 2004).Visually organizing information that is 
presented helps students with hearing loss see another way to look at the information 
(Boyle, 2006). This also provides the students another chance to look at the content in a 
new way.   
 
Sharon Baker (2010, July), Washington has stated that “Early exposure to finger 
spelling helps these children become better readers.   Finger spelling, reading, and 
writing are interrelated.  Finger spelling facilitates the development of vocabulary and 
which helps the hearing-impaired children to learn new vocabulary very fast.  The focus 
of this Research is to improve the writing achievement of students with Hearing 
Impairment being educated in public schools. So, this article presents the quasi 
experimental study on “Developing Morphological Perspective of Writing Skills 

2
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through Tamil Finger Spelling among Children with Hearing Impairment” 
The major objectives  
 
 Find out the  Writing Skills  in Morphological perspectives among Children with 

Hearing impairment at Primary level 
 Find out the Writing Skills  in Morphological perspectives, developing through 

Tamil Finger Spelling among Children with Hearing impairment with respect to 
various mode of evaluation at primary level viz: 

 Written Mode  
 Picture  with  Written Mode  
 
METHODOLOGY: 
 

Purposive sampling method was used for selecting the required sample of 30 
students with hearing impairment in the primary school level. The researcher used 
Quasi-experimental with single group method 

Evaluating the Performance of children with hearing impairment in spelling 
level (based on Word List) was the dependent variable. The study was conducted and 
directed in four phases. To attain the objective the investigator constructed the following 
tools:  
 To find the Writing Skill in Morphological Development for Primary Level 

(WSMD)which was used to find the level of writing in morphological development  
 For intervention purpose the investigator developed the Package on Tamil Finger 

Spelling based on Word List (TFSWL) (based on 30 Tamil Alphabets prepared by 
the investigator in 2015).  

 In the pre and post testfour types of mode was used for evaluating the 
performance. 

 Progress monitoring technique was used in three phases of intervention. 
 Writing Skills  in Morphological perspectives, developing through Tamil Finger 

Spelling among Children with Hearing impairment with respect to various mode of 
evaluation at primary level is to observed, only Primary school level of children 
with hearing impairment (20), Progress monitoring Phase I –(50 words) 
Written and Picture with written Mode   based data was  tabulated and analyzed 
in this article. 

 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION: 
 

Writing Skill in Morphological Development for Primary Level (WSMD) 
and Package on Tamil Finger Spelling based on Word List (TFSWL) was prepared 
and administered to the 20 Primary school level ofhearing impaired children by the 
researcher. The data pertaining to the identification of writing problems of selected 
sample were processed and analyzed with the use of quantitative and qualitative 
techniques.  Progress monitoring Phase I –consists of 50 words data was collected, 
tabulated and analyzed as follows:  

 

3
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 Written Mode Evaluation: 

 
Table– 1 

Writing Skills in Morphological Development of Children with Hearing 
Impairment - 

On the basis of written Mode Evaluation 

 
Table 1 projects, the impact of Tamil Finger Spelling on writing skills in 

Morphological Development of Children with hearing impairment at primary level 
before and after intervention.  The calculated ‘t’ value is -23.500 shows that there is 
more significant difference between pre-test and post-test in Written Modeof evaluation. 
Schick Brenda and Bridenbaugh Nancy (2017) has quoted that  

 The finger spelling improves phonological awareness of finger spelled words, which 
helps the receptive and expressive finger spelling skills and identification of printed 
words. The reading comprehension provides additional reading opportunities using 
finger spelling words in sentences and stories  

 Finger spelling study clearly indicated that there was a significant difference between 
the pre and post assessments for both Finger spelling Production and Print Recognition. 
 Picture with written Mode  

Table– 2 
Writing skills in Morphological Development of children with hearing impairment 

- On the basis of Picture with written Mode Evaluation 

 
Table 2 shows, the overall performance of children with hearing impairment on writing 
skills in Morphological Development at primary level before and after intervention in 
Picture with written Mode of evaluation reveals that using instructional package have 
greater impact in development of writing skills which are used for language 

Age  Testing Responding Mean SD t-value P value 

Primary 
level  

Pretest 20 8.55 2.012 
-23.500 .000 

Post Test 20 43.05 6.039 

Age  Testing Responding Mean SD t-value P value 

Primary 
level  

Pretest 20 9.95 1.761  
  -33.290 

 
.000 

Post Test 20 44.40 5.154 
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development.  Graphic organizers are useful tools in all subject areas of education. 
There are many types of graphic organizers that can be found with a quick search of the 
internet. Teaching students with hearing loss and learning disabilities how to best use 
graphic organizers is a powerful way to improve comprehension by helping the students 
see how concepts connect to each other (Boyle, 2006) 
 
Conclusion 

The deaf educator must also focus on developing literacy skills especially 
developing language when working with the students’ Individualized Education 
Program (IEP). It is the responsibility of the deaf educator to write the IEP and include 
appropriate goals for the child in the areas of speech, language development, auditory 
skills development and any academic areas that may be affected by the hearing loss 
(Berke, 2009) we can see a lot of spelling errors and grammatical incorrect sentences in 
their written communication.  A normal child gets a lot of feedback and exposure to 
language where they correct themselves in using correct structure pattern.  What they 
speak and listening, is what they read and write.  So it is easy for a child to relate and 
learn a language.  But it is not so in hearing impaired children. They don’t get feedback 
externally and internally.  That makes it difficult to have normal language development, 
which in turn affects their written language. The researcher used finger spelling as a 
mode of communication in the present study, to teach basic words used in the day-to-
day life. The concept was taught contextually with examples. 
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MEGHADUTA:  A MANIFESTO OF INDIAN BEAUTY 
 

Monika Rani 
Student 

Jind 
ABSTRACT: 
 
India is a most beautiful country, where the seasons appear in beautiful manners with 
glorious colors of the sky. The different types of birds and their melodious chirping, 
many animals and their diversity beautify the India. It has also many beautiful scenarios 
like the glowing sunshine, silvery moonbeams, the blossoming fragrant of flowers, all 
these natural beauties interwoven with human feelings. This paper is also an attempt to 
show the Indian beauty with the help of many natural aspects, in the form of 
‘Meghaduta’, composed by Kalidasa. Besides being mere a natural poem, it is also a 
romantic poem with a beautiful love story of a Yaksha and his wife, whereas Yaksha is 
separated from his wife. Here, Yaksha begs a passing cloud to carry a message across 
the subcontinent to his grieving wife in the fabled city of Alaka. The whole poem 
divided into two parts. The first part, ‘PurvaMegha’, describes the journey of cloud and 
the second part, ‘Uttara Megha’, moves the story to the Divine city Alaka, where the 
Yaksha depicts his wife’s sadness and tells the cloud his message to his wife. Here, 
Kalidasa presents a sympathetic portrait of India. It also shows Kalidasa’s knowledge of 
Indian lands, legends, myths, geography, dream visions and rituals prescribed in those 
days, all these make this poem a multilayered poem. For this, ‘Meghaduta’ rightly 
considered as ‘Manifesto of Indian Beauty’.  
 
Keywords: Nature, Beauty, Romanticism, Human heart   
 
INTRODUCTION: 
 
 “This deep insight into the human heart of nature is fused so wonderfully with his 
profound knowledge of the human heart that it is impossible to see in his poetry where 
the poet of Nature ceases and the poet of human emotion begins”. 
               This is how M.R. Kale interprets the poem ‘Meghaduta’. Meghaduta is a poem 
in two cantos. The former half, ‘PurvaMegha’, is a glowing description of the beauties 
of Nature interwoven with human feelings and the later half, ‘Uttara Megha’ is a picture 
of the human heart set in the frame of natural beauty.   
Being an Indian poet Kalidasa depicts the Indian beauty in his poetry such as the 
romantic poets of British era named William Wordsworth, John Keats, P.B. Shelley and 
S.T. Coleridge used nature in their poetry. William Wordsworth is the high priest of 
Nature. In his famous poem “Tintern Abbey”, he praises the Nature most by saying the 
Nature as: 
“..… the anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse, the guide, the guardian of my heart, 
and soul of my moral being”. 
He has the firm faith that “Nature never did betray the heart that loved Her”. 

6
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In “Rime of Ancient Mariner”, Coleridge gives the reference of a bird named Albatross, 
and through it gives the message not to kill the bird, otherwise Nature will destroy us for 
this unkind deed. John Keats a sensible poet beautifully presents the autumn as “Season 
of mists and mellow fruitfulness, close bosom- friend of the maturing sun”. Other 
romantic poets also give the reference of Nature according to their knowledge. 
In ‘Meghaduta’ through the journey of cloud from Ramgiri to Alaka city, Kalidasa gives 
the description of many natural aspects like; plants, trees, flowers, lakes, rivers, 
mountains and landscapes. The poem describes the story of a Yaksha, who exiled from 
Alaka, suffering the pain of separation from his wife. The Yaksha requests the cloud to 
deliver his message of well being to his beloved wife living alone in Alakapuri. This 
journey of delivering the message holds idyllic description of lands, mountains, streams 
and rivers. This journey also represents the relationship between men and Nature: 
 

“To ray about you in the darkening storm 
The broken bow of Indra, many-gemmed 
As serpent reared up from an anthill top, 
Or, with his peacock feathers diademed, 

Flares Vishnu in his dark-hued cowherd form. 
Arrived where women furrow brows for men, 

And moisten eyes as of that harvest telling, 
You’ll stop and bless the high ground here and thence 

From soil fresh ploughed and sweetly smelling 
A little westward float on north again.” 

 
Kalidasa does not describe Nature as lifeless or insensitive. Nature in his poem appears 
to be a life force, thinking and breathing like a human being. Such as, he depicts: 
 

“As wind will move you onward, ever slow, 
To greet you on the left you’ll hear the cry 

Of nesting Chatakas, and, all around, 
Conceiving female cranes will bless the eye, 

Across the sky in garlands, row on row. 
Thunder, and the ground is thick with white 
Assurances of harvest. The wild geese wake 

And bearing lotus shoots for voyage flap 
Out for Manasa. Your company, these take 
You on to Mount Kailasa with their flight.” 

 
Kalidasa describes the natural scenes of many mountains like; Kailas, Amarkuta, 
Ramagiri, Vindhya, Nichais, Krauncha, their ornamental trees, plants and flowers. He 
depictes the picture of many trees like; Nameru trees, Mango trees, Jambu trees, Tala 
trees, Sarala trees, Ashoka tree, Mandara trees and Bamboos. He gives us a detailed list 
of flowers too, like; Kutaja, Lotus, Kadamba, Kandali, Nipa, Ketaka, Jasmines, Japa, 
Kunda, Lodhra and Sirisha. Apart from trees and flowers, Kalidasa gives the description 
of vivid type of birds and animals too. We found birds and animals in ‘Meghaduta’ like; 
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the Elephants, the Chatakas, spotted dear, the peacocks, the crane, the bees and the 
saphara fish.  Moreover, he depicts the beautiful description of Indian months like; 
Kartikka, Ashada, Sravana etc. 
To emphasize his concept of Natural beauty, he depicts very miner scenes of nature very 
beautifully like; the sun rise, the sun set, blossoming of flowers, dances of peacocks, 
smell of wet soil due to rain, sportive activities of husband of wife. He also gives the 
little description of wife’s condition in the morning after night’s love making activity, 
her flowers fallen from her hair, the golden lotus slipped off from her ear, string pearls 
of her necklace broken on her breasts. He also gives a beautiful description of Kailasa 
Mountain, when Yaksha tells Cloud that in Kailas Mountain, he may see Shiva and 
Parvati as making love. He asks Cloud not to disturb their love sportive activities and 
asks to move slowly from their; 
 

“As Shiva gave a helping arm to greet her, 
Leaving off his serpent-fashioned ring, 

So for Gauri out of frozen water 
Your help upon that pleasure hill will bring 
A wave-like stairway for her climbing feet.” 

 
Kalidasa describes the Kailasa Mountain as the favorite haunt of Chatakas, which 
migrate, to it at the commencement of the rainy season. He depicts it as the part of 
Himalayas range. It is called as the divine place of God Shiva and Lord Kubera. Wilson 
says, Kailasa, a part of Himalaya range, is a mountain of costly gems or of crystal, the 
site of Kubera’s capital, and the favorite haunt of the Siva. He quotes the following 
account from Baldaeus- 
“The residence of Isvara is upon the silver mount Kailasa, to the south of the famous 
mountain Mahameru, being a most delicious place, planted with all sorts of trees that 
bear fruit all year round. The roses and other flowers send forth a most odoriferous 
scent; and the pond at the foot of the mount is enclosed with pleasant walks of trees, that 
afford an agreeable shade; whilst the peacocks and diverse other birds entertain the ear 
with their harmonious noise, as the beautiful women do the eyes.” 
Kalidasa perceives beauty in every particle of the universe and vividly portrays it in his 
inimitable and charming style. In the poetry of Kalidasa, the beauty of human beings 
often blends with that of the nature and becomes one. Kalidasa believes that beauty 
spreads in nature and a woman’s beauty is only a reflection of the natural beauty. That is 
why he always compares the females with the flowers and vines. For instance, he 
imagines a star-lit night with the rising moon as a beautiful young bride adorned with 
ornaments. In the eyes of the poet, the beauty of the nature is an integral part of human 
beauty. Kalidasa in this poem voiced forth  
“A necessary corollary that man attains his true dignity only in realizing that he is 
dependent and above the world that is not human. Moreover, that ocean and the rivers, 
the mountains and the forests, the trees and flowers, the beasts and birds are as much 
conscious of a personal life as man and therefore from him a recognition of their dignity 
and worth”. 

8
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According to poet, there is a unique relationship between human and nature. So, he 
generally compares a maiden’s face with the moon, her eyes to the blue lotus or to the 
eyes of a gazelle, her hair to the feathers of a peacock, her lower lips to the ripe Bimba 
fruit, her thighs to the stem of a plantain tree, her feet to the flowers of a ground lotus 
and her gait to that of a flamingo or a peacock. In the words of Kalidasa: 
 

“With glances timid as the startled fawn, 
With teeth fine-wrought in ripened Bimba lips, 
Dark skin, deep abdomen, slim waist, perhaps 
With breasts half-burdening slow-moving hips, 
You’ll find that model of pure woman born.” 

 
The Yaksha tells the Cloud that there are many temptations for him when he arrives at 
Alakapuri. As there are many precious gems, beautiful forests, flowers, trees, plants and 
there are women, beautified with the natural ornaments. For the beautiful women of 
Alakapuri, Yaksha tells that even Gods lust for the women. Without any vulgarity, 
Kalidasa charmingly describes how to women play games on the cool bank of 
Mandakini. 
Yaksha also describes his house and wife in Alakapuri. He says that there is a 
Kalpavriksha inside of the compound of his house. Its memory causes anguish to the 
paining of Yaksha because this tree is so dear to his wife. He very beautifully depicts 
the picture of his grieving wife with the help of natural aspects: 
 

“In the midst thereof, where gems enhance 
Its crystal pedestal, a gold perch stands 

Whose lustre is of young bamboo. At night, 
Her bracelets tinkling as she claps her hands, 

My loved one makes the friendly peacock dance.” 
 

Poet’s description of love-lorn wife is touching, when Yaksha tells the Cloud how to 
recognize his grieving wife:  
 

“From off her hand her face she hardly lifts, 
Her eyes are swollen, and long sighs replace 

The color in her lower lips. Her hair’s 
Unkempt, disheveled and half hides her face 
As is the moonlight tangled in your drifts.” 

 
Through the wife of Yaksha, Kalidasa depicts the condition of every Indian wife in the 
absence of her husband. An Indian wife does not think about her existence without her 
husband. When her husband is not with her, she desperately waits for his coming at 
home. Moreover, in the face of this condition of banishment of her husband for a long 
time, she acts like half-dead. She does not like to do make up. Rather all her ornaments 
slip off from her body and she does not care for it all. She swallowed her eyes by 
weeping all the days and nights. She does not participate in any activities of the society. 

9
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She always remains anxious and always sitting on the head. She desperately counts the 
days of banishment and waits for the reunion with her husband. This poor predicament 
of an Indian wife well defined in this poem, when Yaksha describes the situation of his 
grief wife. He says, she is easy to recognize because she lying on the floor weeping, her 
teardrops scattered around her like pearls coming loose from a necklace. The pain of 
long separation makes her skeleton. Her heart, sore with grief, tries to find comfort in 
counting the months of absence that yet remains, or in recalling the sweet memories of 
their love. 

“The months allotted from the day exiled 
From me she marks and counts by flowers set 

Upon the threshold floor, imagining 
The joys of union in bodies met: 

In this way lonely women are beguiled.” 
 

Working on his concept of nature, Kalidasa minutely observed the every aspect and 
every activities of nature. In the journey of the Cloud from Ramgiri to Alakapuri, he 
gives the beautiful description of both of man and nature, of forest and city, of earth and 
sky. All forms of Nature- from the sublime mountain to the tiniest flower that blows- 
have for him as conscious as individuality, as real a personal life, as men or gods. India 
is an agriculture-centered country and the base of this odorous culture is fully dependent 
on the cloud. Being an Indian poet, Kalidasa shows the geographical description of 
nature along with the topographical details of ancient India in ‘Meghaduta’. Ram Gopal 
in ‘Kalidasa His Art and Culture’ notes, “it is no exaggeration to say that the excellent 
and elevating description of Nature is the very soul of Kalidasa’s poetry. The 
description of Nature is inseparable from his poetry, just as the moonlight is inseparable 
from the moon.”   
 
Kalidasa’s imagination holds in perfect fusion the two elements of natural beauty and 
human feeling. His nature-pictures grow out of the situations, and his situations merge 
into the nature-pictures. A countless number of Kalidasa’s beautiful similes and 
metaphors is drawn from his loving observation of natural phenomena. The depth and 
range of his experience and insight into human life is indeed great, but the human 
emotion is seldom isolated from beauty of nature surrounding it. Kalidasa’s warm 
humanism and fine poetic sensibility romanticize the natural as well as the mythological 
world, and they supply to his poetry the grace and picturesqueness of background and 
scenic variety. 
 
CONCLUSION: 
 
‘Meghaduta’ is full of with charming description of natural scenes and the beauties of 
the seasons. While going throughout the poem, it leaves a bright and exhilarating effect 
on our imagination. An intimate association with human feeling heightens throughout 
the description of external nature in the first half of the poem, while the picture of the 
lover’s sorrowing heart in the second half skillfully framed in the surrounding beauty of 
nature. Throughout the description of natural scenes and objects as depicted by 
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Kalidasa, we find that the whole Nature is the replica of the human world. He depicts 
the same feelings and emotions, the same passions and sorrows, the same feelings of 
tenderness, love, affection and friendship that found to reign in the human mind. All 
these objects have same importance in the eyes of poet as human relationships. The 
Yaksha in the poem employs the Cloud as the messenger to his love-lorn wife in the 
Alakapuri. The Cloud itself made to behave as the friend, benefactor and lover of the 
flowers and rivers, mountains and forests, over which it may pass dropping showers of 
rain. Nature may be dumb but she understands the sorrows of men. In addressing the 
Cloud, he says, “Though you do not give any verbal response to my words yet I cannot 
think that you will not render me a friendly turn, for even in your silence you supply 
water to Chatakas.” In the last verse of the poem, the poet again addressing the Cloud as 
friend and bless him not separate from his wife ‘Lightning’: 
 

“I pray, this favour granted, as you ride 
Above all regions with the rain’s distension, 

Magnificent, a wanderer, in pity’s 
Kindness-improper though my intervention- 
Lightning not a moment leaves your side.” 

 
Thus, ‘Meghaduta’ is a beautiful poem full of with beautiful natural description along 
with human feelings. A large number of attempts were made in later times to imitate the 
poem, but ‘Meghaduta’ still remains unsurpassed as a masterpiece of its kind. 
Kalidasahas transformed the state of his experience in its gorgeous form and made it 
alive in his creativity. Dr. Radhakrishnan in his ‘Living With a Purpose’ appreciates his 
art in the following word: 
 
“Kalidasa’s works preserve for us moments of beauty, incidents of courage, acts of 
sacrifice and fleeting moods of human heart. His works will continue to be read for that 
indefinable illumination about the human predicament, which is the work of a great 
poet.” 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 Background-Nurses should be skillful to perform intravenous Cannulation to reduce 
tissue damage, blood loss, frequent punctures into the vein as it enhances health, reduce 
complications, and duration of hospitalization of the clients. 
 Objective- The present study was performedto assess the effectiveness of a protocol- 
based teaching program regarding intravenous cannulation (IVC) on the knowledge and 
skill of nursing students of a selected college of Haldwani, Uttarakhand. 
 Method and material -A quantitative approach and pre-experimental design among 40 
UG nursing students selected through the purposive sampling technique.   
Result -The result showed that 75% of nursing students were having average scores, 
25% were having below-average scores & none of the nursing students was hade an 
above-average knowledge score in the pre-test. After the intervention it was observed 
that 60% of nursing students were having an average score, 37.5% were having an 
above-average score and only 2.5% student was having below-average knowledge 
scores regarding IV cannulation in the post-test. Similarly, in the skill area, 65% of 
nursing students were having the above-average skill, 35% were having the average 
skill and no student was having below-average skill regarding IV cannulation before 
protocol based education. After the intervention 97.5% of nursing students were having 
above-average skills, only 2.5% of the student was having average skills, and no one 
students having below-average skills regarding IV cannulation.The‘t’ test value for the 
knowledge score of students is 9.24 was significant at P<0.05 level, and ‘t’ test value for 
skill score is 9.70 was significant at P<0.05 level. The correlation between knowledge 
and skill score of students in the pre-test was +0.332 which is a weak positive 
correlation and the post-test score was +0.512 which is a moderate positive correlation 
between knowledge and skill of UG nursing students regarding IV cannulation. 
Conclusion -Thus, the study was concluded that a protocol-based teaching program was 
an effective teaching tool that should be used to increase the level of knowledge and 
skill of UG nursing students regarding intravenous cannulation. 
 
Keywords: Knowledge, Clinical skill, Effectiveness, UG nursing students, Intravenous 
Cannulation.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Peripheral IV cannulation is the most widely used procedure in a hospital or a 
community setting. Peripheral venous devices were introduced more than 40 years ago. 
Today’s hospitals rely on intravenous catheters as essential tools to deliver medications, 
blood products, and nutritional fluids. It has been reported that approximately 90% of all 
the patients admitted to the hospital get some form of intravenous therapy. The midline 
catheters or peripheral intravenous cannula can be utilized for taking blood samples, 
electrolytes, hemodialysis, intravenous drug administration, transfusion therapy, 
hemodynamic monitoring, and peripheral parenteral nutrition.1,2 Further, among the 
nosocomial infections, 80% of patients have shown a bacterial infection annually 
through the intravenous catheter3,4,5. Modern catheter style devices are reported to 
associate with complication rates ranging from 0% to 78%. The incidence has remained 
relatively constant over the past 20 years. In general complications including 
infiltration, leaking and occlusion account for the removal of 95% of the devices.6,7 
Each year about 250,000 cases of bloodstream infection are linked to vascular catheters; 
12% to 25% of patients with these infections die.8,9 Over 60% of the blood infections 
are introduced by intravenous cannulation.7,10 It has been reported that there are many 
potential complications associated with intravenous therapy in hospitals. Most lawsuits 
arose mainly from two of the main complications such as infiltration and phlebitis. 
However, these two complications could be easily preventable.11,12 
 
OBJECTIVES 
 
 To assess the knowledge of UG nursing students regarding intravenous cannulation. 
 To determine the skill of UG nursing students regarding intravenous cannulation. 
 To determine the effectiveness of the protocol-based teaching program regarding 

IVC, on the knowledge and skill of UG nursing students regarding Intravenous 
cannulation. 

 To find a correlation between the knowledge and skill of UG nursing students 
regarding intravenous cannulation. 

 
Operational definitions:  
 Protocol-Based Teaching Program: In this study, it refers to designing the 

teaching program based on pre-test knowledge and skill score of students 
performing the procedure of intravenous cannulation. 

 Knowledge:Here, it refers to the information gained by the UG nursing students by 
the protocol-based teaching program, which would be assessed through the 
knowledge questionnaire. 

 Skill: In this study, it refers to the ability of the UG students to demonstrate the 
intravenous cannulation which would be accessed through an observation checklist. 

 Effectiveness: In this study, it refers to the difference between the pre-test and post-
test knowledge and skill scores of the UG nursing students related to protocol-based 
teaching programs regarding intravenous Cannulation. 
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 Intravenous Cannulation: It is the invasive Procedure in which IV cannula is 
inserted into veins to perform a diagnostic or therapeutic procedure. 

 
MATERIAL AND METHODS- 
Research approach: Based on the nature of the study Quantitative approach was found 
to be most suitable to achieve the objectives of the present study. 
Research Design: The research design selected for the present study was pre-
experimental.  
Research setting: Pal College of Nursing & Medical Sciences, Haldwani Uttarakhand. 
The population of the study: UG Nursing Students (2nd year Basic B.Sc Nursing). 
Sample: In this study, UG B.Sc Nursing students have participated in intravenous 
cannulation. 
Sample size: In the present study, the sample size consisted of 40UG Nursing (2nd year 
Basic B.Sc Nursing) students. 
Sampling technique: The sampling technique adopted for the present study was 
nonprobability:  purposive sampling technique. 
Ethical clearance - It was a pre-experimental type of study conducted on UG Nursing 
students after getting institutional ethical clearance. 
 
Sampling criteria: 
Inclusion criteria: 
 The students who had assisted at least once in the intravenous cannulation 

procedure. 
 The UG nursing students who were willing to participate in the study by their 

consent. 
 
Exclusion criteria: 
 Nursing students who were sick or absent at the time of the whole process of data 

collection. Thus, out of 49 students in this class, 40 students remained as subjects 
or participants of the study. 

Variables  
 Independent variable: Protocol-based teaching program regarding intravenous 

cannulation. 
 Dependent variable: Knowledge and skill of nursing students regarding 

intravenous cannulation. 
 

Development and Description of the Tool: 
 Section -I: Frequency and percentage distribution of personal profile. 
 Section-II: Finding related to knowledge and skill score. 
 Section-III: Effectiveness of protocol-based teaching regarding IVC, on the 

knowledge and skill of UG nursing students on intra-venous cannulation. 
 Section-IV: To find out the correlation between knowledge and skill of UG nursing 

students regarding intra-venous cannulation. 
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Plan for data analysis: The data were collected through pre-test, intervention, and post-
test by descriptive statistics and inferential statistics. 
RESULTS 

Section I: Personal Profile 
Shows that maximum 33 (82.5%) were in the age group of <20 years and 07(17.5%) 
were in the age group of 21 – 25 year, 34 (85%) respondent were female, 35 (87.5%) 
students attended the demonstration on IV cannulation, 28 (70%) students had 
performed IV cannulation.   

Section II- Finding related to knowledge and skill score 
Part A-Findings related to pre-test knowledge score of UG nursing students 
regarding intravenous cannulation:  82% of nursing students knew the sign of good 
vein and only 36% of nursing students knew the type of cannula in the core area. 
Maximum 73.3% of the nursing students had good knowledge regarding the function of 
the vein and only 27.5% of the nursing students knew the advantages & disadvantages 
of intravenous cannulation in the related knowledge area. The overall knowledge mean 
value was 17.50 with a mean percentage of 58.33% and a standard deviation of 3.05. 

 
Figure 1: Pre-test knowledge score of UG nursing students regarding IV 

cannulation 
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Part-B: Findings related to the post-test knowledge score of UG nursing students 
regarding intravenous cannulation- 80.6% of nursing students had knowledge 
regarding articles required for intravenous Cannulation and only 68.5% of nursing 
students had knowledge regarding the type of cannula in the core area. Maximum 90% 
of the nursing students had good knowledge regarding the introduction about 
cannulation and only 51% of the nursing students knew the advantages & disadvantages 
of intravenous cannulation in the related knowledge area. The overall knowledge mean 
value was 22.80 with a mean percentage of 76% and a standard deviation of 3.09. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Post-test knowledge score of UG nursing students regarding intravenous 
cannulation 
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Table 1: Findings related to skill score of UG nursing students regarding 
intravenous cannulation.       
   N=40 

Area No 
of 
item
s 

Pre-test Post-test 

Mean Mean% SD Mean Mean% SD 

Skill score of the UG 
nursing students 
regarding IV cannulation 

26 21.82 83.9% 2.63 25.3 97.3 1.52 

 
In table 1, the pre-test mean value was 21.82 with the mean percentage of 83.9% and a 
standard deviation of 2.63. The post-test mean value was 25.3 with a mean percentage 
of 97.3% and a standard deviation of 1.52. 
 
Part-D: Findings related to the knowledge level of UG nursing students regarding 
intravenous cannulation. 
75% of nursing students were having an average score, 25% were having below-average 
score & none of the nursing students was hade above-average knowledge score in the 
pre-test. Whereas in post-test 60% of nursing students were having an average score, 
37.5% were having above-average score and 2.5% student was having below-average 
knowledge score regarding IV cannulation. 

 
 

Figure 3: Knowledge level of UG nursing students regarding intravenous 
cannulation. 
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Part-E: Findings related to the skill level of UG nursing students regarding IV 
cannulation. 

The majority of the 65% of nursing students were having an above-average 
skill, 35% were having the average skill and no student was having below-average skill 
regarding IV cannulation before protocol based education. After the intervention, it was 
observed that a maximum of 97.5% of nursing students was having above-average 
skills, only 2.5% of the students were having average skills and no student was having 
below-average skills regarding IV cannulation. 

 
Figure 4: Skill level of UG nursing students regarding intravenous cannulation. 

Section III- Effectiveness of protocol-based teaching regarding IVC, on the 
knowledge and skill of UG nursing students on intra-venous cannulation. 
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9.30 11.65 2.35 6.053 0.000** 
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Related knowledge on IV cannulation 
Introduction about 
cannulation  

2.05  2.70  0.65  4.46  0.000 ** 

Function of the vein  2.20  2.3  0.10  0.68  0.500* 
Indications & 
contraindication.  

1.40  2.32  0.92  7.34  0.000** 

Types of fluid/drugs  2.00  2.80  0.80  3.66  0.001** 

Advantages & 
disadvantages of 
intravenous 
cannulation  

0.55  1.02  0.47  3.21  0.003** 

Related knowledge 
score 

8.20 11.15 2.95 7.822 0.000** 

Over all 17.50  22.80  5.30  9.24  0.000** 

 
Table 2 shows that in the core area the enhancement of knowledge was highest in the 
type of cannula i.e 0.65 with t-vale 5.12 and was significant as p<0.05 level of 
significance. Whereas in related knowledge area the enhancement of knowledge was 
highest in indications & contraindication i.e 0.92 with t-value 7.34 and was significant 
at p<0.05 level of significance. The overall knowledge score ’t’ test value was 9.24 and 
was found significant at P<0.05 level of significance in all areas except functions of the 
vein and purpose of IV Cannulation. Hence, the research hypothesis H1 was accepted 
for all areas in care and related knowledge excepts the functions of the vein and the 
purpose of IV cannulation. 

 
Table 3.  Effectiveness of protocol-based teaching regarding IVC on the skill of UG 
nursing students on intravenous cannulation. 
 
       N=40 
 

Over all Mean Mea
n % 

SD Enhanc
-ement 

Enhanc-
ement % 

Df t-
Value  

p-
Value  

Pre- test 
skills score 21.8 83.84 2.62 

3.5 13.4 39 9.70 0.00** Post-test 
skills score 25.3 97.30 1.52 

 
Table 3 reveals that the post-test mean score for Skill was significantly higher than the 
pre-test means score with the enhancement of 3.5. The overall skill score for ’t’ test 
value was 9.70 and found significant at p<0.05 level of significance. Hence the research 
hypothesis H1 was accepted. 
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Table 4. To find out the correlation between knowledge and skill of UG nursing 
students regarding intravenous cannulation.    
   N=40 

Aspects Maximum 
Score 

Pre-test 
n1=40 

Post-test 
n2=40 

Mean Mean 
(%) 

SD Mean Mean 
(%) 

SD 

Knowledge 30 17.5 76.08 3.07 22.8 78.62 3.48 
Skills 26 21.8 83.84 2.62 25.3 97.30 1.52 
Correlation Coefficient 

(r) 
+0.332 +0.512 

 
Table 4 shows the relationship between the knowledge and skill of UG nursing students 
regarding IV Cannulation. The obtained correlation score for the pre-test was +0.332 
which indicates that there was a weak positive correlation between knowledge and skill 
scores. The post-test correlation score was +0.512 which indicates that there was a 
moderate positive correlation between knowledge and skill of UG nursing students 
regarding IV cannulation.Hence, the research hypothesis H2 was accepted at the p<0.05 
level of significance 
 
DISCUSSION 
 

Results revealed that protocol-based teaching program regarding IVC has 
improved the knowledge and skill of nursing students significantly. Contrary to the pre-
test, in which no students had above-average knowledge score regarding IVC, post-test 
scores improved it to 37.5%. Moreover, the number of students having below-average 
scores also improved from 25% to 2.5% during pre-test and post-test, respectively. 
Similar trends were also observed in the case of IVC skills. It has been observed that the 
above-average skill of nursing students has improved from 65% to 97.5% in pre-test and 
post-test, respectively. Furthermore, the correlation between knowledge and skill score 
of students in the pre-test was +0.332 which is a weak positive correlation and the post-
test score was +0.512 which is a moderate positive correlation between knowledge and 
skill.  

 
The findings of the present study were consistent with the study conducted by 

Saji (2016)13 conducted an exploratory study to assess the knowledge regarding 
peripheral intravenous cannulation among nursing staff in a selected hospital of Indore 
City. Their objective was to assess the knowledge of nursing staff regarding peripheral 
intravenous cannulation study sample G.N.M &B.Sc Nursing/Post Basic nursing; the 
sample size was 50. The majority of 60% of the nursing staff had good knowledge, 34% 
had excellent knowledge, 6% of the nursing staff had average knowledge regarding 
peripheral intravenous Cannulation. Furthermore, the findings of the present study were 
also consistent with the study conducted by Singh and Sood (2016)14.This group has 
conducted a study on the staff nurse to reveal the effectiveness of video-assisted 
teaching. They have assessed the knowledge and practice among staff nurses regarding 
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intravenous cannulation of under-five children through a purposive sampling technique. 
The mean post-test knowledge score (23.4) in the experimental group was significantly 
higher than that of the control group (19.2) with a calculated ‘t-value’ of 2.97. 
Moreover, the data have shown that the mean post-test practice score (22.43) in the 
experimental group was significantly higher than that of the control group (16.36) with 
a calculated ‘t-value’ of 8.43.  

 
Present study had some limitations as it lacks control over the variables and has 

no randomization making the data less preferable for generalization. The sample size 
was less and selected using a non-probability, purposive sampling technique, which 
limits the generalization of the study findings. However, despite these limitations, the 
present study strongly supports the fact that a protocol-based teaching program 
regarding IVC is an effective approach to improve the knowledge and skill of UG 
nursing students. Moreover, this approach can be administered to identify the 
persistence of learning and its effectiveness on knowledge and practice among staff 
nurses and other medical personnel. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

The present study is supported by other studies, which ensures that the protocol 
based teaching programmed was an effective teaching tool used to increase the level of 
knowledge and practice of intravenous Cannulation regarding UG nursing students in 
selected nursing college Haldwani, Uttarakhand. 
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IV-Intravenous 
B.Sc. (N) –Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
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UG-Under Graduate 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The main objective of company is maximizing shareholder’s wealth. The company can’t 
survive without wealth generation for its shareholders. For measuring share holder value 
two tools are well known one is EVA and another is MVA. MVA denote the extent to 
which the market has added value to the net worth of a company. A positive MVA 
indicates the maximization of shareholders ‘value and a negative MVA indicates that a 
company is destroying shareholders’ value. The main objective of the paper to know 
that which companies is the wealth generator or destroyer for share holder and to rank 
the companies on the basis of MVA. Therefore 10 companies selected from two sector 
of Indian industry for the period of 2008-09 to 2017-18.rank has been given on the basis 
of MVA. The main focus of the paper on shareholder’s benefit so that they can take 
decision in which company and which sector is good for investment or they should 
continue their investment or not. It was found that TCS from IT sector and Tata motors 
from Auto sector are most value added companies existing shareholder can continue 
their investment and new investor can choose these companies for further investment. 
 
Key Words:  MVA, Rank, Shareholders’ Value. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION: 
Share holder value creation is among the most important goals of companies.  In order 
to the increasing global competition, companies are focusing their efforts on creating 
shareholder value. In 1986 Alfred Rappaport’s article ‘Creating Shareholder Value ‘has 
widely famous and gained acceptance share holder value approach. Shareholder value 
creation can measure by various methods like Economic profit, EVA, MVA, Total 
Shareholder Return, Shareholder value added. EVA & MVA are most famous tool for 
measuring share holder value creation. 

 Stewart invented the term Market Value Addedfor measuring share holder’s 
value Market Value Added (MVA) is defined as “the difference between market value 
of invested capital and book value of invested capital of a company. Market value of 
invested capital refers the market value of equity capital and debt capital, but the market 
value of debt is not generally traded. Thus, the definition of MVA can be stated as 
market capitalization less net worth. Market capitalization means product of closing 
share price and number of outstanding shares as on that date. It is another foremost 
technique of shareholder value analysis and it is denoting as wealth creation technique 
which is created by company for its shareholders. It is calculated based on the market 
share price and market value should be more than book value of the company. Here, 
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market value is calculated with the current market share price and compare with the 
book value of the firm which is recorded in the balance sheet, when market value 
exceeds the book value means that it creates value for share holder and vice-a-versa.  
MVA measures value by the management over and above the capital invested in the 
company by investors. 
 MVA = Market value of company - Capital employed 
 Market value of company = the total of the market value of its equity + book value of 
its debt. Capital employed is sum of the book value of debt and equity invested in the 
business. Debt securities market value generally not available so it can be assumed as 
the market value of debt is equal to book value of debt. Therefore, the formula becomes 
                MVA = Market value of equity - Book value of equity 
 
Market value added can also be defined  
        MVA = Market Capitalization – Net Worth 
Here Net worth means Equity Capital + Reserves & Surplus- Accumulated Losses & 
Misc. Expense 
MVA provides the stock market‘s assessment of how efficient a company using money 
of shareholder  A positive MVA indicates that a company is creating value for its 
shareholders and negative MVA indicates that a company is destroying shareholders‘ 
value. The aim of a firm should be to maximize MVA. In fact, positive or negative 
MVA of a company depends on the level of rate of return as compared to the cost of 
capital. The MVA formula does not consider only cash payments that the company may 
have paid out to shareholders but it does measure the opportunity costs relative to any 
alternative investments. 
     LIMITATION OF MVA: 
1. MVA does not consider the opportunity costs of the invested capital. 
2. MVA does not take into account the interim cash returns to shareholders.  
3. Market Value Added (MVA) cannot be calculated at divisional level and cannot be 
used for private held companies. 
 
1.1 THE GROWTH OF IT IDUSTRY IN INDIA: 
The information technology industry of India has been attracting considerable amount of 
foreign direct investment in the recent years. Investments are being made in the four 
principal sectors of the Indian information technology industry - online businesses, 
information technology services, information technology based services and software 
merchandise. The inflow of huge volumes of FDI in the IT industry of India has not 
only boosted the industry but the entire Indian economy in recent years. Foreign direct 
investment (FDI) inflow rose by more than 100 per cent to US$ 4.66 billion in May 
2011, up from US$ 2.21 billion a year ago. In the research paper Infosys, TCS, Wipro, 
Tech M and HCL have been selected for analysis. 

 
1.2 THE GROWTH OFAUTO IDUSTRY IN INDIA: 
The automotive manufacturing industry comprises the production of commercial 
vehicles, passenger cars, three & two-wheelers.  India became the 4th largest auto 
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market in 2017 with sales increasing 9.5 per cent year-on-year to 4.02 million units in 
2017. Overall domestic automobiles sales increased at 7.01 per cent CAGR between 
FY13-18.  Domestic automobile production increased at 7.08 per cent CAGR between 
FY13-18 with 29.07 million vehicles manufactured in the country in FY18. During 
April-November 2018, automobile production increased 12.53 per cent year-on-year to 
reach 21.95 million units.  During April-November 2018, highest year-on-year growth 
in domestic sales among all the categories was recorded in commercial vehicles at 31.49 
per cent followed by 25.16 per cent year-on-year growth in the sales of three-wheelers. 
In the research paper Tata Motors, Ashok Leyland, TVS Motors, Bajaj Auto, Hero 
Motor Corp have been selected. 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 
 
Dr. N.Sakthivel(2011) described that the trend and growth of Shareholders’ Value in 
terms of EVA and MVA in Indian Pharmaceutical Industry from 1997-98 to 2006-
07.EVA and MVA was calculated and found trend during selected period. It was 
concluded that the companies under pharmaceutical industry has succeeded to meet 
public expectations in terms of shareholders’ value creation through EVA either by 
increasing operating income from assets in place through reducing cost of production or 
increasing sales, or reducing the cost of capital by changing the financing mix in capital 
structure. The industry in India succeeded in terms of value creation by using EVA and 
MVA. 
 
M.Rajesh,Dr. N R V RamanaReddy,Dr.T.Narayana Reddy(2012) analyzed of 
cement industry of India by EVA and MVA. They had taken 10 companies and 10 years 
starting from 2001-2010.ranking had been given to companies on the base of EVA and 
MVA with respect to mean and coefficient of variation. They found that MVA of all 
companies was satisfactory but liner growth of all companies was negative. Based on 
EVA and MVA, ACC ltd was 1st rank and Anjali ltd was 2nd rank, Grasim was in 3 rd 
rank. Overall they concluded that EVA and  MVA showed same result regarding 
performance of the companies. 
 
Shipra pruthy(2013) has done study on title “A Comparative Study Of EVA And 
MVA Of Power Sector Companies In India. EVA and MVA had been calculated of all 
listed under NSE CNX energy for the period of 2009-2011 after that ranked and 
compared between EVA and MVA. Correlation had been found between EVA and 
MVA. He concluded that EVA was positively linked with MVA so it should generate 
positive EVA. MVA was positively linked with EVA so if EVA is decreasing 
simultaneously MVA would decrease. 
 
NicolaeSichigea,LauraVasilescu. (2015) has done a study on title “Economic Value 
Added and Market Value Added - Modern Indicators for Assessment the Firm’s Value”. 
The study used data from one company from 2013 & 2014.they wanted to established 
relationship between EVA and MVA and their application on firm’s valuation. They 
found that market value added was effectively representing the share holder value 
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creation and economic value added was a performance metric it showed the real 
economic profit of the company. 
 
Hardik B. Bhadeshiya (2018) tried to analyze real value of selected Indian IT 
companies by using contemporary tools like EVA, MVA and dividend paid. He used 
EVA and MVA formulas given by stern steward & co. he established relationship 
between EVA, MVA and Dividend paid by using ANOVA and T- Test and to analyze 
relationship between variables he used correlation also. 
 
BabliDhiman,ShipraPruthi(2012) have analyzed shareholder’s wealth of  top 50 
companies of NSE from period 2005 to 2010 by using EVA. This paper‘s main 
objective was designed to know that which companies was the wealth generator or 
destroyer for the shareholders and  rank the companies on the basis of EVA. They used 
three adjustment into NOPAT Interest Expenses ,Goodwill written off, Research & 
Development expenses .They found that Reliance Industries Limited, Oil & Natural Gas 
Ltd,Tata Consultancy Services Limited, Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited 
Grasim Industries Limited are top five wealth generated companies in study. Bharat 
Electronics Limited, Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited,ITCLimited,NTPC Limited 
,TATA Communications are top five wealth destroyer. They calculated average EVA of 
five years and ranked as per average. They concluded that There were only three 
companies in our study which disclose the economic value added in their annual report. 
These were TVS Motors Ltd., BHEL Ltd. Godrej Products Ltd. In the study there were 
fourteen companies which were the wealth destroyer companies although they had good 
profit but still they had negative EVA. It means they had high cost of equity capital and 
this capital had not been invested in good projects. 
 
 3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Research Objectives 
  To calculate Market value Added of selected 10 Indian companies from 2 sectors 

for the period of 2007-08 to 2017-18. 
  To rank the sample companies on the basis market value added generated/lost for 

the     year 2007-08 to 2017-18.  
3.2 Sources of Data: 
 This study is based on the secondary data. To analyze the trend and growth of value        
addition in terms of MVA in Indian industry, required financial data of sample 
companies were collected from Annual reports of respective companies. 
3.3 Sample Design: 
The sample size of the present study is ‘5’ companies from each sector for the period of 
2007-08 to 2017-18. The sectors are IT, Auto for the period of 2007-08 to 2017-18. 
3.4 Hypothesis Formulation: 
H0: There is no significant difference in MVA between selected 5 companies of IT 
sector for the period of 2007-08 to 2017-18. 
H0: There is no significant difference in MVA between selected 5 companies of Auto 
sector for the period of 2007-08 to 2017-18. 
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4. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
To analyze the data both simple and advanced statistical techniques have been used. 
Simple tool like Average, Rank have been calculated and advanced tools like ANOVA 
has been used. 
Table 1.1:   Average of Market Value Added of selected IT Sector Companies for 

the period 2008-09 to 2017-18. 
 

YEAR HCL INFOSYS TCS TECH M WIPRO 
2008-09 -1223.94 -7572.4 585.88 -41.9 -3711.5 

2009-10 1181.72 -2085.6 64901.15 2711.4 8634.1 
2010-11 2054.77 -3083.2 90298.95 962.3 22348.1 

2011-12 2408.99 -8892 92726.61 1232.5 16826.8 
2012-13 3330.7 -14253 112712.4 2682.38 17829.1 

2013-14 9093.38 -18104.4 168229.1 13121.6 24233.6 
2014-15 48616.11 16573.2 208035.9 49303.62 27522.85 

2015-16 36855.98 81928.6 182940 30701.6 12542.9 
2016-17 35654 46781.2 165970 29611.44 -651.7 

2017-18 37522 66292.4 200611 41852.72 54776.7 
AVERAGE 17549.37 15758.48 128701.1 17213.77 18035.1 
RANK 3 5 1 4 2 

                Sources: Own Computation  
 
               Figure 1.1 Average of MVA of all selected Indian IT Sector companies 
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Value addition of the shareholder is the main slogan of every business. Information 
technology sector which is the most powerful industry in India should also consider the 
value addition of the shareholder Table 1.1 is shown MVA generated by selected IT  
companies during year starting from 2008-09 to 2017-18.in the year 2008-09 only TCS 
has generated positive MVA. In the year 2009-10 to 2013-14 almost all four companies 
have a positive MVA only Infosys has negative. Out of five companies; Infosys is 
destroying the wealth of the shareholders. In the year Infosys generated highest positive 
MVA because of issuing new equity shares. It’s more than any other year the reason of 
positive MVA was company increased their share capital. It shows that TCS is the most 
market value generator company. Wipro, Tech M and HCL are quite similar MVA.  

 
Table 1.2:   Average of Market Value Added of selected Auto Sector Companies for 

the period 2008-09 to 2017-18 
 
 

YEAR ASHOK 
LEYLAND 

TATA 
MOTORS 

BAJAJAUTO TVS 
MOTORS 

HERO 
MOTOR 
CORP 

2008-09 -911.4506 -2793.14 2899.62 -442.39 17954.75 
2009-10 1268.609 -252.95 11814.21 232.06 36118.98 
2010-11 1095.376 3486.96 36374.62 2162.6 28910.52 
2011-12 5437.057 76542.99 41704.04 1043.83 36855.66 
2012-13 2855.0812 81272.77 44417.86 574.74 26120.59 
2013-14 3024.9967 117393.08 50964.95 3524.78 40441.66 
2014-15 17749.039 170189 48332.68 11315.32 47120.54 

2015-16 27048.779 134301.59 57731.59 13827.88 51439.28 
2016-17 18526 158622.35 65027.93 18499.5 55300.99 
2017-18 35818.49 113205.28 60926.32 27243.06 60083.1 
AVERAGE 11191.19773 85196.793 42019.382 7798.138 40034.607 
RANK 4 1 2 5 3 
    
 Sources: Own Computation  
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Figure 1.2 Average of MVA of all selected Indian Auto Sector companies 
 

 
India became the fifth largest auto market in 2019 with sales reaching to 3.81 million 
units. It was the seventh largest manufacturer of commercial vehicles in 2019.so after IT 
sector auto sector is a second powerful sector. Table 1.2 is shown market value 
generator of selected Auto sector companies during year starting from 2008-09 to 2017-
18.It shows that Tata Motors most market value generator during period. It’s followed 
by Bajaj Auto and Hero Motor Corp. Consequently, the performance of TVS motors 
and Ashok Leyland is quite low. In the year of Economic Crisis 2008-09 only Bajaj 
Auto and Hero motor corp have generated positive MVA. 
Result of Statistical Analysis 

ANOVA Analysis of Market Value Added of IT Companies 
In the ANOVA analysis of Market Value Added following hypothesis will be tested. 
H0= There is no significant difference in MVA between selected five IT companies. 
H1= There is significant difference in MVA between selected five IT companies. 
 
ANOVA: SINGLE FACTOR 

 
Table: 1.3 Result of ANOVA Analysis of MVA (IT SECTOR) 

SUMMERY  
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 

HCL 10 175493.7 17549.372 380877347.4 
INFOSYS 10 157584.8 15758.48 1307557175 
TCS 10 1287011 128701.11 4540756187 
TECH M 10 172137.7 17213.766 358661712.3 
WIPRO 10 180351 18035.095 271015837.2 
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INTERPRETATION 
 

From above table for 4 and 49 degree of freedom Fcal is 18.15 and Ftab is 2.57  thus, 
Fcal>Ftab and p-value is less than specified α of 0.005. So, Null hypothesis is rejected 
and it is concluded that the difference is seen in Market Value Addition between 
selected IT companies. 
  ANOVA: SINGLE FACTOR 

Table: 1.4 Result of ANOVA Analysis of MVA (AUTO SECTOR) 
 

ANOVA 
Source 

of 
Variatio

n 

SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between 
Groups 

38758693313 4 9689673328 9.412923215 1.28903E-
05 

2.578739184 

Within 
Groups 

46323048622 45 1029401080    

Total 85081741935 49     

 
INTERPRETATION 
From above table for 4 and 49 degree of freedom Fcal is 9.41 and Ftab is 2.57 
thus,Fcal>Ftab and p-value is less than specified α of 0.005.So, Null hypothesis is 
rejected and it is concluded that the difference is seen in Market Value Addition 
between selected five companies. 

Source  
of  

Variation 

SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between  
Groups 

9.96E+10 4 2.49E+10 18.15119722 6.10426E-
09 

2.578739184 

Within 
Groups 

6.17E+10 45 1.372E+09    

Total 1.61E+11 49     

Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Ashok Leyland 10 111911.9773 11191.19773 163435145.4 
Tata Motors 10 851967.93 85196.793 4295334996 
Bajaj auto 10 420193.82 42019.382 414893739.3 
Tvs Motors 10 77981.38 7798.138 90480374.27 
Hero Motor Corp 10 400346.07 40034.607 182861147.9 
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5. CONCLUSION 
Market Value added is an important measure to judge the performance of the company. 
The global sourcing market in India continues to grow at a higher pace compared to the 
IT & BPM industry. Indian IT & BPM companies have set up over 1,000 global 
delivery centers in about 80 countries across the world. In the paper top five IT 
companies selected among the selected company TCS is most market value generator of 
the company. All the companies have significant difference in market value added. The 
automobile industry is supported by various factors such as availability of skilled labour 
at low cost, robust R&D centers, and low-cost steel production. India became the fifth 
largest auto market in 2019 .Tata Motors is most value generator company. From the 
above analysis it can be said that TCS from IT sector and Tata motors from Auto sector 
are most value added companies existing shareholder can continue their investment and 
new investor can choose these companies for further investment. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
During the British Raj, the socioeconomic status of women in India began to transform 
as industrialization and urbanization took place allowing for areas of education, politics, 
and employment to become accessible to women. In this new revolution of educated 
women there were some leading figures that advocated the female voice, Sarojini Naidu 
is one of them. One may say that it was in this colonial period that feminism in India 
was formed. It was in the period of the nineteenth and twentieth century India that social 
movements took place in regards to the inequalities between men and women. The 
feminist voice has been heard and was the subject of change. Although there was great 
protest against the British Empire and its oppression on the native people of India, there 
was also much oppression made by the native people on the women of India through its 
centuries old social practices. Social movements were prompted by individuals such as 
Sarojini Naidu who used their platform as writers to advocate the hidden voice of the 
traditional Indian women. This particular paper is going to put forward some of the 
major evolution of feminism in India by Sarojini Naidu as an important of women 
writers of the Colonial Period. 
 
Keywords:Socio economic Status of Women, Colonial Period, Feminism, Social 
Movement. 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
 
During the British Raj, the socioeconomic status of women in India began to transform 
as industrialization and urbanization took place allowing for areas of education, politics, 
and employment to become accessible to women. In this new revolution of educated 
women there were some leading figures that advocated the female voice, Sarojini Naidu 
is one of them. One may say that it was in this colonial period that feminism in India 
was formed. It was in the period of the nineteenth and twentieth century India that social 
movements took place in regards to the inequalities between men and women. The 
feminist voice has been heard and was the subject of change. Although there was great 
protest against the British Empire and its oppression on the native people of India, there 
was also much oppression made by the native people on the women of India through its 
centuries old social practices. Social movements were prompted by individuals such as 
Sarojini Naidu who used their platform as writers to advocate the hidden voice of the 
traditional Indian women.Sarojini Naidu projected her beliefs through her writings and 
actions. Sarojini Naidu, who was an elite women, benefited from the key component of 
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the shift in the status of women in society, and that was education. The establishment of 
education during the colonial period was what triggered a societal change in structure. 
 
In The Oxford History of the British Empire: The Nineteenth Century, Susan Bayly, in a 
chapter titled “The Evolution of Colonial Cultures: Nineteenth-Century Asia,” states 
that “With the expansion of professional and clerical employment, education itself 
became a major industry. In the subcontinent English education was initially provided 
by missionaries”. In ancient India, education was only given to boys who attended 
Gurukuls. Gurukuls were small schools in villages, the name deriving from the word 
“guru” which means teacher. It was early as 1810 that the schooling for girls was 
established by British missionaries. Soon after, the Ladies Society for Native Female 
Education was established and the society created numerous schools for girls. In an 
online database, features the newspaper titled The Christian Advocate: Volume 4 written 
in 1826, it features the Ladies Society for Native Female Education under the heading 
“Religious Intelligence,” stating that “It appears that in less than three years thirty 
native-female schools have been formed, and between 500 and 600 girls are under 
instruction in the different schools supported by the Ladies’ Society for Native-female 
education.” (The Christian Advocate: Volume4, 91) In addition, the source continues to 
further detail the expansion that the society planned tomake in order to provide more 
girls with education in efforts to create additional schools in neighborhoods. At the end 
of the nineteenth century, many schools were established and in progress for girls. It 
was not until 1875 that universities in Madras and Calcutta allowed girls to attend. 
However this was only for a select amount of girls, mostly coming from royal or 
Brahminfamilies, leading a vast majority of girls to be subjected to the traditional roles 
of being mothers and wives. 
 
SOCIAL REFORM MOVEMENT IN COLONIAL PERIOD: 
 
Although education was a predominant factor in the enhancement of the lives of many 
women, it was the Social Reform Movement that emphasized the importance of 
women’s roles in society. In this movement many aspects of social norms and traditions 
for women in society were protested against, such as: sati, purdah, child marriage, 
polygamy, caste discrimination, property rights, female infanticide, devadasi, and other 
restrictions on women. Such topics were of most importance to Sarojini Naidu, and 
were prevalent in their texts. The abolishment of these practices was on the forefront of 
their agenda. The strains on women in society were seen by Sarojini Naidu, and she was 
adamant about creating reforms to outlaw these social practices. New social norms 
began to replace the traditional norms of women; however, they spread at a gradual 
pace. Edward Said underlines these very ancient practices that needed reform as he 
states in Culture and Imperialism: 
 
But we must also focus on the intellectual and cultural argument within the nationalist 
resistance that once independence was gained new and imaginative preconceptions of 
society and culture were required in order to avoid the old orthodoxies and injustices. 
The women’s movement is central here. For as primary resistance gets under way, to be 
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followed by fully fledged nationalist parties, unfair male practices like concubinage, 
polygamy, foot-binding, sati, and visual enslavement become the focal points of 
women’s resistance. (Culture and Imperialism 218) 
 
Sati was an ancient tradition for many Hindu women widows. This was a practice in 
which the widow would throw herself or be thrown into her husband’s pyre and burn to 
death. Purdah wasthe name of a practice within Muslim and Hindu religions, where 
women would be confined to their homes unable to make contact with any men and also 
covered their faces and bodies. Such traditions of the purdah exists today but was seen 
as a restriction against women and was pursued to be abolished. India’s history has had 
a long tradition of child marriages, a custom within many of its societies. It was directed 
for young girls to be married, which most of the time were to much older men. 
Previously and even today in many parts of India, young girls would be married off, 
have children, and spend the rest of their lives attending to the needs of their children 
and husband. The dangers of such child bearing at a young age has taken the lives of 
thousands of girls. The complications of teenage pregnancy not only created death tolls 
of young brides, but also subjected them and their babies to many health problems. 
 
In addition, these marriages were arranged and included a sum of money given to the 
groom from the bride’s family called a dowry. A notion that suggests the payment of 
ones life given to another, in this case a bride to a groom. These social norms have 
tarnished the worth of women in society, making the topic of marriage a deal. These 
young girls would spend the rest of their lives serving their husbands and bearing 
children. Women were not allowed to speak unless they were spoken too and never able 
to look into the eyes of their husbands. In many marriages women addressed their 
husbands as their masters. In society this was all the worth a women had. It was not 
until 1929 that the notion of child marriage was banned. In relation to women in 
marriage, polygamy was a common social norm amongst men. A man could have sexual 
relations with numerous women, but a women’s virginity was of upmost importance 
when it came to marriage.Girls were married at a young age in order to protect their 
virginity. A girl who was no longer a virgin became an outcast in society. Furthermore, 
Hindu women who became widows were not allowed to remarry and had to have their 
heads shaved as a practice called tonsure. It was not until the Hindu Women Remarriage 
Act was passed in 1856 that women were set free from this custom. Women faced many 
tribulations if their husbands died, including giving up their property because females 
were not allowed to have such power. They would have to give the property to the 
government forcing themselves to become homeless. Property of their own families 
were only given to the son, and never to the daughter. The son was the caretaker of his 
parents, and the daughter became the caretaker of her in-laws, husband, and children. It 
was in 1937 that the Hindu Women’s Rights to Properties Act was declared, allowing 
women to obtain and keep their property. 
 
In an article titled “Mother India: Empire, Nation, and the Female Voice” by Mrinalini 
Sinha, she complies the impending issues India faced in the twenty century: 
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Women’s emancipation and national liberation, especially under M. K. Gandhi's 
leadership of the nationalist movement from the 1920s onwards, became part of the 
same struggle; the identification of women's struggles with the national struggle was 
summed up in the popular slogan, "India cannot be free until its women are free and 
women cannot be free until India is free.” (“The Female Voice and the Discourse of 
Imperialism” 16) 
 
This was the underlining factor to many of Naidu's beliefs. Without freedom for women 
of India, the country would never be free. Women for centuries in India had faced an 
appalling list of restrictions because of their sex, and it was the social reform during 
theeighteenth and nineteenth century that created a shift in such social norms. It was 
such social movements by social reformists that made way for the women to speak out 
about the issues they faced. The restrictions against women created inequality between 
men and women. Sarojini Naidu observed such practices against women and 
emphasized the swift action to change them. She has written texts on this subject or 
have used their role in society as a women to protest against such diminishing 
inequality. These texts written to convey their social reformist beliefs range in many 
forms: Naidu wrote poetry. Naidu has overcome the battles that were predestined for 
them, helped support a society with new and transformed social norms while outlawing 
those that persecuted many women before them. Being brought up in a culture with such 
traditions impacted the lives of Naidu, and this manifested itself in acts of protest. 
 
SAROJINI NAIDU IN ADVOCATING WOMEN RIGHTS AND EQUALITY: 
Sarojini Naidu, who was a important person not only for advocating women rights and 
equality, but also in attaining the nation’s freedom from the British.Sarojini Naidu was 
one the leading political and social activists during the British Raj. She was also a poet, 
and her activism is evident in many of her writings. Growing up with a father who lived 
a life dedicated to education, he as Naidu claims had eyes that were “sternly scientific 
character.” He educated her to become a scientist or mathematician, but she knew at a 
very young age of the dreamer in her and the passion to write poetry. She has always 
regarded herself a dreamer, an instinct she felt she attained from her father and mother. 
 
The following section of this paper discussing the background and life of Sarojini Naidu 
depends largely on the account of Vishwanath S. Paravane in Sarojini Naidu: An 
Introduction to Her Life, Work andPoetry, and also from Arvind Krishna Mehrotra’sA 
History of Indian Literature in English. Naidu was born on February 13, 1879 in 
Hyderabad, India, to a Bengali Brahmin family. Her father was the principal of the 
Nizam’s College in Hyderbad, and a scientist. Growing up, education was very 
important in her family and this was instilled in Naidu as a young child. Her father was 
a political activist, and was among the the first members of the Indian National 
Congress. Naidu, as a young girl, was born into the British Raj and received an English 
education. She was incredibly intelligent and learned an array of languages. Her 
interests weremuch in the realm of poetry. One of her pieces was seen by the Nazim (a 
ruler of the princely state of Hyderabad), who was impressed by her abilities. At the age 
of sixteen, she was given a scholarship funded by the Nizam to travel to England. She 
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attended King’s College, and later went onto other colleges of Cambridge University. 
There she wrote a number of poems, filled with astounding visual depictions of her 
India presented through her lyrical usage of the English language. She returned home 
after her studies, and married a man named MuthyalaGovindaraju Naidu, who was a 
doctor. Naidu overcame the obstacle of the social practice of only marrying within your 
caste, when she married her husband in 1898, thus having an inter-caste marriage. They 
were married through the Brahmo Marriage Act of 1872. This Act was passed so that 
individuals from different religions can marry one another, a previous notion that was 
banned. It was in 1905, that she published her first poetical text, The Golden Threshold, 
the first of three volumes. In addition, she wrote The Bird of Time, and The Broken 
Wing. 
 
CONCLUSION: 
 
It was also during this time that Naidu submerged herself into the National Movement 
by joining the Indian freedom struggle. In the midst of fighting for the nation’s 
independence she alongside Mahatma Gandhi. In 1915, along with advocating the 
freedom of the nation, she traveled around India for women’s rights and the social 
welfare of young mothers and their children. The emancipation of women was essential 
to Naidu, and went hand-in-hand in her efforts to gain India’s freedom. Naidu was often 
referred to as the “crusader” of women’s rights, having founded the Indian Women’s 
Association in 1917. This association was created to enhance the lives of women in 
India, and to establish newer reforms that addressed the issues of equality and women 
suffrage. Naidu expressed the need for women’s right to vote and travelled to England 
in 1919 to appeal to the Parliament. Naidu was also a leading figure in the AllIndia 
Women's Conference which was established in 1926. In her writings, she uses language 
as a key tool to protest against the anguish women faced. In 1919, Mahatma Gandhi 
formed the Non-Cooperation Movement as a result of the Rowlatt Act passed by the 
British, and Naidu was a leading member. Naidu became the first women President of 
the Indian National Congress Party in 1925. In addition, she also participated in the 
Civil Disobedience Act. She was also a member of the All-India Home Rule Deputation 
and part of the Round-Table summit. In 1942, Naidu spent two years in jail as a result of 
participating in the Quit India Movement along with Mahatma Gandhi. After India 
received independence from the British in 1947, Naidu became the governor of the 
Uttar Pradesh. She was the first woman to hold a title as governor in India. She held this 
position until her death in 1949. Naidu was a leading poet, and political activist who had 
paved the way for future women in politics as well as the road to independence for 
India. Naidu’s contributions to women’s rights have helped formulate the evolution of 
feminism in India. 
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ABSTRACT:  
 
Infertility has been recognized as a public health issue worldwide by the World Health 
Organization. Anti-müllerian hormone (AMH) is an ovarian reserve marker that effects 
infertility. Infertility and endometriosis are associated clinically. Medical and surgical 
treatments for endometriosis have different effects on a woman's issues of conception, 
whereas other side medical treatments for endometriosis are contraceptive. Also, AMH 
levels are diminished in women with previous endometrioma surgery (OMAs). In this 
paper, a patient diagnosed as Adenomyosis and Poor ovarian reserve with secondary 
infertility, which was managed successfully by Ayurveda treatment. A 29-year-old 
female patient came to hospital with complaint of painful and excessive menses for 6 
months with the issue of secondary infertility. Previously, bilateral ovarian cystectomy 
was done before 1 year from a private hospital.Her ultrasonography was reported 
localized adenomyosis during first visit of hospital. After 6 months she was diagnosed 
with very low Anti-Mullerian Hormone. She was advised to go for Invitro fertilization 
(IVF) for poor ovarian reserve.As patient was not willing for IVF, alternatively opted 
for Ayurveda treatment. The condition was assessed asVatala Yonivyapada and 
VatikaPradara according to Ayurveda. and treatment was planned accordingly by 
Virechana, Madhutailik Basti,Matra Basti, Mustadi Yapana Bastiand oral 
medicine.Virechana and MustadiYapanaBasti were the main procedures of 
choice.Treatment was successful, patient was conceived and deliverednormally healthy 
male baby. The aim of the present paper is to address this problem by accurate line of 
treatment. 
 
Key words: Adenomyosis, Anti-müllerian hormone, Mustadi Yapana Basti,Vatala 
Yonivyapada,Virechana 
 
Introduction 
 
In recent years, the prevailing vision is that infertility results from an array of factors 
rather than a single cause. The serum Anti-Mullerian hormone (AMH) assay has taken 
an increasingly important place in the management of female infertility. It is secreted by 
the granulosa cells of growing follicles.Its measurement is strongly correlated with 
antral follicle count and represents a reliable marker of ovarian reserve. However, 
although it seems to be a good quantitative reflection of the ovarian reserve, it does not 
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assess quality of oocyte.i The impact of endometriosis on the uterus, alteration of the 
ectopic endometrium may hamper endometrium. The fact thatendometrioma surgery 
(OMAs) negatively affects ovarian reserve, especially in the case of bilateral surgery, is 
now well recognizedii.The lack of real plane of cleavage between the endometrium-like 
stroma of the endometriotic cysts and the ovarian tissue can lead to the removal of 
adjacent healthy ovarian tissue, which may harm ovarian reserve.iii AMH levels are 
significantly decreased post-operatively after cystectomy for OMA as shown by 
measurements before and after surgery.2 AMH has the potential to predict future 
reproductive lifespan and is therefore considered to be the best endocrine marker for 
assessing age-related decline of ovarian pool in healthy women. The patients with a 
diminished ovarian reserve have the only option of IVF with a donor egg.Adenomyosis 
seems to be present in one‐third of women with surgically treated endometriosis. 
Moreover, the presence and depth of infiltration of Adenomyosis was related to the 
extent of endometriosis.ivAdenomyosis to interfere with fertility and the degree and 
composition of adenomyosis that may reduce implantation so severely that surgical or 
other treatment options might be remain. These studies suggest relation between 
endometriotic surgery and adenomyosis with poor ovarian reserve. In Ayurveda, 
Acharya Charak says that consumes diet and activities of aggravating provokedVayu are 
reaching reproductive system and produces pricking pain, stiffness and painful 
menstruation. This disorder resembles Vatala Yonivyapadvwith Vatika Pradara5and can 
be compared with adenomyosis. Vatala Yonivyapad creates other Vatika disoders5 that 
might be Dhatukshaya and correlate with low Anti mullerian hormone. 
 
Methodology 
 

1. Patient information and clinical findings 

A 29-year-old female came to hospital with complaint of painful and excessive menses 
with secondary infertility.The patient was suffering with same problem, large bilateral 
chocolate cyst with changes of endometriosis and localized adenomyosis was diagnosed 
before 1 year and she was operated cyst at that time and histopathological report was 
noted endometriotic cyst.After surgery, patient was apparently normalbut then she 
gradually developed painful and excessive menses during cycle. She had a regular 
cycle, blackish color with clotted menstruation, changed 3 pads per day for 6 days.She 
tried for progeny but she did not conceive since6 months.She was having 9 years of 
marriage life and having 7 years old female child. She had history of one abortion at 
7weeks’gestational amenorrhea due to absence of fetal cardiac pole before 4 years. Her 
husband’s semen analysis was normal. There was no past history of Diabetes mellitus, 
hypertension, tuberculosis and bad obstetric history. Her appetite had increased. She 
used to take spicier and non-vegetarian diets. Bowel evacuation and micturition were 
normal. Sleep was disturbed during menstrual cycle due to moderate pain. On 
examination, patient was obsessed, vitals were normal. On per vaginal examination, 
mild uterine tenderness and bulky uterus was noted. No any other abnormalities were 
noted on per speculum examination. In private medical center, all investigations were 
done and Anti mullerian hormone was 0.24 ng/mL which was very low and 
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undetectable where she was advised to go for in vitro fertilization (IVF), but she did not 
willing to go for IVF. She came to seek Ayurveda treatment for these complaints. 
Diagnosis 
According to Ayurveda, disease will manifest when there is an imbalance between three 
Dosha i.e. Vata, Pitta,Kapha in the body.These vitiated Doshas affect the basic tissues 
of the body known as Dhatu resulting in manifestation of disease. Indulging in 
etiological factors leads to the vitiation of Vata and Pitta, Vitiated Vata was producing 
symptoms pain during menses and excessive flow ofblackish color menses.Vitiated 
Vata leads to the vitiation of Rasa, being Upadhatu of Rasa, Artava also get vitiated and 
leading to ArtavavahaSrotodushti. Rasa Dushti leads to UttarotaraDhatuDushti 
especially Rakta, Mamsaand MedaDhatu.VitiatedRasa, Rakta, Mamsaand Meda were 
accumulated in uterus and emerged abnormally endometrium tissue in uterine 
cavity.Vitiated Vata and Kapha, hamper ovarian reserve and quality of oocytes which 
interrupt in conception. The condition was diagnosed as Vatika Yonivyapad on clinical 
presentation with BeejaDushti on investigation report. Patient already came with 
modern diagnosis of Adenomyosis and very low poor ovarian reserve (AMH). 
 
Table 1. Vatala Yonivyapad and BeejaDushti according to Ayurveda 
Nidana 
(Aetiology) 

Maggie, Pizza, Burger, Dosa, Spicy, Lavanaatisevana, Curd, 
Diwaspana, Ratrijagarana 

Dosha VataPrakopaka: pain during menses, blackish color 
excessive menses,  
Associated Doshas: 
Kapha: clotted menses, Grow and inflame endometrium 
tissue in myometrium, decrease quality of oocytes 

Dhatu Rasa: Sthaulya, Beeja quality 
 Rakta, Mamsa and Meda: grow and distinct from 

endometrium to myometrium 
Agni Jatharagni : Manda 

Dhatwagni: Mandyaof Rasa, Rakta, MamsaandMeda 

Srotodushti Sanga and Vimargagamana 
Roopa Pain during menses,excessive menses, failure to conceive 

Vyadhinischaya Vatala Yonivyapadwith Beeja Dushti 
 
Therapeutic intervention 
Vatala Yonivyapad, the management was planned on lines of Yonirogavi.Treatment was 
planned and executed on two lines: 1) Virechana, Madhutailikabasti, 
DashamoolaTailaMatraBasti and MustadiYapanaBasti 2)selection of suitable oral 
medicines for poor ovarian reserve (Beejapushtikara) 
Table 1: Therapeutic timeline 
Therapeutic timeline was shown on table no.1. 
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Treatment Duration Month Course month 
Virechana 17 days 01/08/2018-

15/08/2018 
1st month 

Madhutailika Basti 10 days 01/09/2018-
10/09/2018 

2nd month (after 15 
days of Virechana) 

Matra Basti 7 days 29/09/2018-
05/10/2018 

3rd month 

Mustadi Yapana Basti 8 days (stopped 
after ovulation) 

01/11/2018-
08/11/2018 

4th month 

Chandraprabha Vati 34 days - Parallel of 1st and 2nd 
month,3rd month 

Baladi Choorna 62 days - Parallel of all course in 
luteal phase 

 
Panchakarma procedures 
Virechana 
As the disease was Bahudoshaavastha (severe vitiation of Dosha). It needs 
Shodhana.Virechana was preferred first line of therapy as it is indicated in inflammation 
in lower portion of bodyvii.Virechana is the best treatment for the correction of Pitta 
Dushti.Virechana procedure was shown as table no.2. 
Table 2:Virechana procedure 
Procedure Drug and Dose Duration 
Deepana&Pachana Trikatu Choorna-3 g TDs with warm 

water 
ErandaBhrishta Haritaki 6 g at night 
with warm water 

 5 days 

Snehapana Go Ghrita (5 days, 
Vardhamanakram, 30ml,60 ml,90 
ml,120 ml,150 ml) 

5 days 

Abhyanga&Swedana Balataila(50 ml & half 
hour)&Bashpasweda(as Samyak 
Swedana lakshana) 

3 days 

Virechana Karma TrivritaAvalehaviii 75 g with 
TriphalaKwatha 100 ml 

1 day (10:00 
A.M.) 

SamsarjanaKrama MadhyamaShuddhi (16 Vega, 
KaphantaShuddhi) 

5 days 

 
MadhutailikaBastiix 
Madhutailika Basti was preferred in next consecutive menstrual cycle for 10 days. It 
was administered in early morning before breakfast(empty stomach) with the help of 
enema can. Patient was made to lie on left lateral position while administering the Basti. 
She was advised to hold the enema contents as long as possible. 
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Table 3:Posology of Madhutailika Basti 
Madhu 80 ml 
TilaTaila 80 ml 
Saindhava 12 g 
Shatapushpa 30 g 
ErandamoolaYavakuta 450 ml 
Total amount 652 ml 
 
DashamoolaTailaMatraBasti 
Table 4: Posology of DashamoolaTaila 
It was administered after light breakfast in morning. 
Drug DashamoolaTaila 
Dose 60 ml per day 
Route Rectal (MatraBasti) 
Duration For 7 days after cessation of menstruation 
Time period 9:30 A.M.  
 
MustadiYapanaBastix 
Local Abhyanga with BalaTaila and NadiSweda followed by MustadiYapanaBasti was 
given for 8 days. On 8th day her Ultra sonography(USG) finding was revealed rupture of 
mature follicle and ovulation occurred. Intercourse was advised on that night prior Beeja 
–AtmaAvahana Mantra. 
Table 5:Posology of MustadiYapanaBasti 
Drug  Dose 

Madhu 60 ml 

Saindhava 12 g 

Sneha- MahanarayanaTaila 
DashamoolaTaila 

30 ml 
30 ml 

Kalka 

Drug  Botanical name Part used Dose 
Shatapushpa AnethumsowaKurz. Dried ripe fruits 6 g 
Yashtimadhu Glycirrhizaglabra Linn. Dried unpeeled 

stolon and root 
6 g 

KutajaPhala 
(Indrayava) 

Holarrhoenaantidysenterica 
Wall. 

Dried seeds  6 g 

Rasanjana Exctractumberberis 
 

Decoction of 
Daruharidra 

3 g 
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Priyangu Callicarpamacrophyllavahl. Dried fruit 6 g 
Kwatha(KsheeraSadhita) (Kwatha was prepared as mentioned in Sharangadhara 
Samhita ) 

Musta Cyperusrotundus Linn. Dried rhizome 5 g 
Usheera Vetiveriazizanoides Linn Dried fragrant 

fibrous roots 
5 g 

Bala SidacordifoliaLinn. Dried roots 5 g 
Aragvadha Cassia fistula Linn. Fruit pulp (devoid 

of seeds, septa, & 
pieces of pericarp 

5 g 

Rasna Pluchia lanceolate 
oliver&Hiern.  

Dried leaf 5 g 

Manjishtha Rubiacordifolia Linn. Dried stem 5 g 
Katurohini PicrorhizakurroaRoyle. Dried rhizome 5 g 
Trayamana GentianakurrooRoyle. Dried rhizome 5 g 
Punarnava Boerrhaviadiffusa Linn. Dried root 5 g 
Bibhitaka Terminalia belericaRoxb. Pericarp of dried 

ripe fruits  
5 g 

Guduchi TinosporacordifoliaWilld. Dried mature pieces 
of stem 

5 g 

Shalaparni Desmodiumgangeticum DC. Dried root 5 g 
Prishniparni UrariapictaDesv. Dried whole plant 5 g 
Bruhati Solanumindicum Linn. Dried whole plant 5 g 
Kantakari SolanumsurratenseBurm. Mature dried whole 

plant 
5 g 

Gokshura Tribulusterestris Linn. Root, Dried ripe 
entire fruit 

5 g 

Madanaphala Randiadumetorum Lam. Dried fruit 20 g 
Ksheera 400 ml 

Total amount of Basti 559 ml 

 
Table 6 Oral medication 
Oral medicine was given after completionof procedure. 
Drug Dosage Time Advice 
Chandraprabha Vati 500 mg* 2 tablet 

three times  
Before food* 
morning, 
afternoon,  
night 
 

Chewing* 
warm water  

Baladi Choorna 6 g Before food* With warm 
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(Bala Choorna 2 g, 
Shatavari Choorna 2 g, 
Brahmi Choorna 1 g, 
Guduchi Choorna 1 g) 

morning, 
afternoon,  
night 

cow milk 

 
Response to treatment 
Patient was advised to visit once in every week. Patient responded well to the treatment, 
symptoms like pain during menses started to reduce gradually by the end of one and half 
month of treatment. Changes in menses color were also noted. Ovulation was noted on 
15th day of menses after Virechana Karma as ovulation was not noted in USG since 6 
months.At the end of completion of the 3rd month treatmentdysmenorrhea was relieved. 
Occasionally she had attacks of mild pain in pelvic. Patient was conceived during 4th 
month treatment course. Patient was delivered per-vaginally a full term healthy male 
baby. 
Discussion 
Endometriosis is a disease of unknown origin characterized by the growth of 
endometrium-like tissue—stroma and glands—outside of the uterine cavity. The process 
can affect all organs, but is primarily encountered in pelvic organs, including the 
ovaries. Regardless of the anatomical locations, some benign gynecological disorders 
(BGDs) such as ovarian endometrioma and adenomyosis may lead to implantation 
failure. As endometriosis causes infertility, a sizable fraction of young women with 
OMAs will eventually require ART to conceive. Surgery for OMA may thus affect 
ovarian response to controlled ovarian stimulation (COS) to the point of compromising 
ART outcome, even if embryo implantation rates are not affected following ovarian 
suppression.2The adverse effect on endometrioma surgery (OMAs) on ovarian reserve 
parameters including AMH levels is now well recognized(Iwase et al., 2010; Hirokawa 
et al., 2011; Hwu et al., 2011).Ovarian aging relates to the decline of the quantity and 
quality of the ovarian follicle pool with increasing age. Preliminary initial studies 
proposed AMH as a putative marker of ovarian aging by demonstrating decreasing 
levels over time in young normo-ovulatory women.xiAdenomyosis is a benign 
gynecological disease observed in women in their reproductive age. Recent studies have 
shown that adenomyosis might be a relevant factor for infertility, either impairing 
implantation or leading to early miscarriage. However, conservative treatment of 
infertility related to adenomyosis is still unclear.xii 
According to Ayurveda, Acharya Charaka has mentioned even in a fertile woman, there 
is delay in conception because of the defects in the uterus, mental afflictions, defects in 
sperms, ovum, diet and regimens, union in appropriate time and want to strength.xiiiIn 
this case, patient had already one female child but she did not conceive second progeny 
due to Yoni Dosha, AsrukDosha,AharaandVihara.Her specificNidana (causative factor) 
leads to inflammatory processing inendometrium(Garbhashaya). Other side vitiated 
Doshas hampered the function of oocytes (Beeja) and reduced fruitful outcome. 
Adenomyosis do not have definite medical treatment in the modern gynecological 
practices. Reports suggest that patients with a diminished ovarian reserve have the only 
option of IVF with a donor egg.xiv Thus making the patient seek alternate therapies of 
healing. 
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SampraptiVighatana (treatment) in such condition can be achieved by relieving 
GarbhashayaShodhana and Beejapushti. 
 
In this case, purifying methods were used in proper sequence expect Vamana according 
to Acharya Charaka6.Rajaswala Paricharyaxv(regimen) was advised. 
Virechana was selected for first line of treatment.Virechana is indicated in Yonidoshaxvi, 
GarbhashayaAsrujixviiand AdhodaraShotha7.Acharya Kashyapamentioned that 
Virechana Karma helps in increasing quality and potency of Ovum.xviii It showed that 
Virechana enhanced the structural and functional capabilities of reproductive gametes. 
Hence, Virechana reduced Sanga of ArtavavahaSrotas and improve quality of ovum. 
Madhutailika Basti was selected for second month of treatment. Without Vata, Yoni 
never gets ruined9.Basti is the best therapy of vitiated VataDosha. Thus it normalizes 
the functions of ArtavavahaSrotas as it clears the obstruction and allows free movement 
of bioenergetics through the channels.Madhutailika Bastiis having properties like 
Vrushya andRasayana.Shatapushpa which had been used as Kalka Dravya, is 
mentioned in separate Adhyaya in Kashyapa Samhita due to its special properties like 
Putapada,Veeryakari, YonishukraVishodhiniandPushpaPrajakari.xix 
 
DashamoolaTailaAnuvasanaBasti was selected for third month of 
treatment.Dashamoola possesses antioxidant, free radical scavenging as well as anti-
inflammatory activity at different levelsxx.Many of these ingredients have been 
evaluated in experimental models of inflammation and pain and have shown to possess 
anti-inflammatory and analgesic activities for e.g., Oroxylumindicum 
Vent.xxiDesmodiumgeticum DC., Premnaintegrifolia Linn. and Gmelinaarborea Linn.xxii, 
Aegle MarmelosCorr.xxiii,xxiv,xxv, Tribulusterrestris Linn.xxvi,PremnaIntegrifolia 
Linnxxvii.The woman having AkarmyaBeeja (ovum with minimal or absence of capacity 
of fertilization), the causes of infertility are indicated for AnuvasanaBasti.xxviii 
MustadiYapanaBasti was selected for fourth month of treatment. YapanaBasti performs 
both the actions i.e. cleansing and Anulomanaby Niruha and oleation with the help of 
Anuvasana. MustadiYapanaBasti is specifically indicated as a superior line of treatment 
in the condition of Vrishya Karma. It effected on Anti mullerian hormone and helped in 
Balajanana, RasayanaandGarbhashayaShodhanaKarma.xxix 
 
ChandraprabhaVati is indicated forGranthi and dysmenorrhoea. Excessive and painful 
menses occurred due to increase Drava Gunaof Artava. ChandraprabhaVatiis having 
properties ofUshnaVeerya andLadhu-RukshaGuna which acts on Drava Guna of 
Artava.It has also Balya, Rasayana and Vrishya properties13. 
BaladiChoorna has the property like Vrishya, Garbhasthapanaand Balya. 
Phytoestrogenic effect of Shatavari which effects after metabolism and enters into blood 
following estradiol is converted into catacholestrogen 2 hydroxylase enzymes in 
hypothalamus. Catecholestrogen may influence GnRH release and regulate 
Hypothalamo Pituitary Ovarian axis thus regulating a reproductive functions.xxx 
Good result obtained in this case shows the effectiveness of complete Ayurveda 
management. 
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Conclusion 
 
Knowledge of pathogenesis and complications of a disease according to Ayurveda and 
modern science is necessary for proper planning of the treatment. Both Shamana and 
Shodhana therapies were helpful in adenomyosis and improving ovum quality to a 
satisfactory level. hence, this was save patient in younger age to undergo unnecessary 
early IVF intervention.therefore this approach can be worth to considered in further 
studies of integrative medicine.  
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Abstract 

The effects of urban infrastructure directly influence soil properties. In 
particular, physical, chemical and biological activity is impacted by various urban 
activities. The study found out that the urban soil property is not only diverse from the 
urban activities but also varies with tree age, diameter and the amount of annual 
litterfall. Among the five samples, Senna siamea measured litter fall ratio of 1985 g/m2, 
and the young tree is Tabebuia aurea litterfall is 118 g/m2. The detected range of all the 
tree soil pH is optimal for plant growth. Soil moisture, Electrical Conductivity (EC) and 
temperature plays a key role in litters to enhance the soil quality and shows optimal 
range. The quantity of nutrient returns to the soil by litters differs based on the growth, 
age, quantity of litterfall and their quality of the litter. Substantial Nitrogen present in all 
the tree soil followed by Potassium, Calcium, Phosphorus, Magnesium, Sodium, Iron 
and Zinc (N>C>K and P>Na>M>Zn>Fe). Hence, this present study aims to find out the 
effects of tree soil properties namely (Senna siamea (Lam.) Irwin &Barneby, 
Lagerstromia speciosa (L.) Pers, Tabebuia aurea (Manso) Benth& Hook. F.ex S. 
Moore, Tectona grandis L.f., Artocarpus heterophyllus Lam.) Physical and chemical 
properties in the depth of 0-30 cm in plotted land were analysed. According to the 
analysis, the tree has improved the quality of under tree soil as well as the surrounding 
area.  
Key words: Soil, Tree canopy, Litterfall, Physical and Chemical parameter, Soil 
degradation, Soil quality. 
Introduction 

The effect of urbanization is accelerating every decade by the growth of 
population and industrial development(Alberti and Marzluff, 2004). The ratio will have 
a significant impact on the quality of the environment and ecosystem service on the 
urban area (Young,2010). The enrichment of different waste products, such as nutrients, 
heavy metals and organic contamination is a significant concern for the urban soil 
environment Nezatet al., (2017) have reported that Metals such as Pb, Ba and Zn(lead-
based paint) slightly higher in urban residential soils than in city park soils have affected 
surface of the urban soils. As a result, soil environment has faced a variety of 
environmental issues such as soil compaction, reduce storage capacity, high runoff, and 
pollutant water bodies (Leon et al., 2013), soil compaction leads to heat island effect by 
reflecting radiation.  

By the development of urbanization the soil has contaminated, which affects 
the soil quality and dependent ecosystem on it. The quality of the soil is one of the 
important three elements of environmental quality (Andrews et al.,2002). “The potential 
of the soil to function within the limits of habitats and land use to sustain ecological 
productivity, sustain environmental quality and improve plant and animals health”. 
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Besides, the capacity of the soil regulate infiltration, partitioning of precipitation, 
prevent air, and water pollution by mitigating pollutants (Sims et al., 1997). Hence, it is 
essential to improve the quality of the soil (Nortcliff, 2002).  

Urban trees providing a significant service to urban biodiversity includes 
improving urban air quality by filtration of particulate matter, absorption of toxic gases, 
improving water quality, conserving energy, reducing noise pollution, reduction of an 
urban island effect, providing a favourable habitat, protection for vegetation and animals 
and enhancing the aesthetic value of the cities (Roy et al., 2012). Hence, there is a need 
for improving urban soil to provide the required functioning through planting trees in 
apartments, residential area gardens, and parks to enhance the overall environment and 
living condition of urban society. Hence selection of the right tree for the right place 
will enhance the growth and longevity of trees, in turn, its litter will enrich the soil 
fertility. The aim of the study, to bring awareness of urban environment sustainability 
by analysing the physical and chemical parameters under the tree canopy of residential 
land. 

 
Materials and methods 
Study area 

Bengaluru is located southeastern part of Karnataka, surrounding an area of 
741km2. The city is situated over the Deccan Plateau, on an elevated ridge and semi-arid 
Plateau, consisting of interfluves and valleys, at an altitude of 949m above mean sea 19 
levels. Bangalore has a moderate climate throughout the year with the dry and wet 
season, the average lowest temperature is 15oC in January, and the average highest 
temperature is 35oC in April and May. The rainfall receives from NE and SW 
monsoons, Bangalore receives an annual average rainfall of about 800 mm and August, 
September and October being the wettest months of Bangalore city. Bengaluru encircled 
lush green cover with parks, gardens, institutions, defence campus, plots and apartments. 
The species have been adapted to Bengaluru’s environment and become heritage trees. 
Hence, it is called the garden city of India. The human occupancy of the layout is null as 
of now, and its home for birds and fauna. (Plate 1&2). 

 
 
 

Plate 1: Location Map Plate 2: Study Area 
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Annual Litter Collection 
For the present study, five different tree species of different genera such 

as Senna siamea(Lam.) Irwin &Barneby,Lagerstromia speciosa (L.)Pers, Tabebuia 
aurea(Manso) Benth. &Hook.F.exS.Moore, Tectona grandis L.f.,Artocarpuss 
heterophyllus Lam.,(Plate 3-7)were selected from the project land to find out annual leaf 
litter fall, Physical and chemical parameters of the tree canopy soil, to understand the 
litter and soil quality of the land. Litters were measured from 2019 August -July 2020 
by sampling method. Traps measuring 10sqft kept under tree canopy area to collect 
litter. The litters collected at 30 days intervals. The collected litter sample weighted 
using the digital balance.  
Collection of soil samples for Nutrient analysis (Issac Johnson, 1975) 

Soil samples collected from the selected tree species from the project land area 
to find out the physical and chemical parameter of soil (Nitrogen, Potassium, 
Phosphorus, Magnesium, Calcium, sodium, zinc and iron). Soil samples were collected 
in the depth of 0-30 cm and 2 feet from the tree trunk during the year 2019. Barren soil 
is taken from the same area kept as control. The soil samples packed in sterile bags, and 
as soon as possible returned to the laboratory and processed within two days. The 
minerals were analysed in the standard laboratory by employing Atomic Absorption 
Spectrophotometer,and the results represented in Table and Charts. 
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Results and Discussions 
Annual litterfall  

Annual litterfall collected from 2019 August to July 2020. The selected tree 
species litter fall varied significantly in different months of the study period. All the five 
trees had a different pattern of litterfall due to canopy dimension and seasonal 
fluctuations. Among the five trees, litters of Senna siamea measured ratio of 1985 g/m2 
and the young tree is Tabebuia aurea is 118 g/m2. Moderate litter fall found 
in Lagerstromia speciosa (518 g/m2) and Tectona grandis (486 g/m2 ) the old 
tree Artocarpus heterophyllus measured the litter ratio of 1500 g/m2 (Table-1). 

Table 1: Annual litterfall of selected tree samples 
Samples 
 

Age 
(Years) 

Annual Litter 
Fall 
(g/m²) 

Height (m) Girth (cm) 

Senna siamea 6 1985 5.54 60 
Lagerstromia speciosa 6 518 3.05 53 
Tabebuia aurea 4 118 5.43 50 
Tectona grandis 4 486 5.9 36 
Artocarpus heterophyllus 10 1500 11.04 117 

 
 
Physical properties of soil 

The physical properties of the canopy soil results are given in Table (2). The 
moisture of under the tree canopy has shown variations. However, among the tree 
species Tectona grandis (7.35%), Lagerstromia speciosa (7.56%) showed a reduction in 
soil moisture as compared with remaining tree species and barren soil (5.76%) was 
lowest soil moisture. In addition, the topsoil layer, which is mostly affected by 
precipitation, infiltration, soil evaporation, and canopy cover (Choi and Jacobs 2007; 
Zhao et al., 2016). Guo et al. (2020) observed that the top layer receive and absorb high 
rainfall supplement than the sub-layer. Hence the surface layer easily influenced by 
environmental activities (Fig-1) 
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The effect is attributed to the variation of soil moisture influence the EC value. 

Hence, increases in the soil moisture level may increase the EC of the soil. The result 
showed that EC was the highest for Lagerstromia speciosa (51.40), and the lowest 
for Tectona grandis (43.3), barren soil showed 43.69 (fig-2). Ekwue and Bartholomew 
(2010) noticed that different soil had established a strong positive correlation between 
the EC and the soil moisture content. Therefore, the statement suggests that the 
variability of the soil moisture leads to variability in the EC. Electrical conductivity 
assists to estimate the salinity of the soil, thereby can identify the availability of the 
nutrients in the soil. Similarly, soil temperature plays a major role in all biochemical 
activity and regulate the growth and development of the trees. As per the present study, 
the range was between (25o ~ 30oC) (fig-3). Hence, soil temperature also determined by 
the diameter of the tree canopy and litterfall, as mentioned in the soil moisture. 
 

 
 
Chemical properties of the soil 
 

Chemical properties of the soil were given in Table (2). The result of all five 
selected tree canopy soil samples found in the range between (5.77 ~ 6.01) respectively, 
which indicates the moderate acidic condition. Compared to barren soil (6.11), the slight 
reduction has noticed in pH of all the tree species. The reduction of soil pH under the 
tree species may be due to quality of the litter, and their decomposition activity had 
produced a slightly acidic nature. Similarly, Porębska et al., (2008) also reported that 
the changes in soil pH due to soil properties, vegetation, acidifying materials deposition 
and weather conditions. The reason for the increase in barren soil may be natural 
sources, land use and urban activities made the changes in soil level (Rowell, and 
Wild,1985). 
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Nitrogen 
The upper horizon of the soil layer has a reservoir of nutrients. The soil 

nitrogen is concentrated in the surface layer of all trees. The percentage of nitrogen 
content was found to be high in Tectona grandis (1.11%). Lagerstromia speciosa, 
(1.10%) and lowest recorded in Artocarpus heterophyllus (1.06%), Tabebuia 
aurea (1.00%) and Senna siamea. (1.08%). (Table-2; fig-5). Sharma (2003) reported 
that the richest soil nutrients have available under the tree canopy compared with barren 
soil. According to the statement, the result of the barren soil Nitrogen content was in 
downfall. The low concentration of N in the soil leads to loss of nutrient is known as 
denitrification. Hence, leaf litters are more closely related to N cycling because of, N is 
combined with organic molecules (Sharma and Gupta, 2001). 
 
Phosphorus 

The phosphorus content of the tree soil shows highest in Tabebuia 
aurea (0.094%), and the lowest is Lagerstromia speciosa (0.041%) (Table2; fig5). 
Many studies state that the top layer of the soil contains the highest phosphorus content 
under the plantation. According to the result, there is a significant variation in 
Phosphorus might be less or more contribution of nutrients of litterfall. Similarly, the 
reason for Increasing phosphorus content is releasing organic acid during the process of 
decomposition (Lal et al.,2000). While the soil quality improved by young plantation, 
the parent material may determine Phosphorus rather than the quantity and quality of 
litters received to the soil surface (Singh et al., 2012). 
 
Potassium 
 The barren soil’s available potassium is 0.20%, and the tree soils vary from 0.18~0.24. 
Among the five species, the highest range is Tectona grandis (0.24%), and the lowest 
is Senna siamea (0.18) (Table-2: fig-5). It may be due to a higher necessity of K 
(potassium) nutrient for the development of young trees because plants absorb more 
potassium rather than the other nutrients (Caliskan and Caliskan, 2019). Gupta et al., 
1990 state that the low potassium in the soil can caused by a low requirement of root 
and less moisture. Based on, the range of soil moisture in Senna siamea showed the 
lowest range. This statement does not agree with the present result. The availability of 
more potassium released in the soil for absorption by root, for various biochemical, 
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activates. Therefore, this may be attribution for the higher range of potassium under the 
tree soil of Tectona grandis (Gupta and Rorison, 1975). 
 
Exchangeable cations 

The exchangeable cations such as Calcium, Magnesium and sodium recorded 
to be lower in the barren soil than all the tree species due to non-availability of litter 
decomposition. Among the five trees, Calcium was highest in Lagerstromia 
speciosa (0.60%), Magnesium was highest in Tabebuia aurea (0.18%) and Artocarpus 
heterophyllus, sodium content was high (0.24%) (Table2; fig5). These may be due to 
the profound root system deposited the nutrients on the top layer of the soil (Singh et 
al., 2012). Calcium followed by Magnesium and sodium was essential nutrients for 
photosynthesis, cell wall development and enzyme activities. In which, Calcium was the 
predominant cation on the surface of the soil horizons. Similarly, Magnesium and 
sodium accumulation or absorption on the soil surface might be the reason for the high 
and low range of litter decomposition. Among the five trees, Iron and zinc range was 
highest under the soil of, Lagerstromia speciosa (0.19%, 0.06%), the Iron value was 
lowest in Tabebuia aurea (0.10%), and Zinc was in Artocarpus heterophyllus (0.02%). 
The traces of elements are essential for tree growth. Many studies state that there was a 
negative relationship between salt concentration in soil and Fe content in tissues. 
Similarly, the variation of Zinc in trees depends on the availability of high and low 
organic matter or parental material. 
 

Fig 
5: Chemical parameter of the litter collected from the selected tree canopy 

 
Nutrient return by the tree litters 
 

Hence, the quantity of nutrients returns to the soil through litter differ based on 
the growth, age, the quantity of litterfall and their quality. Also, Nutrients and soil 
moisture help to strengthen their electrical conductivity (EC) continually. Thus, the 
concentrations of some ions are reduced or increased. Among the tree species, litterfall 
was higher in Senna siamea than the other species, followed by Artocarpus 
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heterophyllus, Lagerstromia speciosa, Tectona grandis, Tabebuia aurea and the 
nutrient were highest in nitrogen, potassium and calcium (N>K>C). Similarly, 
phosphorus, magnesium, sodium, iron and zinc P>M>Na>Zn>Fe were lower side.  

 
Conclusion 
 
The present study revealed that the physical and chemical properties of the soil under all 
trees are improved. The reason behind this is suitable soil moisture, temperature and 
chemical properties of litters help for various nutritional activities. Hence, tree helps to 
improve moisture and reduce temperature, recycling of high litter quality, to improve 
soil nutrients, helps arboreal species and adds aesthetic value for the urban environment. 
Urbanization is unavoidable, but planting a selective and quality tree to the right place 
can improve the soil quality, which enhance the quality of urban lifestyle as well. 
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Abstract:- 
 
The plant species E. hirta from the family Euphorbiaceae is a vital healthful and 
medicated herb found throughout in India. Although most of its components are 
employed in ancient systems of medicines such as Laves, roots and shoots are foremost 
necessary components that are used for treatment of disease. The objective of this 
research is to conduct the preliminary phytochemical screening, of Euphorbia hirta. 
Euphorbia hirta leaves, stem and root were collected in march. Extracts of plants parts 
were prepared using solvents like organic solvents like water (cold and hot) and organic 
solvents (methanol, ethanol, ethyl acetate, acetone). It prepare to the extraction, 
screening and identification of the medicinally active substances found in plants. Some 
of the bioactive substances that can be derived from plants are carbohydrate, protein, 
flavonoids, alkaloids, tannin, and phenolic compounds. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Euphorbia hirta (sometimes called asthma-plant) is a pantropical weed, possibly 
native to India. It is a hairy herb that grows in open grasslands, roadsides and pathways. 
It is used in traditional herbal medicine.his erect or prostrate annual herb can grow up to 
60 cm (24 in) long with a solid, hairy stem that produces an abundant white latex. There 
are stipules present. The leaves are simple, elliptical, hairy (on both upper and lower 
surfaces but particularly on the veins on the lower leaf surface), with a finely dentate 
margin. Leaves occur in opposite pairs on the stem. The flowers are unisexual and 
found in axillary cymes at each leaf node. They lack petals and are generally on a stalk. 
The fruit is a capsules with three valves and produces tiny, oblong, four-sided red seeds. 
It has a white or brown taproot. 
 
II       Materials and Methods 
 
A. SAMPLE COLLECTION  

 
The entire plant samples were collected in March 2018.  
 
B. PREPARATION OF PLANT EXTRACTS USING AQUEOUS AND 

ORGANIC SOLVENTS 
Extracts of leaf of Euphorbia hirta were prepared using solvents like organic solvents 
like water (cold and hot) and organic solvents (methanol, ethanol, ethyl acetate, 
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acetone). Fresh plant parts collected were surface sterilized with 0.1% HgCl2 and 
washed repeatedly with sterile phosphate buffer saline (pH 7.2) followed by distilled 
water. Plant parts were than dried at 500C using electric drier and crushed with the aid 
of a mechanical grinder to powdered form. These powdered plant parts were used to 
prepare different extracts as described below. 
1) Organic solvent extracts  
The dried samples were ground to coarse powder form and phyto-constituents were 
extracted by Soxhlet extractor at 60˚C using various solvents like methanol, ethanol, 
ethyl acetate and acetone. The extracts were evaporated to dryness on the rotary 
evaporator and stored in a refrigerator at 4˚C until required for use. Dry weight of 
powder before and after extraction was taken to calculate expected total amount of 
phyto-constituents extracted with given solvent. 
C. QUALITATIVE ESTIMATION OF PHYTOCONSTITUENTS 
These extract were subjected to chemical test for different phytoconstituents viz. 
alkaloids, carbohydrates, phenolics, flavonoids, proteins, amino acids, saponins using 
the standard procedures described (Gupta and Sharma, 2011; Tease and Evans, 1989). 
Test for Proteins &Amino acids  
a) Ninhydrin test: To the 2 ml extract 2 ml on ninhydrin reagent was added & boil for 
few minutes, formation of bluish purple colour indicates the presence of amino acid.  
b) Biuret’s Test:To 1 ml of test extract, 4% of sodium hydroxide solution and few 
drops of 1% copper sulphate solution were added. Formation of a violet red colour 
indicated the presence of proteins. 
Test for Carbohydrates  
a) Molisch’s Test: Filtrates were treated with 2 drops of alcoholic alpha-naphthol 
solution in a test tube. Formation of the violet ring at the junction indicates the presence 
of carbohydrates.  
b) Fehling’s Test: Filtrates were hydrolyzed with dil. HCl, neutralized with alkali and 
heated with Fehling’s A&B solutions. Formation of red precipitate indicates the 
presence of reducing sugars.  
Test for Coumarin  
3 ml of 10% NaOH was added to 2 ml of aqueous extract formation of yellow colour 
indicates coumarins.  
Test for Diterpenes 
Copper acetate Test: Extracts were dissolved in water and treated with 3-4 drops copper 
acetate solution. Formation of emerald green colour indicates the presence of 
diterpenes. (Roopashree, et al., 2008 and Audu, et al., 2007 ). 
Test for saponins  
One mL of the tepal extract was diluted with distilled water to 20 ml and shaken in a 
graduated cylinder for 15 minutes. The formation of one centimeter layer of foam 
indicates the presence of saponins.  
Test for Alkaloids 
a) Mayer’s Test: Filtrates were treated with Mayer’s reagent (potassium Mercuric 
Iodide). Formation of a yellow colored precipitate indicates the presence of alkaloids.  
b) Wagner’s Test: Filtrates were treated with Wagner’s reagent (Iodine in Potassium 
Iodide). Formation of brown/reddish precipitate indicates the presence of alkaloids.  
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Test for Flavonoids 
a) Alkaline Reagent Test: Extracts were treated with few drops of sodium hydroxide 
solution. Formation of intense yellow colour, which becomes colourless on addition of 
dilute acid, indicates the presence of flavonoids.  
Test for Tannins  
a) Lead acetate Test Few drops of 1% lead acetate were added to 2 ml of extract. The 
formation of yellowish precipitate indicated the presence of tannins.  
b) Ferric Chloride Test  
Extract solutions were treated with 5% ferric chloride solution. As per Culet et al., 
(2010) formation of blue colour indicated the presence of hydrolysable tannins and 
formation of green colour indicated the presence of condensed tannins. 
 
III.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION: 

Table 1 
Preliminary phytoconstituents analysis of Euphorbia hirta  leaves 

 

 
 
 
 

 Euphorbia hirta  leaves Extracts 
S.No.  Methanol Ethanol  Ethyl  

acetate 
Acetone Aqueous

(Cold) 
Aqueous(Hot) 

1. Carbohydrate 
test 

 

      a. Molish’s test + + + + + + 

b. Fehling’s test + + + + + + 

2. Protein test  

a. Ninhydrin test + + + + + + 

b. Biuret test + + + + + + 

3. Tannins  

a Lead acetate Test + - + + + + 

b Ferric Chloride 
Test 

+ + - + + + 

4. Saphonin + + - + + + 

5. Flavanoid + + + - + + 

6. Alkaloid test  

a. Mayer’s test - + - + - - 

b. Wegner’s test + + + + - - 

7. Coumarin + + + + + + 

8. Diterpenes - + - - + - 
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AABBSSTTRRAACCTT  
  
The problem of unemployment becomes a topic of debate and an issue for political 
discourse in a country like India which has vast population. The measures undertaken by 
the governments are always questioned and for every election or for movement, the 
issue of unemployment takes center stage. We witness drastic changes in the field of 
science of technology every year. It is difficult to predict how job market behaves and 
new challenges it poses before the job seekers. The recent developments have added fuel 
to the already burning issue of unemployment in our country. It becomes important to 
assess the present situation and educate our youngsters to tune themselves into the 
changing needs of employment so that, they are rightly motivated and guided to suit the 
requirements of the employment conditions prevailing in the country. This paper is an 
attempt in this direction to assess the changing scenario of employability in India and 
thereby providing an idea of roles and responsibilities of all stake holders related to 
employment and thereby ensuring our youth prepare themselves for the changing 
employment environment effectively in a minimum matter of time. 
  
Key Words: Employment, Changing Needs, Stakeholders, Employment Environment 
 
I. Introduction 
 
India is one of the fastest growing economy in the world. India’s workforce is second 
largest in the world after China. Over 65% of India’s large population is below 35 years 
of age. Thus, country is undergoing Demographic transition with average age of 22-23 
years. Thus, India has advantage of productive workforce over the world. It is the young 
Indian Human resource which can play vital role in National Economy. Hence India can 
play very important role in providing the talented and highly skilled young force to 
aging world. 
According to the Economist Yorke and Knight, The Employability can be defined as “A 
set of achievements, understandings and personal attribute that make individual more 
likely regain employment and be successful in their chosen occupation”.  
According to Institute of employment studies, employability is“capacity to move self-
sufficiently within the labour market to realize potential through sustainable 
employment, for the individual it depends on the knowledge, skills and attributes they 
possess, the way they use those assets and present them to employers”. 
Employability refers to person’s capability for gaining and maintains employment 
Employability depends upon knowledge, skills and abilities possessed by the workforce. 
Higher education system and its proactive policies will be very crucial in providing 
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employability skills and utilizing this vast young and dynamic work force in Indian 
economy. Educational Institutions across the country need to develop strong linkages 
with industries to ensure that the young workforce. 
 
II. Literature Review 
 
The present scenario of the employability in India and the challenges ahead for the 
youth in the years to come should definitely beanalyzed. The past studies undertaken by 
the researchers reveal a significant number of statistics and data highlighting the 
employment and its facets in Indian job market. An account of past experiences and 
observations is given in the flowing paragraphs. 
Arjun Kumar & Balwant Singh Mehta (2019), have presented a noticeable observation 
in their study and show that, the latest jobs data released by the government showed a 
record high unemployment rate of 6.1% in 2017-18, but a rise in the share of workers 
with a regular job in urban areas. They argue that government’s recent initiatives like 
the goods and services tax and social security schemes for workers in India have 
improved employment quality in urban areas with a rise in formal employment. 
Amitabh Kant(2019), is of the opinion that, in the current debate, many argue that 
employment generation is happening at a slower pace than workforce’s growth. 
However, comparison of the PLFS with the 2011-12 survey suggests that even the 
absolute number of people employed in the country has been declining at the rate of 2 
million every year since 2011-12! This is completely at odds with any other socio-
economic data available. For instance, India’s real GDP has grown by 50% during this 
period. Economic growth has come about with expansion in every sector – from 
infrastructure to housing, transport to healthcare and from professional services to retail. 
It is inconceivable that such growth could happen concurrently with shrinking number 
of employed workforces, which would strictly imply that productivity and capital 
accumulation is driving whole of India’s growth. Keeping in view of these observations 
and studies, what we can draw is, in the context of rapidly changing structure of our 
economy, significant changes are likely to occur in the employment pattern and 
potential of different sectors and activities as well as in the pattern of skill and 
manpower requirements. These changes would need to be regularly studied in the short, 
medium and long term prospective so as to provide necessary input for planning the 
development of trained manpower at different levels. 

 
 

III. Objectives of the Study 
 
The present study aims at discovering the present condition of employability in India 
and the requirement of actions to make youth employable keeping in view of policy 
initiatives, capacity building initiatives. The objectives include, 
1) knowing the need for improvement and empowerment of youth through capability 

development. 
2) ascertaining the role of educational institutions as developers of strong linkage with 

Industries and workforce trained on skills, knowledge and attitude. 
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3) examining the needs of infrastructural development for new job creation. 
4) Understanding the strong implementation of National skill development policy and 

up gradation of educational Institution towards improved employability. 
 

IV. Empowerment of Youth through Capability Building 
 
The objectives of the study have been accomplished by studying various articles and a 
conclusive result are presented theoretically in our study. The first objective of 
improving and empowering the youth through capability building starts with 
understanding the actual meaning of empowerment in the context of employment. 
Empowerment means allowing a person to run the show by himself. Empowered 
employees become ‘self-directed’ and ‘self – controlled’. This is possible only when 
there is a mutual trust between the superior and his subordinates. The superior has full 
faith that his subordinate will not do anything, which is determent to the organization. 
Similarly, the subordinate has confidence in his superior that he will support his 
decisions and actions. An empowering manager treats his employee with respect and 
dignity. He puts authority responsibility at more appropriate level for each job. 
Empowerment may be defined as providing employees at all levels other authority and 
responsibility to make decision on their own. It occurs when power goes to employees 
who then experience a sense of ownership and control over their job. Empowered 
individuals believe that they have a say in how their jobs should be done. According to 
Nancy Fog, “Empowerment is simply gaining the power to make your voice heard, 
contribute to plans and decisions that affect your expertise at work, to improve your 
performance and through with it the performance of your whole organization.  
 
V. Skill Development – Road ahead for Educational Institutions 
After knowing the need for improving and empowering youth through capability 
building, it becomes important to study the role of educational institutions as developers 
of strong linkage with Industries and workforce trained on skills, knowledge and 
attitude. Even today, the educational institutions India, are confined to formal education 
system of awarding degrees and are not including any significant elements or techniques 
of skill development in their curriculum. The failure to realize the importance of skill 
development, converting the graduates into potential employers has invariably resulted 
in growing employment concerns in or country. It is in this backdrop, the importance of 
skills development must be probed to arrive at a suitable conclusion to make the policy 
makers realize the urgency of including skill component at 60:40 ration in curriculum 
across universities in India.  
Skill development refers to equipping individual with marketable skills. Skills and 
knowledge are important factors of economic growth of the country. Skills are imparted 
through the process of “learning by doing” and ‘done on the job. ‘. The main of skill 
development is to support achieving rapid and inclusive growth through: A) Enhancing 
individuals Employability to meet labour market demands. B) Improving productivity 
and living standards of the people. C) Strengthening competitiveness of the country. D) 
Attracting investment in skill development. As India moves progressively towards a 
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‘knowledge economy’ it becomes important that the country should focus on 
advancement of skills. India has that potential of skilllabour force from organized and 
unorganized sector. Our formal education and training systemare not producing “work 
ready” to youth. Thus, skill up gradation is fundamental aspect for personal 
development, employment and employability. 

 
Structure of the Education and Skill Development system in India 
 

 
 

The important ideas or suggestions upon analyzing the situation can be presented here 
below as proposed action plan for Policy makers and all stakeholders concerned.  
1. Incentive mechanisms be developed to encourage the private sector to participate in 

skill development. 
2. The expansion of public training institutions be promoted, particularly, in rural, 

border, hilly and difficult areas, where the private sector may find it difficult to 
invest. 
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3.  Innovative delivery models such decentralized delivery, mobile training, distance 
learning, e-learning and web-based learning to be used. 

4. Creating institutional mechanism for research development quality assurance, 
examinations &certification, affiliation and accreditation. 

5. Increasing participation of stake holders, mobilizing adequate investment for 
financing skill development attaining sustainability by strengthening physical and 
intellectual resources. 

6. Skill development centers at village and block levels to be promoted to provide skill 
development opportunity as well as to act as one-stop kiosks with information on 
the local labour market/ employment vocational learning opportunities and support 
schemes. 

7. Panchayath, municipalities and other local bodies made to be involved in skill 
development and employment generation at the local levels in collaboration with 
Self Help Groups, Cooperatives and NGO’s. 

8. Equal access to all social groups particularly Women and disadvantaged section of 
society and addressing their needs. 

9. Entry barriers such as educational qualifications, transportation, loss of wages, 
language etc., to be addressed. 

VI. Infrastructure is all India needs 
 
The proposed plan is not free from challenges.  The challenges may start with, 
implementing agencies facing hurdles like mobilizing students, courses that need to be 
offered, demand for   courses,standardization of infrastructure,finding qualified trainers, 
assessment and certification, raising of funds, placement.Limited training infrastructure 
facilities, including schools, community centers and local government building. In 
addition, India’s large geographical territory and varying social economic conditions 
make the implementation of standardized training is huge challenges. 
In order to uplift the employable population in India, in addition to making changes to 
the existing system of education, government needs to strengthen the existing of 
infrastructure to provide for job seekers education, training, capacity building, making 
them resourceful and ensuring they are well equipped to pursue their choice of 
employment. This can be implemented byfocusing on funding the candidates rather than 
institutions to create choices. It can also be in the form of creating infrastructure for on-
the-job-training and encourage apprentices. 
The idea should be to deployment of funds more for activities than for building and 
other assets. The focus of providing infrastructural facilities or creation of infrastructure 
in rural, remote and difficult areasshould continue rigorously. Another proposal is to 
target skill development at all levels with proper skill development setups in colleges 
and universities like Atal Tinkering Labs.Implementingvocationaleducation in schools 
for students to acquire skills, both life skill and industry- specific skills during schooling 
in addition to formal courses with practical exposure, industry specific experiences will 
certainly help the job seekers and improve the condition of the employment in India. 
Some of these ideas proposed here are already in introductory mode. But the speed with 
which they must be implemented is far from expectation.  
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VII. National Policy for Skill Development and its impact 
 
In India, as in any large country, the resources required for skill development (for 
example, infrastructure, content, trainers, finance and knowledge) are immense and 
usually distributed across multiple stakeholders (central ministries, state departments, 
district bodies, corporates, public sector undertakings and training providers, to name a 
few),( South Asia Region, Education Global Practice).The National Policy for Skill 
Development and Entrepreneurship is directly related to the Make In India campaign 
introduced by the government. Thus, the skill development programs are relative to 25 
existing working sectors falling under the ambit of Make in India. 
The use of technology has made training cost-effective, and has resulted in the 
skilldevelopment programs reaching even the most remote parts of the country. The e-
content portal has enabled trainers as well as participants to access required knowledge 
pertaining to skill development. 
In the changing scenario, there is a futuristic approach required to ensure that the 
maximum overlap happens between jobseeker’s aspirations and employer’s 
expectations. For this local demand needs to be mapped, where in skill courses can be 
co-created as per the local industry’s requirement. This will help to create a positive 
local ecosystem for jobs and entrepreneurship both. It will also help in overcoming 
mobility related limitations faced by potential jobseekers. In addition to this, for those 
people who migrate for jobs, proper counselling and guidance needs to be provided 
before they migrate and this definitely should be followed by post placement assistance. 
It is believed that, without proper post placement assistance, there might be some 
fallouts due to the pressure faced in new geography away from home (AkrithiUtham& 
Jyothi Sharma, 2019) 

India’s workforce, the second largest in the world after China and it seriously needs to 
be trained across four levels, from the ‘White Collar’ workers to the ‘Rust Collar’ 
workers, linking them to job opportunities and market realities. The skills challenge 
becomes acute for India considering that the country has a large portion of its 
population below 25 years of age. This young population can be transformed into a 
productive workforce giving the Indian Economy a ‘Demographic Dividend’. Currently 
a major proportion of this population is not productively engaged in economic activities 
due to a ‘skills v/s jobs requirement’ mismatch. The skills v/s jobs mismatch often leads 
to economically inactive working age group people. This not only impacts the economy, 
it also has serious consequences for the society at large. Social unrest such as 
insurgency, red belt has been witnessed in several areas of India should be heeded with 
a measure of urgency. (Skill Development Profile, FICCI) 
 
VIII. Innovative Practices for Future of Employment: - 
 
The new technology offers vast opportunities for progress in all walks of life. It offers 
opportunities for economic growth; improved health, better service delivery improved 
learning and socio-cultural advances. Though efforts are required to improve country’s 
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innovative capacity, yet efforts should be built on the existing strengths in light of new 
understanding of the research innovation- growth linkage. 
 Both public and private sectors are need to integrate in their quest to empower the 
youth with specialized training to make them employable, and to ensure that demand 
and supply are evenly met in subsequent years. Skill India and Make in India programs 
are to be encored for creative thinking, entrepreneurship and upgraded skills. Highly 
skilled training to tackle the proliferation technology would likely spawn a new-age 
workforce with skills like computing power, technicalcapability, communication skills 
etc. 
The program to support the graduates with readiness for entering the job market by a 
series of career development and employability enhancement activities, including career 
seminars, like sill workshops, pre-employment orientations, job mela, on the job-
training as well as job coaching support to navigate the workplace challenges. 
 
IX. Conclusion: 
 

After Independence, there has been tremendous increase in institutions of 
higher learning in all disciplines. But with the quantitative growth has been able to 
attend to the care issue of quality. India in today one of the fastest developing countries 
of the world with the annual growth rate going above 9%. In order to sustain that the 
rate of growth, there is need to increase the number of institution and also the quality of 
higher education in India. To reach and achieve the future requirements there is an 
urgent need to relook at the financial resources, access and equity, quality standards 
relevance and at the end of the responsiveness.Employment creation for skilled youth by 
accelerating entrepreneurship especially based on innovation and incubation of ideas is 
crucial for large scale employment in India. 

The implementation of GST and introduction of social security schemes for 
workers has improved the quality of employment in urban areas with a rise in formal 
employment. More regular workers are eligible for the social security benefit in non-
farm sector in urban areas. This indicates that recent initiatives of the government such 
as the GST, pension, insurance, and others have played an important role and a large 
number of informal workers have shifted to the purview of formal employment in 
regular wage category. However, other employment condition indicators such as written 
job contract and paid leaves reveal a different story of decent employment in the 
country. 
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Abstract 

Metacognitive strategies are essential to successful learning because it enables 
individuals to better manage their cognitive skills and to determine weaknesses that can 
be corrected by constructing new cognitive skills. In the present study the investigator 
adopted the survey method. The accessible population for the present study consisted of 
male and female higher secondary students in Tirunelveli district. The investigator has 
used simple random sampling technique for selecting the sample from the population. 
The sample consists of 500 students from government, aided and self-financing higher 
secondary schools. The investigator constructed a tool on Metacognition which includes 
five dimensions namely planning, monitoring, controlling and regulating, strategy use 
and evaluation. The data was analysed using ‘t’- test. The major findings from the study 
were (i) female students have more planning, strategy use, evaluation and metacognition 
in total than male students. (ii) urban schools students have more planning than rural 
school students. (iii) English medium  students have more planning and metacognition 
in total than Tamil medium  students.   

 
Key words: Metacognition, Higher Secondary Students 
 
Introduction 
 
“There is no end to education. It is not that you read a book, pass an examination and 
finish with education. The whole of life, from the moment you are born to the moment 

you die, is a process of learning.”…….Jiddu Krishnamurti 

Metacognitive strategies  is, put simply, thinking about one’s thinking.  More 
precisely, it refers to the processes used to plan, monitor, and assess one’s understanding 
and performance. Metacognition is a very complex phenomenon. It refers to the 
cognitive control and monitoring of the cognitive processes; action, memory and 
reasoning. Metacognition is the knowledge of one’s process and the efficient use of this 
awareness to self-regulate these cognitive processes (Brown, 1987). Metacognition 
includes a critical awareness of a) one’s thinking and learning and b) oneself as a thinker 
an learner. Metacognitive practices increase students’ abilities to transfer or adapt their 
learning to new contexts and tasks. They do this by gaining a level of awareness above 
the subject matter. Metacognitive practices help students become aware of their 
strengths and weaknesses as learners, writers, readers, test-takers, group members, etc.  
A key element is identifying the limit of one’s knowledge or ability and then figuring 
out how to expand that knowledge or develop their ability. Those who know their 
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strengths and weaknesses in these areas will be more likely to “actively monitor their 
learning strategies and resources and assess their readiness for particular tasks and 
performances” (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, p. 67). It also refers to consequent 
growth in knowledge and adjustment to the environment. The nutritional, emotional and 
social factors of the learners influence the cognitive development. This study highlights 
higher secondary students  knowledge of cognition, regulations of cognition how they 
influences one’s learning styles preferably. 

Significance of the Study 
 

The aim of education globally is to enhance student‘s cognitive skills. There is 
a need to understand several ways to improve student’s cognitive abilities.  
Metacognition is a higher order thinking process responsible for active control over 
cognitive processes. It is the duty of the teachers to make students responsible and how 
to be conscious about themselves. A higher level of cognition and the knowledge of 
learning style preference are necessary. This study will make some contribution to the 
literature on the two factors essential for better academic achievement. The significance 
of this study is paramount as it contributes valuable insight and theory into the role that 
learning styles and metacognition play in the relationship between cognitive strategies 
and academic performance. In this study, it is aimed to discover the learning style 
preference of higher secondary school students. This study may help the teachers to 
understand the students likes and dislikes so as to equip themselves to be more effective 
in classroom.  
 
Objectives 
1. To find out if there is any significant difference between boys and girls higher 

secondary students in their metacognition. 
2. To find out if there is any significant difference between rural and urban higher 

secondary students in their metacognition. 
3. To find out if there is any significant difference between Tamil and English 

medium secondary students in their metacognition. 

Methodology 
The investigator followed the normative survey method. The investigator 

constructed a tool on Metacognition. The reliability of the tool is 0.881 which reveals 
that the tool is reliable enough for data collection. ‘t’ – test was used to describe the 
sample with reference to the variable taken for the study. 
 
Population 

The XI and XII standard students studying in higher secondary schools in and 
around Tirunelveli District are the accessible population. 
 
Sample 

The investigator randomly selected 8 schools. From each  school the 
investigator has taken about 60-70 students. They were selected through purposive 
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sampling technique. The 500 XI and XII standard students forms the sample of the 
present study. 
Delimitations of the study 
1. The study is conducted in higher secondary students only. 
2. The area chosen for conducting the study was only Tirunelveli District. 

Hypothesis  
1. There is no significant difference between higher secondary students in their 

metacognition and its dimensions with reference to gender. 
2. There is no significant difference between higher secondary students in their 

metacognition and its dimensions with reference to locality of School 
3. There is no significant difference between higher secondary students in their 

metacognition and its dimensions with reference to medium of instruction 
Data Analyses 

Table No: 1 
 Significant difference between higher secondary students in their metacognition 

and its dimensions with reference to gender 
 
Dimensions 

 
Gender 

 
Count 

 
Mean 

 
SD 

 
Calculated 

‘t’ value 

 
Remarks 

Planning 
Male 

308 58.24 9.656 

2.438 

 
 
Significant 

Female 192 60.41 9.766 

Monitoring 
Male 

308 32.12 6.042 

0.991 

Not 
Significant 

Female 
192 32.68 6.221 

Controlling and 
Regulating 

Male 
308 40.29 7.072 

0.205 

Not 
Significant 

Female 
192 40.42 6.992 

Strategy use 
Male 

308 36.78 7.533 

3.807 

 
Significant 

Female 
192 39.40 7.403 

Evaluation 
Male 

308 9.91 3.290 

3.005 

 
Significant 

Female 
192 10.79 3.034 

Metacognition in 
Total 

Male 
308 177.33 27.387 

2.489 

 
Significant 

Female 
192 183.70 28.488 

 
(At 5% level of significance the table value of ‘t’ is 1.96) 
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 It is very clear from the above table that the calculated ‘t’ values are greater than the 
table value in the dimensions of  planning, strategy use, evaluation and metacognition in 
total.  Comparing the mean scores female have more planning, strategy use, evaluation 
and metacognition in total than male students.  But there is no significant difference 
between male and female  students in other dimensions such as monitoring, controlling 
and regulating. 
 

Table No : 2 
 Significant difference between higher secondary students in their metacognition 

and its dimensions with reference to locality of school 
 
Dimensions 

 
Locality 
of 
Student 

 
Count 

 
Mean 

 
SD 

 
Calculated 
‘t’ value 

 
Remarks 

Planning 

Rural 
273 58.10 10.821 

2.461 

 
 
Significant 

Urban 
227 60.24 8.142 

Monitoring 
Rural 273 32.13 6.425 

0.811 
Not 
Significant 

Urban 227 32.58 5.716 

Controlling 
and Regulating 

Rural 273 39.96 7.534 
1.327 

Not 
Significant 

Urban 227 40.80 6.369 

Strategy Use 
Rural 273 37.94 8.390 

0.515 
Not 
Significant 

Urban 227 37.59 6.497 

Evaluation 

Rural 273 10.01 3.035 
1.809 

Not 
Significant 

Urban 227 10.53 3.414 

Metacognition 
in Total 

Rural 273 178.14 30.938 
1.434 

Not 
Significant 

Urban 227 181.74 23.809 

 
(At 5% level of significance the table value of ‘t’ is 1.96) 

 
 It is very clear from the above table that the calculated ‘t’ values are greater than the 
table value in the dimensions of  planning.  Comparing the mean scores urban schools 
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students have more planning than rural school students.  But there is no significant 
difference between rural and urban school students in other dimensions such as 
monitoring, controlling and regulating, strategy use, evaluation and metacognition in 
total. 

Table No: 3 
 

Significant difference between higher secondary students in their metacognition 
and its dimensions with reference to medium  

 
 
Dimensions 

 
Medium 

 
Count 

 
Mean 

 
SD 

 
Calculated 
‘t’ value 

 
Remarks 

Planning 

Tamil 
169 57.31 11.597 

2.904 

 
 
Significant 

English 
331 59.97 8.531 

Monitoring 
Tamil 169 31.70 6.837 

1.650 
Not 
Significant 

English 331 32.66 5.689 

Controlling 
and 
Regulating 

Tamil 169 40.12 7.905 
0.503 

Not 
Significant 

English 331 40.45 6.557 

Strategy Use 
Tamil 169 37.07 8.812 

1.512 
Not 
Significant 

English 331 38.15 6.859 

Evaluation 

Tamil 169 9.94 3.143 
1.526 

Not 
Significant 

English 331 10.40 3.252 

Metacognition 
in Total 

Tamil 169 176.14 33.290 
2.084 

 
Significant 

English 331 181.63 24.650 

 
(At 5% level of significance the table value of ‘t’ is 1.96) 

 
 It is very clear from the above table that the calculated ‘t’ values are greater than the 
table value in the dimensions of  planning and metacognition in total.  Comparing the 
mean scores English medium  students have more planning and metacognition than 
Tamil medium  school students.  But there is no significant difference between Tamil 
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and English medium students in other dimensions such as monitoring, controlling and 
regulating, strategy use and  evaluation. 
 
Discussion of Findings 
 

Based on the above findings on various dimensions female students have more 
planning. It may be due to the reasons  that girls wants to be more independent  and 
sharp in planning their future life and career. The new education policy made the girls 
students to be more aware and they pay more attention to their studies, follow 
directions, finish schoolwork, and stay organized. The outcome was remarkable. This 
contributes greatly to their better grades across all subjects. Boys  are found lethargic 
and plan when there is a need.  

 
Regarding the use of strategy girls are more efficient multi-taskers than boys. 

This can be directly associated with the girls studying habits. Girls may use different 
strategy by  reading more often than boys do. Simply reading over the notes every night 
before a test can have a major effect on  test grade. Peer pressure can cause male 
students to feel the urge to misbehave during class or not paying attention to the teacher.  
Regarding evaluation, girls tend to be interested in the opinions of their peers, as well as 
wanting them to succeed.  

 
As far as the locality, schools located in urban area has more infrastructure 

facilities and schools can get talented teachers and available resources are more whereas 
the schools located in rural areas struggle to bring up their students. The main reason 
that makes rural school students drop their schools or fall behind. They also lack after-
school activities. Many students have to help their parents to earn living. Students 
studying in English medium are basically rich and parents stand behind them for their 
success. They use different methods and strategies to develop themselves.  

 
Educational Implications 
 
1. Teachers, parents and educational institutions irrespective of any category, should 
make students to fix mission and vision of their future. 
2. Teaching strategies and behavioral styles of teachers are also potential sources of  
developing metacognition among students hence, they require guidance from their 
parents, teachers and other adult members. So, different type of guidance and counseling 
programmes should be run in schools. 
3. The purpose of identifying the students’ learning style early in their academic life 
would be to alert the student to his or her potential academic weaknesses and to teach 
them mechanisms by which to cope and/or adapt their learning. 
4. The results of the current study suggested that students who have the habit of 
reading newspaper daily had better metacognitive awareness. Therefore it is 
recommended that heads of the institutions and parents should motivate the students to 
read newspaper and provide them newspapers daily. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
You may have noticed that there is a lot of consciousness about weight, body-build, 
figure and health in our society. People are willing to spend money just to look fit. 
They consider body fat as a negative aspect for the body but they fail to realize that 
in male the total body fat percentage should be 24% (average) and in female 30% 
(average). If it exceeds above the normal average then our body become overweight 
and obese depend upon the percentage of fat one possesses.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
People are not aware about the minimum fat requirements of the body. They 
measure their weight and conclude themselves as obese or overweight if they have 
more weight. In fact, the weight of the body includes muscle size, bone density, 
body size and height, volume of blood etc. which is also the part of body weight 
along with body fat. The fat of the body must be measured through the different 
scientific methods like BMI, Skinfold Calipers, Body Circumference Measurements, 
DXA, Hydrostatic Weighing, Bod Pod etc. In human body fat is a source of energy, 
carrier of fat soluble vitamins, helps in maintaining body temperature, act as cushion 
to important organs and protect them from shock, increases food palatability and it 
has more satiety value.  
 
Key words: Obese, Overweight, Muscle Size, Bone Density, BMI, DXA, BOD 
POD. 

IDEAL BODY FAT PERCENTAGE CHART 
 

Description Male Female 
Essential fat 2-5% 10-13% 
Athletes 6-13% 14-20% 
Fitness 14-17% 21-24% 
Average 18-24% 25-31% 
Obese 25%+ 32%+ 

Table-1 
 

Fat 
In the third chapter of Shreemat Bhagwat Geeta there is a line “Anant 
BhavatiBhootanee”, which means “the human being is made from food”. The fat 
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(both visible and invisible) should provide about 20-30% of calories in the diet. One 
gram of oil or fat gives nine Kcal of energy to the body. Please remember that oils 
and fats are concentrated sources of energy. You need fats as a medium for the 
absorption of fat-soluble vitamins. You need essential fatty acids, which vegetable 
oils provide. Remember if you take more energy than your body needs, in any form, 
be it fats, carbohydrates or proteins, it is stored in your body as fat. 

 
One calorie is the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of 1 
liter of water through 1℃. The unit used in Nutrition and Food composition 
tables in Kilocalories (Kcal). It is 1000 times the unit of calorie used in 
physics 

 
Functions of Fats 
i) Source of energy: Fats are the richest sources of energy. One gram of fat gives 9 

Kcal which is more than double the amount obtained from equal amounts of 
carbohydrates and proteins. 

ii) Carrier of fat soluble vitamins: Some fat-soluble vitamins like A, D, E and K 
need fat for their proper absorption and utilization in the body. The body can 
suffer from deficiency of these vitamins, if enough fats are not present in the diet. 

iii) Insulation: The layer of fat under the skin helps in maintaining body 
temperature.  

iv) Protection: Fats act as a cushion to important organs in the body and protect 
them from shocks and external injuries. 

v) Palatability: Fats are used for cooking and frying and so make the food tasty and 
acceptable. 

vi) Satiety Value: They take longer time to be digested in the body. This gives us a 
feeling of fullness and satisfaction. 

Sources 
Fats are obtained from vegetable as well as animal sources. 
Vegetable sources: Vegetable cooking oils are extracted from oil seeds and nuts 
such as groundnut, mustard, and sesame (til), soybean, cotton seed and coconut. 
Animal sources: Milk, egg yolk and fats like ghee, butter, cream, and fish liver oils 
are some of the fats of animal origin. 
 
Effects of Deficiency and Excess on the Body 
Deficiency of fat: Fats affect the body when either they are deficient or in excess. 
Lack of fats in the diet basically causes lack of energy. This leads to underweight, 
tiredness and reduced work efficiency. The body can suffer from deficiency of 
vitamins like A, D, E and K if enough fat is not present in the diet. 
Excess of fat: Excess of fat in our diet leads to overweight. This in turn can be one 
of the causes of diseases like diabetes, heart disease and high blood pressure. 
 
Definition and dietary sources of fats and oils 
Saturated and Unsaturated Fats: 
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Fats and oils are triglycerides of glycerol and fatty acids. These fatty acids can be 
saturated fatty acids or unsaturated fatty acids. Those fats which contain more of 
saturated fatty acids are solid and are known as fats while others are known as oils 
which are liquid at room temperature. Those which are solid at a temperature of 18-
24℃ e.g. Ghee and Vanaspati are called fats, whereas those that are liquid e.g. 
vegetable oils are known as oils.  
 
Visible and Invisible Fats: 
Regarding their dietary sources fats can be classified as visible and invisible fats. 
Vegetable oil, vansapati and ghee are termed as visible fats whereas fats that form an 
integral component of foods are called invisible fats. The fat present in cereals, egg 
yolk and in animal food are invisible fats. 
 
MISINFORMATION ABOUT OILS AND FATS 
 
You may have noticed that manufacturers of vegetable oils make a number of 
claims. They play on our fear of getting heart trouble. Some claim that you should 
use a particular vegetable oil, as it has a high content of poly-unsaturated fatty acids 
(PUFA) and contains no cholesterol, and is beneficial for heart patients. The fact is, 
all vegetable oils (except coconut and olive oil) contain a high amount of PUFA. 
Please note vegetable oils do not contain any cholesterol. To say that a particular 
brand of vegetable oil contains no cholesterol is intended to misguide you to think 
that other brands of vegetable oils contain cholesterol.  
All these claims make a layman feel that he can consume as much oil as he wants 
and have no problem. This is far from the truth. Please do not confuse the nature of 
the oil of fat (unsaturated or saturated, fatty acid content, cholesterol content, etc.) 
with their calorie value. All oils, ghee and Vanaspati provide the same number, i.e. 
nine calories per gram. So you realize that when you read an advertisement of oil 
that contains less or low calories, you must know that it is not true. 
 
WEIGHT GAIN-FACTS AND FANCIES 
 
You may have noticed that there is a lot of consciousness about weight, body build, 
figure and health in our society. People are willing to spend money just to look fit. 
Naturally a whole new type of products and services are being developed to meet 
this demand. You need to balance the energy you spend with the energy you get 
from the foods you eat to maintain your body weight. But people, who are obese, are 
looking for a new weight reduction method that will miraculously melt away 
accumulated body fat. So you find that reducing regiments are promoted as quick 
remedies. Unpleasant realities such as changing diet and eating patterns, exercise and 
the need for will power are ignored. The result is a lot of disillusionment, loss of 
money and faith. 
Let us examine some of the fallacies people have about weight reduction. Some 
obese people think that everything they eat turns to fat; they are fated to be fat while 
others are lucky to be slim. As you know, everything eaten in excess of the body’s 
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expenditure turns to fat. So you find obese people frequently tend to nibble at high-
calorie snacks and take soft drinks when they watch TV or play a game of cards. But 
they hardly spend any energy for physical activity at work as also in leisure hours. 
On the other hand, the slip person tends to eat well at meals but do not eat snacks in 
between meals, drinks water rather than soft drinks to quench thirst and the activity 
level is generally higher. It is the life style that decides how fat or thin you will be 
and not fate. 
Another misconception is that it is dangerous for an obese heart patient to lose 
weight. As you know, obesity puts an extra burden not only on the heart, but the 
whole body. So weight reduction is not only desirable but also a vital need for such a 
person. It is important to impress on such a patient that he/she should seek guidance 
and supervision of a well-qualified dietician or a physician, to lose weight. 
 
NOTION ABOUT SKIPPING MEALS 
 
There are obese people who skip meals in the hope of losing weight. But it usually 
results in their being too hungry to control food intake at the next meal. Eating small 
and frequent (three or four) meals permits you to exercise judgment and reduce food 
intake. There are so many new reducing diets you hear or read about. Some are 
dangerous and most do not result in a sustained weight loss. How will you decide if 
these are reliable? Whenever you see a new reducing diet, you should check if: 

a) It is nutritionally balanced by using the daily food guide. 
b) It is really low in calories. 
c) It provides a variety of well-liked foods and you can keep it up. 
d) It helps you to develop new eating habits. 
e) It can be followed, with appropriate modifications, after you reduce weight 

to the desirable level. 
f) It fits into your normal food budget. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Excess of eating anything is harmful for the human body whether it is fat or 
carbohydrates both can be stored in the body if taken above recommended intake. 
The excess carbohydrates are converted into fatty acids. Our body’s energy intake 
and energy expenditure must be maintained because when energy intake goes above 
energy expenditure the accumulation of fat occurs. The daily intake of fat ranges 
from 20% to 25% depends upon the type of activities one’s performed. A body 
builder requires less daily fat intake than a lactated mother. The intake of fat varies 
from individual to individual and from activity to activity.  
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Abstract:  
 
Automatic engine locking system for intoxicated automobilist using Arduino, 
mq3(alcohol sensor), led(green, red), buzzer, dc motor, led display(16*2). This project 
is planned for the purpose of safety for the society and the vehicles by using Arduino 
UNO R3. The system detects the smell of alcohol with the mq3sensor and will turn the 
motor off by providing an alert to the driver to make the vehicle stop, the red led will 
blink during the time of warning and it will be static after the specific time it is 
programmed, the car will stop, the buzzer will ring and red led will become static and 
will be glowing. The status of the smell of the alcohol will be displayed on a 16×2 LCD 
display. The vehicle will come to a motor able condition as the level of the smell of the 
alcohol decreases inside the car, the red led and the buzzer will stop and the green led 
will again turn on. When the green led will be on a message on the led display will 
arrive as “No alcohol detected” and then the car will be ready for drive.   
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The report suggests that about 1.5 per cent of all the total 4.64 lakh 
road accidents were caused by drunken driving or driving under influence of alcohol, 
resulting in injuries to 6,295 people. Due to this, safety is the major concern required for 
the elimination of accidents caused by the drunken drivers in roads and highways for the 
betterment of society. An automated alcohol sensingsystem is necessary to install in 
modern cars. The need of automatic engine locking system is to overcome the 
percentage of drunken driving on the highways, which leads to death and severe injuries 
causing harm to many families and persons who comes under the influence of these 
incidents. To overcome these problems and to reduce the harm to the society, automatic 
engine locking system for those intoxicated automobilists has been used. This project is 
the application of knowledge of arduino, sensors, use of logic in programming. The 
final product is thus easy to use, requires zerohuman effort for its operation which 
results in safety to society. 
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LIST OF REQUIRED COMPONENTS 
SL.NO. NAME QUANTITY SPECIFICATIONS 

1. Arduino UNO 
R3 

1 14 digital input/output pin, 6 analog pin, 16Mhz crystal 
oscillator 

2. BUZZER 1 A Buzzer or beeper is an audio signaling device. It may 
be A mechanical, electromechanical magnetic, 
electromagnetic device. 

3. 
 

Motor Driver 
(L293D) 

1 Arduino is the great starting point for electronic and the 
motor shield can drive up to 4 DC Motors bi-
directionally.They can drive forward and backward 

4. DC motor 1 A motor is a electrical machine which converts electrical 
energy into mechanical energy. Here the motor works as 
a demonstration of the car. 

5. Jumper Wire 20 A jumper wire is a conducting wire. It is used to transfer 
electrical signals between two points in a circuit. 

6. MQ3 1 It is a sensing device which senses alcohol in its ambient 
air.   

7. LCD(16*2) 
 

1 LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen is an electronic 
display module, it can display 16 characters per line and 
there are 2 such lines.    

8. LED(red) 2 Here red led, a diode which is used for indication 
purpose. 

9. LED(green) 2 Here green led, a diode which is used for indication 
purpose.  
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WORKING PRINCIPAL 
 
At first the power supply is given to the arduino UNO board through the external power 
supply plug. The arduino board consists of three types of pin, the analog pins, the digital 
pins and the power pins. The MQ3 sensor, whose three pins(VCC, GND,DO) are 
connected to the arduino board in its analog pin side which is receiving an analog signal 
and ending up by providing a digital output to the arduino board. As per the program 
provided to the arduino board, if it detects alcohol through the sensor it will first provide 
an alarm signal by making the light and the buzzer blink for a certain time and then it 
will make the car(demonstrated by a dc motor) stop, as long as there will be an alcoholic 
smell nearby. Here the motor is connected to the arduino board through a motor 
driver(L293D).  The LCD(16*2) display is connected to the arduino board which 
displays the status whether there is presence of alcohol or not. If the sensor detects the 
alcoholic smell then it will as “alcohol detected” and the arduino will make the red led 
will blink and the buzzer will produce a beeping sound as a warning and after a certain 
time those will be static when the motor will finally stop.  Then there will be no alcohol 
present in the ambient air then the led will show as no alcohol present and the green led 
will make a constant glow and the car and move normally. 
 
IMPORTANCE OF PROJECT IN PRESENT TECHNICAL SCENARIO 
 
These days drunken driving is one of the major causes of road accidents taking place. 
The result kit will give an easy access for the decrement of the rate of accidents which 
leads to death and severe injuries. It is easily mountable in any car and a fully automatic 
system which requires no other separate access of the driver. As the car will be on it will 
start automatically.  
 
RESULTS 
 
The sensitivity of the motor is set in such a way that, as a demonstration it will be able 
to sense the smell of alcohol from a distance of 3 to 4 inches. As it detects the smell and 
arduino receives the digital signal from the MQ3sensor as an input it will proceed to 
make the dc motor, demonstrated come in to a halt with a delay time of 2 seconds as 
programmed through the arduino, providing a signal to the automobilist. The motor 
demonstrated here is provided a supply of 12v and it delivers a speed of 300rpm.   
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The knowledge of the project cost estimation and prototype development of automatic 
engine locking system for intoxicated automobilist is a very helpful project for the 
society and public safety. It will save people from accidents, deaths and severe injuries. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper is an endeavor to go beyond debates concerning South-Asian women writers-
Shaila  Abdullah and Tahmina Anam. South-Asia is one of the conflict zones of the 
world, though many agencies have been the part of peace-making to establish the 
region. Feminism is described as a struggle against all kinds of patriarchal oppression. 
Tahmina Anam is a Bangladeshi –born British writer. Her debut novel, A Golden Age, 
was awarded the Commonwealth Writer's Prize for Best First Book. Shaila Abdullah is 
an award-winning Pakistani-American writer and designer. The selected texts- Tahmina 
Anam's trilogy- A Golden Age (2007), The Good Muslim (2011), The Bones of Grace 
(2016), and Shaila Abdullah's Saffron Dreams (2009) emphasis the complexities of 
Muslim women's lives. These texts highlight the condition of women in a male-oriented 
society. This paper will explore the unheard and unbearable sufferings of women. 
Simultaneously, it highlights the heroism and accomplishments of women in a different 
situation and how women are treated as inferior in society, culture, and religion.  
 
Keywords: Accomplishment, Endeavor, Feminism, Struggle, Survival 
 
Introduction 

This paper explores the struggles, endeavor, and accomplishments of women in 
Shaila Abdullah's debut novel Saffron Dreams and Tahmina Anam’s trilogy-A Golden 
Age, The Good Muslim and The Bones of Grace. The paper shows the efforts of 
contemporary South-Asian Muslim women and their lives in the patriarchal society. The 
selected novels of Shaila Abdullah and Tahmina Anam, studied here interrogate the 
depiction of South-Asian women characters. Abdullah writes about Pakistani women, 
their culture and traditions, and the South-Asian narrative in America. 

 
The quest for identity has taken birth in the hearts of women. The question of 

their position in society has figured in Pakistani English writings since independence in 
1947. It is visible in the works of early writers such as- Zaibunissa Hamidullah and 
Zulfikar Ghosh, and contemporary writers like Talat Abbasi, Mohammad Hanif, Mohsin 
Hamid, and Uzma Khan. These writers have portrayed their women characters in such a 
way as they glorify the various values, customs, and traditions that shape their lives in 
our society. An assessment of changes in their portrayal over decades requires their 
evaluation in the context of feminine consciousness; a term popularized by many 
literary and gender theorists. In earlier Pakistani English works, women have been 
shown as cogs in the wheels of the patriarchal society and as targets of various forms of 
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patriarchal oppression. Like 19th century British and American writers' representation of 
their women in their fiction, Pakistani women writers have also drawn upon moments of 
suppression in the second half of the 20th century. Women characters have started 
questioning the nature of the patriarchal system and culture surrounding them but are 
not allowed to get away with their questioning. For instance, Zaibunissa, in her short 
stories- The Young Wife and Other Stories (1958), has depicted her women characters 
with anyone option- either obeying their oppressors or to die. Feminine consciousness 
has been a recurring theme in Pakistani English fiction though its treatment has differed 
in different eras. It is not limited to women writing about women but extends into the 
writings of some of the male novelists such as- Hanif and Hamid. Pakistani women's 
writings in English have gained popularity through the works of authors such as- Bapsi 
Sidhwa, Sara Suleri, and Kamila Shamsie. Bapsi Sidhwa has drawn the attention of the 
world towards Pakistani Women writers. 

 
Since the beginning, women have survived not only by fighting back and 

giving rejoinders to society, culture, and religion through their accomplishments. Anam 
and Abdullah have shown the struggles and achievements of women in their works. 
Several critics have criticized Anam's works based on her national and postmodernist 
views regarding war. Specifically, they underline the fact of women's realities in the 
present era. 

 
Helene Cixous, a feminist novelist, and a literary critic focuses on the 

importance of history through the voices of the women indicating their sufferings and 
achievements that are avoided by male writers in their prose. Cixous encourages the 
importance of women's writings from the perspective of women which is visible in the 
works of these writers. They narrate history from an individual point of view and, in 
fact, from the women’s perspective. 

 
Shaila Abdullah, a Pakistani- American author, was born in 1971. She has 

received several awards such as- Patras Bukhari Award for the English Language, the 
Golden Quill Award, and the Reader Views Award, etc. In her debut novel Saffron 
Dreams: A Novel, Shaila Abdullah, through Arissa's character, focuses on her journey 
from timidity to boldness. She depicts the successful struggle of Arissa's life as a 
triumphant journey from darkness to brightness. She discusses her sufferings as well as 
her accomplishments. The novel strives to unveil the mysteries that shroud Pakistani 
American Muslim women's histories in America through a tale of trauma and healing in 
the aftermath of 9/11. Abdullah depicts the story of a Pakistani-American Muslim 
woman who completes her journey of self-discovery with her differently able son.   

 
The story revolves around the life of Arissa who has lost her husband in the 

tragedy of the World Trade Centre. Being a Pakistani Muslim woman in America, she 
feels and becomes the 'Other' in her society. She wears the hijab and it defines her 
differently from others. She defines herself as an ethnic other in "a tale of grief and 
happiness, of control and losing control, of barriers and openings, of prejudices and 
acceptance, of holding on and letting go" with the beliefs and values of America. She 
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feels embarrassment and humiliation whenever she goes to any public place due to her 
attire. The humiliation she suffers in the subway station reasserts her belief in being 
'Other'. Sometimes, she feels homesick in adopted land and feels unable to break the 
barriers. She is unable to be fit in American society due to her ethnic beliefs.  

 
 Faizan's death which was the result of 9/11 prompts Arissa to take control of her own. 
Despite her tragedy, she doesn't receive the requisite sympathy from society due to her 
ethnoreligious difference, as other victims of 9/11 get. She has been harassed there. 
Moreover, she is ostracised and targeted as the cultural other. She has been neglected by 
her mother in childhood too. Her mother rejects her, saying that: "I wish I never had 
you, Arissa! […] It's because of you that your Abu and I were never happy together." 
This creates a feeling of an outsider in her.  Neither has she felt comfort in her home nor 
another country. Her relationship with Faizan, her husband, and her in-laws enable her 
to reassert her value as a member of that society. In her parent's home, she never gets 
respect.  She gets familial support from her in-laws and learns to adjust to American 
society.   

Due to her religious affiliations, she faces exclusion within American society. 
She is looked on as an outsider because of her hijab. Juhi, Arissa's friend flouts all the 
traditional social norms of her religion by having several relationships and a child 
without a partner. She does not feel 'different' or 'other' because of her low faith in 
religion. Thus, Arissa becomes other not only to American but also to Muslims. Later 
on, she decides to let go of her hijab to assimilate herself into American society. Letting 
go of her hijab signifies her willingness to sacrifice her tradition for the sake of her 
unborn child. Having to cope with a differently able son with several learning and health 
issues, she lets go of her outward appearance of convention and the marker of difference 
by shedding her hijab. Cultural heritage also has importance for Arissa. Due to her 
family support, she finds selflessness and promise of help, offered to her by her in-laws. 
Arissa discovers her identity through her professional alliances to a woman's magazine, 
her paintings, and her emotional obligation to complete her husband's novel. She 
becomes very affluent to take care of her differently able son and his demands whatever 
he has. Her achievements in getting a new job, learning to drive along with her success 
at completing her husband's novel, add to her self-worth, and also aid in finding her own 
identity. Though Arissa gives up her outward appearance of being a Muslim woman, by 
letting go of her hijab, Abdullah focuses on her qualities as a Muslim woman. She 
becomes more religious through her strengthened in herself: “It was a matter of 
perspective- to an onlooker, I had removed my veil, but from where I stood, I had 
merely shifted it from my head to my heart.” 

 
Tahmina Anam, born on 8 October 1975, is a Bangladeshi-British writer. Her 

first novel A Golden Age (2007) has won Commonwealth Writer’s Prizes in 2008. Her 
second novel The Good Woman has also been nominated for the 2011 Man Asian 
Literary Prize. The third novel of her Bengal trilogy, The Bones of Grace (2016), is also 
got popularity.  Her trilogy deals with the untold history of women before, during, and 
after the Liberal War of Bangladesh. Thus, Anam has presented her women characters 
as the inferior being in the society who has their voices and can speak by their deeds and 
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accomplishments. Anam has portrayed her bold characters like- Rehana Haque, Maya 
Haque, Zubaida Haque in A Golden Age, in The Good Woman, and The Bones of Grace. 
Along with the protagonists, Anam has also presented other women characters that not 
only focus on the flaws but also the qualities and strength of women.  

 
The novel, A Golden Age, revolves around a widowed mother, Rehana Haque, 

who struggles to gain her children. She sacrifices a lot to get custody of her children. 
The story deals with the Bangladeshi War of Independence. It deals with the life of 
Rehana Haque, a widowed mother who struggles through the Bangladesh Liberation 
War. Her children, Sohail and Maya become increasingly involved with the war efforts.  
Rehana devotes her whole life to her children. She struggles to keep her children safe 
and for this, she would do and sacrifice anything for them and also does the same at the 
end of the novel. Anam also depicts the survival of an individual family during and after 
the War. Through her women character, Anam shows how the social and religious 
stigmas play a catastrophic role in minorities and women as well. The contribution of 
Rehana, Maya, the gin rummy ladies, Sharmeen, Mrs. Sengupta, and many other 
women can be seen in this novel. They contribute to the war through their sacrifices to 
establish peace for the country and humanity.  

 
The novel, The Good Muslim, is a sequel to A Golden Age. It spans the years 

from 1984 to 1985, with few flashbacks to the aftermath of the Bangladeshi Liberation 
War. The novel deals with a story about faith and family that is shattered by war. In The 
Good Muslim, Anam focuses on the untold sufferings of the women who have been 
victimized by men during the war. Women were raped and were forced to keep the 
rapists' children in their womb. Maya helps these women, going beyond religious 
superstitions, and also helps them in their abortion, for this she has been criticized badly 
by others. Through this, Maya becomes the loud voice of their unheard voices. The 
cases of subordination of others can also be seen in her trilogy. The family that has 
actively participated in the war now has been suffering from the challenges of peace 
within the society and outside the society. The novel depicts the story a decade after the 
war. Maya and Sohail are the central characters. Maya returns her home after almost a 
decade and astonishes to see her beloved brother, Sohail who has completely 
transformed. He has become a religious leader under the regime of General Hussain 
Muhammad Ershad, the President and dictator of Bangladesh who has promoted Islam 
over secularism. This ideological difference between Maya and Sohail creates a deep-
seated schism in their mind. Anam depicts this conflict as a major issue in the novel. 
Maya becomes a liberal-minded ‘village doctor’ who helps women, who have been 
raped during war and have got pregnancy. Maya performs abortions so that those 
victimized women who have conceived as a result of rape don’t have to carry the 
stigma. On the other hand, Sohail is entirely different from his sister. He has embraced 
an extreme version of Islam, defined by Tablighi Jamaat, which shuns the materialistic 
life filled with joy, music, Friends and liberal values, etc. It results in a conflict between 
him and his son, Zaid whom he wants to send to a madarsa for getting the education and 
meets a devastating end. It shows that religion and politics dominate the nation and the 
individual's life as well. The women, exploited by war, are known as Birangonas and 
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are not given respect by the men. It creates a terrible condition for them. Women, 
keeping rapists' child in their womb and giving birth, suffer the extreme humiliation 
from the society in every step of their life. Maya as a doctor helps them by aborting 
their pregnancy and save them from lifetime sufferings and embarrassment.  

 
The novel, The Bones of Grace is the final part of her Bengal trilogy. It 

revolves around the life of Zubaida Haque who is adopted by a native Bengali family. 
Zubaida, the third generation of Rehana, the protagonist of A Golden Age always finds 
herself lost between two worlds.  She struggles to find out her inner self and also 
searches for her real root simultaneously. The novel deals with the conditions of women 
in the caged society and family even if they are educated and free-spirited. She searches 
for her biological mother, Fatema Anwar who also struggles to survive against the 
pivotal society. Another issue of 'capitalism' is also depicted in the novel through the 
character of Anwar who utters the harsh reality of laborers' life in Dubai. Anam throws 
light on the condition of women who leave their country for abroad just to earn bread 
and butter for their families and their future. This leads them into a cruel reality in the 
form of modern slaves in the brothels and their owner's home as well.   

 
As Simone de Beauvoir shows in her work The Second Sex that whether it is 

First World or Third world, women are always blamed by society though they are the 
victims because of the same patriarchal society. Beauvoir raises her voice against 
patriarchy long ago when women had no voice for their own. She questions women's 
role in society and indicates how they occupy the subordinate position in a male-
oriented society. She brings women's lives from childhood to adulthood in several 
'conditions'. In her point of view, if a woman can support herself, none can stop her and 
this support is the indication of economic developments and accomplishments. 

 
Anam's works highlight the struggles, survival, and accomplishments of 

women through the voices of the protagonists and other female characters. The lack of 
female voices in the world can be easily seen in A Golden Age through the character of 
Rehana. She is a widow and mother of two children. Her husband, Iqbal has died 
suddenly and has left his wife with his two children- Sohail and Maya. Once Rehana 
takes her children for a movie named Cleopatra, which is against religious morals. For 
this, her brother in law- Faiz Haque files a case against Rehana and wants the custody of 
her children. He accuses Rehana to spoil her children and not being a good mother in 
the court.  The judge decides that Faiz is the right person to take custody of children. 
Thus patriarchal court goes with Faiz's point; the judge says that "Rehana had not coped 
with the death of her husband. She was too young to take care of her children on her 
own. She had not taught them a proper lesson about Jannat and the afterlife" (A Golden 
Age, p.5). Though she is the real mother but cannot speak even a single word for her 
defense. She remains silent. She visits her husband's grave and says: 

 
I have given up the only thing you left me. When the judge asked me if I knew 
for certain whether I would be able to care for them, I could not bring myself to 
say yes. I was mute, and in my silence, he saw my hesitation. That is why he 
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gave them away. It was my fault. Not other’s. I don’t blame your brother for 
wanting them. Who would not want them? They are the spitting image of you. 
(A Golden Age, pp. 7-8) 
 
Zubaida, in The Bones of Grace, also experiences the same situation. She 

comes to Bangladesh and marries her childhood friend, Rashid, though she loves Elijah 
very much. But she marries where her foster parents want. Zubaida belongs to a wealthy 
Bangladeshi family. She is a modern independent woman who completes her graduation 
from Harvard University. Even she cannot speak or revolts against her family. She 
writes a letter to Elijah telling her incapability of saying no in the marriage: 

 
I don’t tell you this story to hurt you, Elijah, but to explain that the idea of 
leaving Rashid was like the idea of leaving behind my childhood, and, because 
I was a person whose life began with her own life, and like you, with a family 
tree that stretched back generations, I clung to every piece of my past, unable 
to forget, or let go, of a single thing,... I would have been able to move through 
this moment with greater confidence to break the old threads and strengthen 
new ones, but now, in the shadow of this spectacular failure, I become, again, 
an obedient orphan. (The Bones of Grace, p.79) 

As an adopted child, she remains loyal to her family by agreeing to 
the decision to marry Rashid. She is a more independent woman who lives her 
life according to her wishes, but still, she cannot speak out her mind. This costs 
her an unhappy conjugal life. Anam also brings out the sufferings of Zubaida's 
twin sister and Anwar, a laborer in Dubai. She depicts the class discrimination 
among women and minorities. She points out that the issues of discrimination 
are created to discriminate against others and also associated with 'capitalism'. 
Anam depicts the same condition as the parlor women through Anwar and 
other laborers' life in Dubai who go abroad for a better life and a safe future but 
embrace the harsh realities of life. 
 
The struggles of women are always neglected by the patriarchal society. Even 

though women are raising their deeds and achieving their victory which is almost 
silenced by the menfolk. Anam has pointed out the facts of women's struggle in her 
work. Her characters- Rehana, Maya, and Zubaida have their sufferings and struggles 
that prove the strength and their frailties of being a woman at the same time. Under the 
pressure of religion, love, and narcissism, women are always forced to be at home. 
Rehana, Maya, Zubaida, Arissa, and other women have endured the same predicament. 
Whenever they go against and start raising their voices, they are forbidden by social and 
religious taboos. Abdullah and Anam have brought out the struggle of women in their 
works. They have been able to create interesting personages who successfully expose 
the oppression inflicted on women in society. 
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Abstract: 
 
Technology has a leading role to play in empowering educational authorities, teachers, 
students and parents to move towards a more inclusive educational system. Inclusion 
has brought variety into 21st-century classrooms and introduced challenges for teachers 
who must adapt their teaching to diverse groups of children. Inclusive classes stance 
several challenges for teachers. Teachers can use different advanced technologies to 
encourage the students with different learning abilities and to facilitate their learning 
progress. An innovative technology provides opportunity for persons with disabilities 
for better understanding, analysing and get involved in learning to the different persons 
with disabilities. This paper discusses about Applications of innovative Technologies 
for familiarizing instruction to children with different abilities and focuses on the usage 
of new technologies based on the needs of the children to support the disabilities like 
visioning, hearing, speaking, writing etc, in  inclusive classroom learning situations. 

 
Keywords: Innovative Technology, Assistive Technology, Inclusive Education 
 
Introduction 
 
The educational standards claim that students with disabilities should be provided with 
chances to realize their potential. They should participate in education and learning on 
the same basis as students without disabilities and that they are not subject to 
discrimination. Due to the progress in the Information and Communication 
Technologies, digital technologies are easily accessible and extensive which allows 
using them for providing students with new opportunities. To prepare the 21st century 
learners with digital skill and smartness, it is important to adapt digital advancement 
where e-pedagogy becomes a promise and challenge to Indian education system to 
reach the demands of the digital learning in digital age. (Dange, Robit& Taj, 2020). 
Inclusive education is the most effective way to give all children a fair chance to go to 
school, learn and develop the skills they need to flourish. Inclusive education defines all 
children in the same classrooms, in the same schools. It means real educational 
opportunities for groups who have traditionally been excluded  not only children with 
disabilities, but speakers of minority languages too.(WHO,2001).Inclusive systems 
value the unique aids students of all backgrounds bring to the classroom and allow 
diverse groups to cultivate side by side, to the benefit of all. (Etscheidt& Bartlett,1999). 
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At the school level, teachers must be trained and students must haveavailable learning 
materials. (UNESCO,1994). At the community level, stigma and discrimination must be 
undertaken and individuals need to be educated on the benefit of inclusive education. 
Inclusion or integration is an important part of equal opportunity in education.The 
Difficulties for inclusive education have increased and raised major changes to 
schooling and education. Students with disabilities are educated together with their 
peers outside the local community therefore regular schools are required to adapt to 
lodge a diverse group of pupils with a variety of needs (Andreja Istenic 2010). To fulfil 
such gaps in inclusive education, there is a need for adopting Innovative technologies 
for children with disabilities and to provide technical assistances and accessibilities to 
enhance the learning in inclusive classroom. 
 
Application of Innovative Technology to help the Students With Special Needs 
 
The use of ICT for learning, or e-Learning, is a widely recognized term and refers to “a 
learner-focused approach to the use of new multimedia technologies and the Internet to 
progress the excellence of learning by easing access to resources and services, as well as 
remote exchanges and collaboration.The educational needs of people with incapacities 
are extremely diverse. As with all other members of society, people with disabilities 
must acquire the knowledge and skills required for the community in which they live 
(Heemskerk, Brink & Volma, 2005).Though, they face additional demands (often 
referred to as special educational needs) caused by functional limitations that impact in 
changed ways upon their ability as learners to access standard educational methods of 
instruction (Soderstrom & Ytterhus, 2010). These limitations often prevent educational 
progress and achievement. In this context, the application of technology is very 
important as it plays an essential role in supporting high quality education for learners 
with disabilities (Admiral,. et, al.2014). The innovative technology supports the 
teaching and learning process based on the possibilities it offers for alternative means of 
communication, providing access to educational resources in a more appropriate way 
and to enhance learning motivation. By overcoming obstacles of time and space, day by 
day technology is increasing & playing a vital role in supplementing in working 
effective and supporting the development of crucial skills, these innovative technologies 
contribute to the increased effectiveness of educational processes by enabling student 
with disabilities to actively participate in meaningful learning experiences. 

Innovative technology allows growing the individuality of a particular student 
deliverance him from the continuous need for direct teacher involvement. Innovative 
technologies support learning to get actively involved in classroom discourse. As a 
result, a student can select the speed of learning that is appropriate for him which leads 
to more personalized learning. When a student doesn’t inhibit the learning process for 
the whole group, innovative technologies allows reducing the anxiety level which plays 
a significant role in education as well. Implementation of innovative technologies in 
special education allows simplifying the communication and improve the academic 
skills of students with disabilities. Many teachers can implement innovative 
technologies to make their courses more effective and accessible at little to no cost, to 
aid students with disabilities, whether those students are in a traditional or online 
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classroom (Spela&Gacnik 2018). While most of the teachers acquainted with alternative 
keyboards and touch screens that replace traditional touch-type keyboards for children 
with learning disability with challenges, other modern technologies are constantly in 
development, and each is a excessive boon to the development of learning process, 
opening doors, expanding learning experiences and even broadening the parameters of 
what can be learned for millions of students. In the below figure shows that some of the 
innovative technologies to help the students with their special needs. 

 
 
Fig No.1: innovative technologies for children with special needs 

The use of  modern technologies  in the classroom helps to engage the pupils with 
different kinds of stimuli and creates a conducive learning environment for  activity-
based learning. It makes the classroom more interesting and makes learning fun. For 
teachers, technology offers an interminable set of resources that they can tap into 
depending on the need of the disabled students (Parsons et.al.2006). The modern 
technologies helps students with special educational requirements.  The students  who 
has challenges  in different learning areas the modern technologies are very  much 
supportive for such students to remove the  learning barriers like the students who are 
having problems in reading teachers can use touch screen these screen also provide with 
text audio material(Turner, & Aitken, 2016).For the student  with speaking disability the 
text devices can be use to speech, The students who are having listening and voice 
recognition difficulties there can use voice recognition  software,for visualization  
assistive technologies are supporting like screen magnifiers, wands and joy stick, 
alternative keyboards and brail embossers can be useful to  help the student to generate 
their work without any difficulties. (Aleksandra Dikusar,2018). 
 
 Assistive technologies which  requires for the student to overcome learning difficulties 
are discussed below. 
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 Digital textbooks, eBooks, and Audio-books offer options for accessing the same 
content at different levels of complexity.  

 VoiceThreadwhere students can respond to a topic using text, audio, video, or 
images. The variety of options makes it possible for students with learning 
disabilities to contribute to the presentation using the method that works best for 
them. (TASCHA,2009). 

 Digital storytelling helps students to tell fictional or true stories, Digital stories can 
be created in a range of formats, including pure audio, image slideshows with static 
text, image slideshows with voiceovers, and pure video. 

 Augmentative Communication Students with severe expressive communication 
impairments have difficulty communicating with peers and adults within their 
environments. Many of these students need a means of supplementing their 
communication skills. 

 The use of assistive technology like word processors, special keyboard,voice -
output devices, speech software, Braille printers, Translation software 

  For visually impaired children these assistive technology helps in learning loke 
magnifying software for computer White cane, GPS-based navigation device 
Braille systems for reading and writing, screen reader for computer, talking book 
player, audio recorder and player Braille chess and  balls that emit sound. 
(UNESCO,2006) 

  For hearing impaired children modern technologies   helps in better hearing of 
sound by using Headphone, hearing aid Amplified telephone and hearing loop 
wouldbe  more helpful. 

 
Assistive Technologies in the Inclusive Classroom 
Assistive technology is intended to help students who have learning disabilities. 
Whether students have physical impairments, dyslexia or cognitive problems, assistive 
technology can help them to function within the classroom. These tools include any type 
of equipment or device that helps students to reimburse for their learning disabilities. 
While they are incapable to eradicate learning problems entirely, they can help students 
to capitalize on their strengths and minimize their weaknesses. Among the most 
innovative technologies available today (Al-Husseiny,2019).Assistivetechnologies are 
termed as devices or any software to assist the student with  learning disability, the 
following  are the most supportive in inclusive classroom. 
 
Assistive technology devices for  Inclusive classroom 
1. Electronic Worksheets 
Students with learning disabilities like dyslexia can use electronic worksheets to 
complete their projects. These worksheets help students to line up words, equations and 
numbers on their assignments. On some of the quizzes, text-to-speech or speech 
synthesizing technology is even available. 
2. Phonetic Spelling Software 
For many children with learning disabilities, reading and writing can be a challenge. 
Phonetic spelling software is designed to automatically convert the student’s typing into 
the word that they proposed to write. For substitute reading options, students can always 
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check out audiobooks. With the audiobook, students can follow along in their text and 
overcome reading complications. 
3. Talking Calculators 
Students who have dyscalculia can assistance greatly from a talking calculator. The 
gadget makes it easier to check assignments, read numbers and perform calculations. 
While the talking calculator is a fairly simple tool, it offers an exceptional benefit for 
students who would otherwise struggle in math classes (Carmen,2018). Other than 
talking calculators, students can also check out text-to-voice devices. They function on 
the same perception of translating written words into an audible track. Students can use 
these devices to check their spelling or to improve their reading understanding skills. 
4. Variable Speed Recorders 
Many students struggle with empathetichearing lectures. For these students, a variable 
speed recorder is an ideal solution. In essence, the student just has to hit record while 
they are in class. Afterward, the recording can be slowed down or sped up for the 
student to listen to it again and again. If the pitch of the recording is hard to 
comprehend, students can modify the pitch up or down to make their lectures more 
accessible. 
5. Videotaped  
With videotaped social communications, students can learn important life skills and 
social behavior without accidentally offending someone. In addition to interpersonal 
skills, these videos can work for self-help, linguistic, academic and emotional problems 
as well. 
 
Assistive technology software for Inclusive classroom 

 
Screen Recorder software: 

These software designated by the American Foundation for the Blind (AFB) as 
“software programs that allow blind or visually weakened users to read the text that is 
displayed on the computer screen with a speech synthesizer.” The AFB suggests them 
for those with little vision, because “learning to listen to speech output will prove more 
productive for such individuals than struggling to read text while leaning close to the 
computer screen.” (Brian Neese,2020). 
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Video Magnifier software: 

Video magnifierare also sometimes described as a form of closed-circuit television 
(CCTV) that “uses a video camera to display a magnified image on a monitor or 
television screen.” Students with low vision can use them to read their course materials 
with greater ease 
 

 
Word Talk software: 

It is a free add-in for Microsoft Word, this program can read aloud any document 
written in Word and create audio files that can be saved. In addition, assistive 
technology expert Paul Hamilton writes that “Word Talk functions can be retrieved by 
customizable keyboard shortcuts–for individuals with vision challenges, or those who 
cannot use a mouse effectively, or to speediness the work of anyone who relies 
extensively on Word Talk.” In addition, students with reading disabilities can also use 
screen readers to help them recognizethe text (Jill Rooney,2013).  

 

 
Word prediction software: 

It  include a number of diverse applications, some of which can be downloaded from the 
Internet, are available to help students with writing challenges. Word predictors “can 
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help a user during word processing by ‘predicting’ a word the user anticipates to type. 
Predictions are based on spelling, syntax, and frequent/recent use. This prompts kids 
who struggle with writing to use proper spelling, grammar, and word choices, with 
fewer keystrokes. 

 

 
Graphic Organizers : 

Graphic organizers are effective in helping students toorganize their thoughts during the 
writing process. As an assistive technology, graphic organizers are strong choice for 
students with dysgraphia or disorders of written expressions particularly the conceptual 
parts of writing 

 

 
Assistive Listening Software: 

Assistive listening systems use a microphone, a type of transmission technology and a 
device for capturing and bringing the sound to the ear. The specific transmission 
technology used in the system is typically what contrasts one type of assistive listening 
system from another. 

 
Proofreading Software. 
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Proofreading software is a branch of assistive technology that goes above and beyond 
the typical proofreading structures found in a word processing system, such as 
correcting words frequently misspelled by students with dyslexia. A number of other 
features offered within this category can help students work on his or her English skill 
set to become a more effective and accurate write. 

 

 
Text to speech software: 

  As an assistive technology, text-to-speech (TTS) software is designed to help children 
who have difficulties reading standard print. Common print disabilities can include 
blindness, dyslexia or any type of visual impairment, learning disability or other 
physical condition that impedes the ability to read. However, other students can benefit 
from TTS technology, such as children that have autism, attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD) or an intellectual disability. 

Conclusion: 
To ensure success for students with disabilities in universal education classrooms, 
teachers must plan collaboratively, create structured classrooms with clear rules and 
expectations, and teach content in meaningful and memorable ways. To reduce the 
burden of student with difficulties in learning technology is playing a boundless. 
Innovative Technology makes it possible for a classroom to be enhanced with individual 
learning measures, allowing instructors to provide greater flexibility and differentiation 
in instruction. Teachers can use technology to offer a variety of learning opportunities 
and approaches that engage, instruct, and support special education students with a 
innumerable of strategies designed to appeal to individual learners. The innovative 
technologies provided with plenty of learning opportunities through assistive 
technologies for the students with learning disabilities. Innovative technology enable the 
student with disability to learn individually and support in learning in classroom 
activities. Number of assistive technologies are helping the students to overcome with 
the learning barriers like to read , hear, read and write by using different software and 
technical devices. 
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ABSTRACT:  
 
A high gross enrolment ratio generally indicates a high degree of participation, whether the pupils 
belong to the official age group or not. The educational planners, researchers and administrators 
may frequently need to evaluate various indicators of education using the data. To portray the 
status of higher education in the country, Ministry of Human Resource Development has 
implemented All India Survey on Higher Education (AISHE). Data is being collected on several 
parameters such as teachers, student enrolment, programmes, examination results, education 
finance and infrastructure. Based on AISHE database, it is being tried to compare the 
development in higher education among the districts of West Bengal. The trends in the different 
indicators have been evaluated over the period of last 8 years. 
 
Key Words: Gross Enrolment Ratio, Total Enrolment, Enrolment Per Staff, Pupil Teacher Ratio, 
Female Enrolment 
 
INTRODUCTION:  
 
In all societies of the world, education plays an important instrument of socialization and also 
considered as a powerful catalyst for social change. Education is one of the important means of 
generating horizontal and vertical mobility especially for the downtrodden people of the society. 
After the independence of India, various constitutional provisions were made to expand the 
education. The literacy rate of India has progressed from 10.27 percent in 1961 to 66.1 in 2011 for 
India and from 13.58 in 1961 to 69.43 in 2011 for West Bengal. In this regard higher education is 
a prerequisite to get better job and entry into higher income level. Higher education is a 
prerequisite for the mobility through both occupation and income. Shortage of skilled teachers 
remains the biggest challenge for the education sector across the world, which is expected to pose 
a serious threat particularly for private operators to maintain the quality of education provided by 
them. The enrolment rate in the higher education segment remains low in the other countries as 
compared to the developed nations, reflecting a mismatch between skills taught to graduates and 
requirements of the labor market. This is likely to have an effect on the unemployment rate of the 
region. In short, there are both economic and non-economic incentives to the individuals and to 
the society at large, for expansion of higher education. Education is one of the main cause for 
slow growth of developing and underdeveloped economics. Education induces the process of 
economic growth by making available the manpower in right quantity and right quality. It has an 
influence on work, transport, health care and educational facility. Education not only increases the 
economic returns but also has a significant effect on poverty, income distribution, health, fertility, 
mortality, population growth and overall quality of human life. In order to take note of the effects 
of the New Economic Policy on social sector investment in general and educational sector in 
particular, it is necessary to identify the significant aspects of structural reforms in India, the 
measures already taken and the expected direction of the reforms.  
A high GER generally indicates a high degree of participation, whether the pupils belong to the 
official age group or not. The educational planners, researchers and administrators may frequently 
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need to evaluate various indicators of education using the data. The Education for all 
Development Index (EDI) (framed by UNESCO) used 4 goals – Universal education, Adult 
Literacy, Quality of education and Gender. To portray the status of higher education in the 
country, Ministry of Human Resource Development has implemented All India Survey on Higher 
Education (AISHE). Data is being collected on several parameters such as teachers, student 
enrolment, programmes, examination results, education finance and infrastructure.  
Based on AISHE database, it is being tried in this paper, to compare the development in higher 
education among the districts of West Bengal. This communication is trying to state the trends in 
the different indicators over the period of last 8 years. 
 
STUDY AREA: The fourth populated state of India, West Bengal is located in the eastern part 
shares borders with neighbor’s countries Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan and with an area of 88752 
km2. The Latitudinal and Longitudinal extension of the state are 21 ̊38́ N to 27 ̊10́ N and 58̊ 50 ́E 
to 89̊ 50É. Total population of West Bengal is 91,276,115 of which 21463270 belongs to 
Scheduled Caste according to 2011 Census. West Bengal comprises 10.66 percent Scheduled 
Caste population with respect to total SC of India. The concentration of the SC population is 
much higher than India’s average. 23.5 percent population of the state belongs to this Scheduled 
Caste community. The literacy rate, enrolment rate, educational level of SC is much lower than 
the other communities in the state. 
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Major objectives of the study are (1) to assess the spatio-temporal variation of enrolment in higher 
education in West Bengal – total, SC, ST, OBC, (2) to evaluate the spatio-temporal variation of 
enrolment at undergraduate and post graduate level in West Bengal, (3) to assess the spatio-
temporal variation of teaching staff in higher education in West Bengal – total, SC, ST, OBC, (4) 
) to find out the spatio-temporal variation of non-teaching staff in West Bengal, (5) to assess the 
spatio-temporal variation of gross enrolment ratio in higher education in West Bengal, (6) ) to 
assess the spatio-temporal variation of enrolment per non-teaching staff in higher education in 
West Bengal, (7) ) to assess the spatio-temporal variation of pupil teacher ratio in higher 
education in West Bengal and (8) ) to assess the spatio-temporal variation of female enrolment in 
higher education in West Bengal. 
 
DATA: This study is based on the secondary data. AISHE database is being used for calculating. 
We have taken into consideration the variables like -  enrolment (for all HEIs) – total, SC, ST, 
OBC, UG & PG; number of teachers – total, SC, ST & OBC; number of non-teaching staff; pupil 
teacher ratio(PTR); gross enrolment ratio; enrolment per non-teaching staff and female enrolment 
for all the districts – Darjeeling(DAR), Jalpaiguri(JAL), Coochbehar(CB), Uttar Dinajpur(UD), 
Dakshin Dinajpur(DD), Malda(MAL), Murshidabad(MUR), Birbhum(BIR), Nadia(NAD), 
Barddaman(BAR), Purulia(PUR), Bankura(BAN), Hugli(HGH), Howrah(HWH), Paschim 
Midnapur(PASM), Purba Medinipur(PM), N24 Parganas(N24), South 24 Parganas(S24) and 
Kolkata(KOL) in West Bengal. The data considered for last 8 years – 2012-13 to 2019-2020.  
 
MATERIALS and METHOD: Thematic map has been prepared by using QGIS software 
version 2.14. Gross enrolment Ratio has been calculated by using the formula. Slide up estimated 
population has been used to calculate the midyear estimated population in the district at various 
educational levels. 

 
 
To calculate GER at higher education level estimated population has been taken in the age group 
18-23. A high GER indicates a high degree of participation , whether the pupils belong to the 
official age group or not. A GER value approaching or exceeding 100% indicates that a country 
is, in principle, able to accommodate all its school / college age population, but it does not 
indicate the proportion already enrolled. The achievement of a GER of 100 % is therefore a 
necessary but not sufficient condition for enrolling all eligible children in the educational 
institution. When the GER exceeds 90 % for a particular level of education, the aggregate number 
of places for students is approaching the number required for universal access of the official age 
group (UNESCO, 2020). 
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From figure-1, for the year 2012-13 & 2013-14, UD, DD, PUR, CB & BAN are in legend-1 i.e. 
the total enrolment in the districts – UD, DD, CB, PUR & BAN are below 50000. Total enrolment 
are between 50001 and 100000 in the districts DAR, JAL, MAL, MUR, BIR, PASM, PM & 
HWH; between 100001 and 150000 in the districts BAR, NAD, HGH & S24; between 150001 
and 200000 in N24 and above 200000 in KOL. For the year 2014-15, the total enrolment in the 
districts – UD, DD, CB, PUR & BAN are below 50000; total enrolment are between 50001 and 
100000 in the districts DAR, JAL, MAL, BIR, HWH & PM ; between 100001 and 150000 in the 
districts MUR, HGH, PASM & S24; between 150001 and 200000 in N24, NAD & BAR and 
above 200000 in KOL. For the year 2015-16, the total enrolment in the districts – UD, DD, PUR 
& BAN are below 50000; total enrolment are between 50001 and 100000 in the districts DAR, 
JAL, CB, MAL, BIR, PASM, HWH & PM ; between 100001 and 150000 in the districts MUR, 
HGH & S24; between 150001 and 200000 in N24, NAD & BAR and above 200000 in KOL. For 
the year 2016-17, the total enrolment in the districts – UD, DD & CB are below 50000; total 
enrolment are between 50001 and 100000 in the districts DAR, JAL, MAL, BIR, BAN, HWH 
&PM ; between 100001 and 150000 in the districts MUR, HGH, PASM & S24; between 150001 
and 200000 in NAD & BAR and above 200000 in N24 & KOL. For the year 2017-18, the total 
enrolment in the districts – UD, DD & CB are below 50000; total enrolment are between 50001 
and 100000 in the districts DAR, JAL, MAL, BIR, PUR, BAN, HWH & PM ; between 100001 
and 150000 in the districts MUR, NAD, PASM, HGH, PASM & S24; between 150001 and 
200000 in BAR and above 200000 in N24 & KOL. For the year 2018-19, the total enrolment in 
the districts – UD, DD are below 50000; total enrolment are between 50001 and 100000 in the 
districts CB, DAR, JAL, MAL, BIR, PUR, BAN, HWH & PM ; between 100001 and 150000 in 
the districts MUR, PASM, HGH & S24; between 150001 and 200000 in BAR and above 200000 
in NAD, N24 & KOL. For the year 2019-20, the total enrolment in the districts – UD & DD are 
below 50000; total enrolment are between 50001 and 100000 in the districts CB, DAR, JAL, 
MAL, BIR, PUR, BAN, HGH, HWH & PM ; between 100001 and 150000 in the districts MUR, 
NAD, PASM & S24; between 150001 and 200000 in BAR and above 200000 in N24 & KOL. For 
the entire 8 years UD & DD are in legend-1, DAR, JAL, MAL, BIR, PUR, HWH & PM are in 
legend-2, BAR in legend-4 and KOL in legend-5. 
From figure-2, for the year 2012-13, UD, DD, DAR, MAL, BIR, PASM, HWH, PUR & BAN are 
in legend-1 i.e. the SC enrolment in the districts – UD, DD, DAR, MAL, BIR, PASM, HWH, 
PUR & BAN are below 10000. SC enrolment are between 10001 and 20000 in the districts CB, 
MUR, N24, HGH & PM; between 20001 and 30000 in the districts JAL, BAR, NAD & S24; 
between 30001 and 40000 in KOL. For the year 2013-14, the SC enrolment in the districts – 
DAR, DD, BIR, PUR, BAN, PASM, HWH & PM are below 10000; SC enrolment are between 
10001 and 20000 in the districts UD, MAL, MUR & HGH ; between 20001 and 30000 in the 
districts JAL, CB, BAR, N24 & S24; between 30001 and 40000 in NAD and above 40000 in 
KOL. For the year 2014-15, the SC enrolment in the districts – DD, HWH, PUR & BAN are 
below 10000; SC enrolment are between 10001 and 20000 in the districts DAR, UD, MAL, 
MUR, BIR, HGH, PASM & PM ; between 20001 and 30000 in the districts JAL, CB, BAR, N24 
& S24; between 30001 and 40000 in NAD and above 40000 in KOL. For the year 2015-16, the 
SC enrolment in the districts – DAR, UD, DD, PUR & BAN are below 10000; SC enrolment are 
between 10001 and 20000 in the districts MAL, MUR, BIR, HGH, PASM &PM ; between 20001 
and 30000 in the districts JAL, CB, BAR, NAD, N24 & S24 and above 40000 in KOL. For the 
year 2016-17, the SC enrolment in the districts – DD, PUR & BAN are below 10000; SC 
enrolment are between 10001 and 20000 in the districts DAR, UD, MAL, MUR, BIR, HGH, 
PASM &PM ; between 20001 and 30000 in the districts JAL, CB, BAR & S24; between 30001 
and 40000 in NAD & N24 and above 40000 in KOL. For the year 2017-18, the SC enrolment in 
the districts – DD, PUR, HWH & BAN are below 10000; SC enrolment are between 10001 and 
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20000 in the districts DAR, UD, MAL, MUR, BIR, HGH, PASM & PM ; between 20001 and 
30000 in the districts JAL, CB, BAR & S24; between 30001 and 40000 in NAD & N24 and 
above 40000 in KOL. For the year 2018-19, the SC enrolment in the districts – DAR, DD, PUR, 
HWH & BAN are below 10000; SC enrolment are between 10001 and 20000 in the districts UD, 
MAL, MUR, BIR, HGH, PASM & PM ; between 20001 and 30000 in the districts JAL, CB, BAR 
& S24; between 30001 and 40000 in NAD & N24 and above 40000 in KOL. For the year 2019-
20, the SC enrolment in the districts – DD, PUR, HWH & BAN are below 10000; SC enrolment 
are between 10001 and 20000 in the districts DAR, UD, MAL, MUR, BIR, HGH, PASM & PM ; 
between 20001 and 30000 in the districts JAL, CB, BAR & S24; between 30001 and 40000 in 
NAD & N24 and above 40000 in KOL. For the entire 8 years BAN, PUR & DD are in legend-1, 
MUR & HGH in legend-2, BAR in legend-4 and S24 in legend-3. 
From figure-3, for the year 2012-13, CB, HWH & PM are in legend-1 i.e. the ST enrolment in the 
districts – CB, HWH & PM are below 1000. ST enrolment are between 1001 and 3000 in the 
districts UD, DD, MAL, MUR, BIR, NAD, BAN, HGH, N24, S24 & KOL; between 3001 and 
5000 in the districts DAR, JAL, BAR & PUR; between 5001 and 7000 in PASM. For the year 
2013-14, the ST enrolment in the districts – CB, HWH are below 1000. ST enrolment are between 
1001 and 3000 in the districts UD, DD, MAL, MUR, BIR, NAD, BIR, PM, N24 & S24; between 
3001 and 5000 in the districts HGH, BAN & PUR; between 5001 and 7000 in DAR, JAL, BAR, 
PASM & KOL. For the year 2014-15, the ST enrolment in the districts – CB, HWH are below 
1000. ST enrolment are between 1001 and 3000 in the districts UD, DD, MAL, MUR, BIR, NAD, 
BIR, PM, N24 & S24; between 3001 and 5000 in the districts HGH, BAN; between 5001 and 
7000 in  BAR, PUR & KOL and above 7000 in PASM, DAR & JAL.  For the year 2015-16, the 
ST enrolment in the districts – CB, UD & HWH are below 1000. ST enrolment are between 1001 
and 3000 in the districts DD, MAL, MUR, BIR, NAD, PM, N24 & S24; between 3001 and 5000 
in the districts HWH & BAN; between 5001 and 7000 in  BAR, PUR & KOL and above 7000 in 
PASM, DAR & JAL. For the year 2016-17, the ST enrolment in the districts – CB, UD, PM & 
HWH are below 1000. ST enrolment are between 1001 and 3000 in the districts DD, MAL, MUR, 
BIR, NAD & S24; between 3001 and 5000 in the districts N24, HGH & BAN; between 5001 and 
7000 in  BAR, PUR & KOL and above 7000 in PASM, DAR & JAL. For the year 2017-18, the 
ST enrolment in the districts – CB, PM & HWH are below 1000. ST enrolment are between 1001 
and 3000 in the districts UD, DD, MAL, MUR, BIR, NAD, HGH, N24 & S24; between 3001 and 
5000 in the district of BAN; between 5001 and 7000 in  BAR, DAR, JAL & KOL and above 7000 
in PASM & PUR. For the year 2018-19, the ST enrolment in the districts – CB, PM & HWH are 
below 1000. ST enrolment are between 1001 and 3000 in the districts UD, DD, MAL, MUR, BIR, 
NAD, HGH & N24; between 3001 and 5000 in the district of BAN & S24; between 5001 and 
7000 in  BAR, PUR, JAL & KOL and above 7000 in PASM & DAR. For the year 2019-20, the 
ST enrolment in the districts – CB & HWH are below 1000. ST enrolment are between 1001 and 
3000 in the districts UD, DD, MAL, NAD, HGH, PM, S24 & N24; between 3001 and 5000 in the 
district of MUR, BIR & BAN; between 5001 and 7000 in  BAR, PUR & KOL and above 7000 in 
JAL, PASM & DAR. For the entire 8 years CB & HWH are in legend-1, MAL, MUR, BIR, NAD 
& S24 in legend-2. 
From figure-4, for the year 2012-13, DAR, JAL, UD, DD, MAL, BAR, BAN, PUR, PM, HWH, 
HGH & S24 are in legend-1 i.e. the OBC enrolment in the districts – DAR, JAL, UD, DD, MAL, 
BAR, BAN, PUR, PM, HWH, HGH & S24 are below 5000. OBC enrolment are between 5001 
and 15000 in the districts CB, MUR, NAD, BAR, PASM, N24 & KOL. For the year 2013-14, 
DAR, UD, DD, MAL, PM & HWH are in legend-1. OBC enrolment are between 5001 and 15000 
in the districts JAL, CB, MUR, BIR, NAD, BAR, BAN, PUR, PASM, HGH, N24 & S24 and 
between 15001 and 25000 in the district of KOL. For the year 2014-15, DAR, UD, DD, PM & 
HWH are in legend-1. OBC enrolment are between 5001 and 15000 in the districts JAL, CB, 
MAL, MUR, BIR, NAD, BAR, BAN, PUR, PASM, HGH, N24 & S24 and between 15001 and 
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25000 in the district of KOL. For the year 2015-16, DAR, UD, DD & HWH are in legend-1. OBC 
enrolment are between 5001 and 15000 in the districts JAL, CB, MAL, BIR, NAD, BAN, PUR, 
PASM, PM, HGH & S24; between 15001 and 25000 in the districts of  MUR, BAN & N24 and 
between 25001 and 35000 in the district of KOL. For the year 2016-17, DAR & HWH are in 
legend-1. OBC enrolment are between 5001 and 15000 in the districts JAL, CB, UD, DD, MAL, 
BIR, BAN, PUR, PM, HGH & S24; between 15001 and 25000 in the districts of  NAD, BAR & 
PASM and between 25001 and 35000 in the districts of MUR, N24 & KOL. For the year 2017-
18, DAR are in legend-1. OBC enrolment are between 5001 and 15000 in the districts JAL, CB, 
UD, DD, MAL, BAN, PM, HWH & HGH; between 15001 and 25000 in the districts of  BIR, 
NAD, BAR, PUR, PASM & S24; between 25001 and 35000 in the districts of MUR & N24 and 
above 35000 in the district of KOL. For the year 2018-19, OBC enrolment are between 5001 and 
15000 in the districts DAR, JAL, CB, UD, DD, MAL, BIR, BAN, PM, HWH & HGH; between 
15001 and 25000 in the districts of  NAD, BAR, PUR, PASM & S24; between 25001 and 35000 
in the districts of MUR & N24 and above 35000 in the district of KOL. For the year 2019-20, 
OBC enrolment are between 5001 and 15000 in the districts DAR, JAL, CB, UD, DD, MAL, 
BAN, PM, HWH & HGH; between 15001 and 25000 in the districts of BIR, NAD, PUR, PASM 
& S24; between 25001 and 35000 in the district of BAR and above 35000 in the districts of MUR, 
N24 & KOL. For the entire 8 years, only CB remains in the same status in legend-2 and in all 
other districts OBC enrolment has increased.  
From figure-5, for the districts DAR, JAL, DD, MAL, BAN, HGH, S24 & KOL, there are no 
improvement with respect to under graduate(UG) enrolment from 2012-13 to 2019-20; for other 
districts, there are improvement or varying w.r.t. UG enrolment. 
From figure-6, for districts MAL, MUR, BIR, HWH & KOL, there are no change on legend type. 
KOL is at highest level wrt post graduate(PG) enrolment; there are improvement in the districts 
DAR, CB, DD, NAD, PUR, BAN & PM.  
From figure-7, for the districts DAR, UD, DD, BIR, BAR, BAN, S24 & KOL there are no change 
on legend type; for the districts CB, MAL, MUR, NAD, PUR, PASM, PM & N24 there is a 
change (increasing) on legend type. KOL is on legend-5. 
From figure-7, for the districts DAR, CB, UD, DD, NAD, BAN, HGH, HWH, PM, N24 & KOL 
there are no change on legend type; for the districts JAL, MAL, MUR, PUR, PASM & S24 there 
is an increasing legend type. KOL on legend-5.  
From figure-8, for the period 2012-13 to 2019-20, number of non-teaching staff is below 100 in 
the district of JAL, UD & DD; between 101 and 300 in DAR, CB, BAN, HGH, HWH & PM; 
between 301 and 500 in NAD; between 501 and 700 in N24 and above 700 in KOL.  
From figure-9, for the period 2012-13 to 2019-20, student teacher ratio is between 31 and 50 in 
the district of DAR & KOL and in all other districts, it is mostly below 30 except in JAL, CB, 
UD, DD & MAL. 
From figure-10, for the entire period 2012-13 to 2019-20, enrolment per staff (non-teaching) is at 
legend-2 in the district of DAR, BAR, PASM & N24; at legend-1 in S24; at legend-3 in PUR. 
From figure-11, for the year 2012-13, UD, MUR, HWH & S24 are in legend-1 i.e. the GER in 
these districts are below 10. GER are between 10 and 15 in the districts JAL, CB, DD, MAL, 
BIR, PUR, BAN, PASM, PM & N24; between 15 and 20 in the districts NAD, BAR & HGH; 
between 20 and 25 in DAR and above 25 in KOL. For the year 2013-14, the GER in the districts – 
UD, MUR & HWH are below 10. GER is between 10 and 15 in the districts JAL, CB, DD, MAL, 
BIR, PUR, BAN, PASM, PM & S24; between 15 and 20 in the districts BAR, HGH & N24; 
between 20 and 25 in DAR, NAD and above 25 only in KOL. For the year 2014-15, the GER in 
the district UD is below 10. GER is between 10 and 15 in the districts JAL, CB, DD, MAL, MUR, 
BIR, PUR, BAN, HWH, PASM, PM & S24; between 15 and 20 in the districts BAR, HGH & 
N24; between 20 and 25 in  NAD and above 25 in DAR & KOL. For the year 2015-16, GER in 
the district UD is below 10. GER is between 10 and 15 in the districts DD, MAL, BAR, PUR, 
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HGH, HWH, PASM, PM & S24; between 15 and 20 in the districts JAL, CB, MUR, NAD, BAN 
& N24 and above 25 in DAR, BIR & KOL. For the year 2016-17, GER in the district UD is 
below 10. GER is between 10 and 15 in the districts JAL, CB, DD, MAL, MUR, PUR, BAN, 
HWH, PM & S24; between 15 and 20 in the districts BIR, HGH, PASM & N24 and above 25 in 
DAR, NAD & KOL. For the year 2017-18, GER in the district UD is below 10. GER is between 
10 and 15 in the districts JAL, CB, DD, MAL, MUR, PUR, BAN, HWH, PM & S24; between 15 
and 20 in the districts BIR, HGH, PASM & N24; between 20 and 25 in NAD & BAR and above 
25 in DAR, NAD & KOL. For the year 2018-19, GER in the district UD is below 10. GER is 
between 10 and 15 in the districts JAL, CB, MAL, MUR, PUR, BAN, HWH, PM & S24; between 
15 and 20 in the districts DD, BIR, BAR, HGH & PASM; between 20 and 25 in N24 and above 
25 in DAR, NAD & KOL. For the year 2019-20, GER in the district UD is below 10. GER is 
between 10 and 15 in the districts CB, MAL, PUR, BAN, HWH, PM & S24; between 15 and 20 
in the districts DD, BIR, HGH & PASM; between 20 and 25 in NAD, BAR & N24 and above 25 
in DAR & KOL. For the entire 8 years UD is in legend-1; MAL, PUR & S24 are in legend-2 and 
KOL in legend-5. 
From figure-12, the female enrolment in the districts – DAR, CB, UD, DD, MAL, BIR, PUR, 
BAN & HWH show below 25000. Female enrolment are between 25001 and 50000 in the 
districts JAL, MUR, HGH, PASM, PM & S24; between 50001 and 75000 in N24 and above 
100000 in KOL. For the year 2013-14, female enrolment is below 25000 in the districts DAR, 
CB, UD, DD, MAL, BIR, PUR & BAN; between 25001 and 50000 in the districts JAL, MUR, 
NAD, HGH, HWH, PASSM, PM & S24; between 50001 and 75000 in the district of BAR; 
between 75001 and 100000 in N24 and above 100000 in KOL. For the year 2014-15, female 
enrolment is below 25000 in the district of CB, UD, DD, BIR, PUR & BAN; between 25001 and 
50000 in the districts DAR, JAL, MAL, MUR, HWH, HGH, PASM, PM & S24; between 50001 
and 75000 in the district of NAD & BAR; between 75001 and 100000 in N24 and above 100000 
in KOL. For the year 2015-16, female enrolment is below 25000 in the district of UD, DD,PUR& 
BAN; between 25001 and 50000 in the districts DAR, JAL, CB, MAL, MUR, BIR, HWH, 
PASM, PM & S24; between 50001 and 75000 in the district of NAD, BAR & HGH; between 
75001 and 100000 in N24 and above 100000 in KOL. For the year 2016-17, female enrolment is 
below 25000 in the district of UD & DD; between 25001 and 50000 in the districts DAR, JAL, 
CB, MAL, BIR, BAN, PUR, HWH & PM; between 50001 and 75000 in the district of NAD, 
MUR, HGH, PASM & S24; between 75001 and 100000 in N24 & BAR and above 100000 in 
KOL. For the year 2017-18, female enrolment is below 25000 in the district of UD & DD; 
between 25001 and 50000 in the districts DAR, JAL, CB, MAL, BIR, BAN, PUR, HWH & PM; 
between 50001 and 75000 in the district of NAD, MUR, HGH, PASM & S24; between 75001 and 
100000 in N24 & BAR and above 100000 in KOL. For the year 2018-19, female enrolment is 
below 25000 in the district of UD & DD; between 25001 and 50000 in the districts DAR, JAL, 
CB, MAL, BIR, BAN, PUR, HWH & PM; between 50001 and 75000 in the district of NAD, 
MUR, HGH, PASM & S24; between 75001 and 100000 in BAR and above 100000 in N24 & 
KOL. For the year 2019-20, female enrolment is below 25000 in the district of UD & DD; 
between 25001 and 50000 in the districts DAR, JAL, CB, MAL, BIR, BAN, PUR, HWH & PM; 
between 50001 and 75000 in the district of NAD, MUR, HGH, PASM & S24; between 75001 and 
100000 in BAR and above 100000 in N24 & KOL. For the entire 8 years, UD & DD remain in 
legend-1; JAL & PM remains in the same status in legend-2; KOL in legend-5 and in all other 
districts female enrolment has increased.  
 
CONCLUSION:  
 
Different indicators or data points have been compared for the districts of West Bengal, India. In 
GER, UD has lowest and KOL has highest. With respect to SC enrolment, BAN, PUR & DD are 
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less developed and KOL is the best; ST enrolment, CB, HWH are least and KOL is best; OBC 
enrolment, CB is least; UG enrolment, DD, S24 are less and KOL is best; PG enrolment, KOL is 
the best. With respect to number of teachers in all types of HEIs, DD, UD are less and KOL is 
highest; number of non-teaching staff of all types, JAL, UD, DD are least and KOL is the best. In 
view of GER, UD has lowest and KOL has highest. In view of PTR, DAR & KOL has below 30. 
With respect to enrolment per staff or inverse of staff per enrolment is lowest in DAR, BAR, 
PASM & N24. Female enrolment is highest in KOL and UD & DD have lowest. More detailed 
can be analysed considering other determinants of HEIs. 
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डॉ. भपूने हजा रका के गीत  के िविवध प  
       

डॉ. िशवजी चौहान 
सहायक यापक 

उदाली कॉलेज, बामुनगाँव 
लंका, होजाई, असम 

 
डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका का ज म भारत के पूव र रा य असम के ितनसु कया िजलाके स दया म 8 

िसतंबर सन् 1926 ई. को आ । इनके िपता का नाम िनलकांत तथा माता का नाम शांिति या था । िनलकांत 
और शांिति या के दस संतान ए, िजसम डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका सबसे बड़े थे । इ ह ने सन् 1942 ई. म कॉटन 
कॉलेज, गुवाहाटी स े इंटरमीिडएट तथा 1944 ई. बी.ए. और 1946 ई. म बनारस हद ूिव िव ालय स ेएम. 
ए. पास कया । इसके तुरंत बाद कोलंिवया िव िव ालय से पी.एचडी क  उपािध ा  क  । डॉ. भूपेन 
हजा रका कला ेमी थे । वे ऐस ेिवल ण कलाकार थे िज ह ने अपने गीत खुद िलखते थे, सगंीतब  करते थे और 
गाते थे । इ ह ने किवता लेखन, गीतकार, सुरकार, गायन, प का रता, फ म िनमाता आ द े  म काम कया 
। सरल, सहज, सगुम एवं सु प  भाषा के कारण डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका के गीत  ने लख  दल  को छुआ । डॉ. 
भूपेन हजा रका के लय एवं सूर इतने मधुर एवं भावो पादक ह ैक  इनके गीत  का जाद ूहर वग के लोग  पर 
समान पड़ता है । कृित का भाव मनु य पर पड़ता है और वे ही अिभ जंना के िवषय बनते ह, वही कलाकार 
के मन म भाव उ प  करते ह । इस तरह कला और कृित का घिन  संबंध है । कला मा  मनोरंजन का व तु 
नह  उसका उिचत उपयोिगता भी है । डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका पाँच लिलत कला  म स े तीन कला के िनपुण 
कलाकार थे । कला दो कार का होता ह ै– उपयोगी कला और लिलत कला । उपयोगी कला के अंतगत बढ़ई, 
लुहार, सुनार, कु हार, जुलाहे आ द के वसाय सि मिलत है । लिलत कला के अंतगत वा तु कला, मूत  कला, 
िच  कला, सगंीत कला और का  कला य े पाँच कलाएँ है । डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका एक ही साथ िच -कला, 
सगंीत-कला और का -कला के एक सफल कलाकार थे । ऐसे िवल ण ितभा संप  कलाकार हमारे यहाँ ब त 
कम ह ै। अत: एस े ि  पर कलम चलाना हमारे जैसे बु िजल पाठक का दसुाहस ही माना जायगेा । 

 डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका के गीत  का सं ह “गीतावली” जो सन् 1993 ई. म ी सयू हाजा रका ारा 
कािशत कया गया । इन गीत  का सं ह ी िजतेन शमा राजखोवा ने कया था । इसम 306 गीत संकिलत ह।ै 

“गीतावली” के संपादक ी सयू हजा रका ‘संपादकर एकाखार’ म िलखा ह ै –“एकेधारे गीितकार, सुरकार, 
गायक, सगंीत प रसालक, चलिच  प रसालक, िच कार, सं कृितक संवा दक, आ द ब  गुनेरे िवभुिषत भूपेन 
हजा रकाय िचरसुंदर िविभ  दशत अ रहना आगबढ़ाईलऊे तेऊँ मुलत: एगराक  संगीतिश पी, गायक-

गीतीकार वा एगराक  गनिश पी िहसापेह े अिधक प रिचत ।”i अत: डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका क  याती मलुत: 
गायक के प म ा  आ । उ ह ने जो गीत िलखा व गाया वह मा  कला क  अिभ ि  नह , वि क धरती स े
जुड़ी स ाई  ह ै। उ ह ने जो गीत िलखा वह अनके आस-पास क  भोगा आ स य ह ै। गीत को वे सब कुछ मानते 
थे उनका मानना था क म गीत गाने के िलए आया  ँऔर गीत गाते ए मुझ ेजाना ह ै। उ ह ने प  िलखा ह ै–

“मई गीतेई गाई आिहसौ ँआ  गीतेई गाय जाम ।”  डॉ. भुपेन हजा रका वतं ता के पहले और वतं ता के बाद 
भी समान प स ेगीत िलखा और गाया । वे िजस प रि थित म गीत क  रचना कर रहे थे वह समय भारत के 
अनुकुल नह  था । अं ेज के रीित-नीित और शासन व थ भारतवािसय  को जकड़ िलया था । उस समय 
हजा रका नया भारत क  क पना करके गीत ारा भारतवािसय  को जगाने क  कोिशस कया । सन् 1939 ई. म 
‘अि युगर फरंगी’ नामक गीत िलखकर भारतवािसय  को जगाने का अथक यास कया । इस गीत पर एक 
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िनि त िवचारधारा का भाव देखा जा सकता ह ै। सन् 1936 ई. म भारत म कालमा स का िवचारधारा जो 
सा यवाद के नाम स ेजाना जाता ह ैउसका आिवभाव आ । उस िवचारधारा का सीधा भाव इस गीत पर देखा 
जा सकता है ।   

इनके गीत  म अपने सुख-दखु स ेपरे सम वय क  कथा, जाितभेद क  कथा, समसामयीक जीवन क  
अिभ ि , िव ोही िमजाज, युवा शि , ेम कथा, वदेश ेम क  कथा के साथ-साथ ाकृित का सु दर एवं 
सजीव िच  तुत आ ह ै। 

नारी शि , आ म िनभरता, अतीत गौरव, मातृभूमी- ेम, देिशक भाषा, गाँव का सजीव िच ण, 
रा ेम, नाटक यता, वाधीन भारत का िच , विन बब, असम देश का गौरव गान,  जाित-जनगोि  
एक करण, तीज- यवहार का वणन, ला िणकता, पूव र रा य  का सम वय प तथा िव बंधु व क  भावना 
आ दिवशेषता  ने डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका को पूरे िव  के िछितज पर लाकर खड़ा कर दया । 

‘अप पा - अप पा’ नामक गीत म डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका ने नारी शि  क  बात क  है । नारी मा  
भोग क  व तु नह  ह,ै उसका अपना वतं  अि त व ह ै। नारीमुि  क  बात आज ब त जोर  पर ह ै। यह  तक 
क  आज ाय: भारतीय सािह य म ीिवमश चल रहा है । नारी अपनी वतं ता के िलए आए दन आंदोलन कर 

रही ह ै। डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका ब त पहल ेयह अनुभव कर चुके थे । यही कारण ह ै क अप पा म वे प  गाते ह– 

“अप पा 
तिूम मिू , तिूम मिू  

अनभुव जानो तिूम करा नाय ।”ii 
नारी सामािजक बंधन  स ेमु  होना चाहती ह ैपरंतु वह मान  मकरे क  जाल म फसी ह ै। मकरा 

जाल को जब तोड़ता है तब उसका जान खतरे म पड़ जाती है । ठीक नरी का भी ि थित उस मकरे के समान ह ै। 
यहाँ मकरा के जाल स ेता पय ह ै– सामािजक बंधन । अंत म गीतकार का मानना ह ै क नारी क  मुि  का पथ 
उसके हाथ  म ह ैवह जैसा चाह े वैसा गढ़ सकती ह ै। नारी शि  क  और सकेंत करते ए डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका 
कहते ह-  

“तोमार हातर मु ठत ेआस े
तोमार जीवन पथ, 

भािंगव पारा, ग ढउवो पारा 
तोमारेई नीजा पथ 

तोमार मिू  हेरोवा नाय ”iii 
 डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका के गीत  म मातृभूिम ेम, देश ेम एवं रा भि  का वर गुजंयमान है । वतं ता के बाद के 
युवक  को उ ह ने ‘नया पु ष’ क  सं ा से अिभिहत करते ह ै ।नये पु ष अथात् असम आंदोलन म उतरे युवा 

शि  । उ ह ने इन युवक-युवितय  पर अनेक गीत  क  रचना क , िजसम मह वपूण ह-ै ‘तूिम नतुन पु ष’, ‘नतून 

पु ष नतून पु ष’ तथा ‘लुईतर पाररे तूिम डेका लरा’ आ द । असम आंदोलन सन् 1979 ई. स ेसन् 1985 ई. 
तक चला जो असम के इितहास म ही नह   भारतीय इितहास म अपना मह वपूण थान रखता ह ै। उ ह ने इस 
समय के युवक-युवितय  को आने वाल े दन  का हरी माना ह ै। समाज म फैल ेअंधिव ास, जाित-पाित, भेद-
भाव, आडंबर, छुआ-छुत, दरूनीित, आतंकवाद, षटाचार आ द सम या  को नये पु ष (युवक-युवती) के 
मा यम से दरू करना चाहते ह । उनका मानना है क ये नये पु ष ही अपनी जातीय सम या को समाधान कर 
सकते ह । नय ेपु ष के संभावना  को देखते ए गीतकार ने उनके स मान म ‘तूिम नतुन पु ष’ गीत म गाते ह 

– 
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“तिूम नतनु पु ष, तिूम नतनु नारी 
अनागत दनर, जा त हरी 

कसा जीवन सोतक सतन क र 
खजवा समाज िनज हातरेे गढ़ी, 
अधंकार गिलत ेआलोक वरसार 
ढािलवा तिूम उ छल वा र ।”iv 

नवयुवक  को उ सािहत करते ए डॉ. हजा रका कहते ह क तु हारा सकं प सफल होगा, तु हारा जो 
नया सपना ह ैवह झंकृत होगा तु हारे हाथ  स ेएक नया रा ता का िनमाण होगा, तू ह  हमारे आशा का एक 
करण हो, तु हारे ऊपर पूरा इस समाज का गव टका ह,ै हम िव ास रखते ह ै क ससुगं ठत एवं ससुं कृत समाज 

का िनमाण तु ह  कर सकते हो । अत:  ह ेनव पु ष जनसमहू क  आशा को पूण करो ।  
 युवा शि  क  ओर संकेत करते ए डॉ. हजा रका कहते ह क आज के नवयुवक डरपोक या भी  नह  ह ै। य े
युवा शि  देश के िलए मर िमटने का दढृ संकि प है । जातीय आंदोलन म उतरे यह युवक-युवती अपना माग खुद 
चुन िलया है माग चाहे अ छा ह ैया बूरा उसका िनणय वे खुद कर रहे ह । रा ते म ठोकर खाकर आग ेचलने का 
सीख िसख रह ेह । ‘नतून पु ष, नतून पु ष’ नामक गीत म गीतकार ने िलखा ह ै– 

“नतनू पु ष, नतन पु ष 
तिूमतो नोहोवा आ  भी  कापु ष । 
हात ेकाम आजी य द नोहोवा पु ष 

कािललोई हवा तिूम परुनी पु ष ।।”v 
 यहाँ नवयुवक को ो सािहत एवं पू षाथ क  बात करते ए डॉ. हजा रका ता कालीन प रि थितय  स ेजुझने 
क  उमगं युवक-युवितय  म भरना चाहते है । 
 ‘लूईतर पाररे तूिम डेका लोरा’ गीत म देश ेम कुट-कुट कर भरा ह ै। असम आंदोलन म अकाल मृ य ुवरण करने 
वाले हे महापू ष तु ह यह देश सत् सत् नमन करता है और तु हारे बिलदान के िलए हम सदा ऋणी है । अ हसा 
के पथ पर चल कर तुमने जो काय कया ह ैउसके िलए हम असमवासी तु हे णाम करते ह । ह ेमहापु ष तु हारे 
शोक म  न केवल यह भारत डूबा है बि क पूरा िव  आहत आ ह ै। तुम येक माता-िपता का गौरव हो । तुम 
तो याय के िलए लड़ने वाला गांडीवधारी अजून हो । भारत के वभीमान को बचाने वाला ह ेमहापु ष तु हारा 
यास असफल नह  होगा । रा ेम स े आहत किव ही इस कार का किवता िलख सकता ह ै । डॉ. भूपेन 

हजा रका का यह गीत  पूणत: शोक गीत ह ै।   
 अं ेज  के ित थम वतं ता यु  िसपाही िव ह के नाम से जाना जाता ह ै। िसपाही िव ोह पूरे भारतवष म 
फैल गया । उसका भाव असम देश म भी पड़ा । शहीद मनीराम दवान आ द को ल य करके डॉ. भीपेन 
हजा रका ने ‘बूकू म म’ करे गीत िलखा । जो ब त लोग  ने कंठ थ कर िलया ।हजार -लाख  लोग  का दल छू 
जाने वाला यह गीत िसपािहय  को साहस देता है और शहीद  के याग का सजीव िच  तुत करता ह ै-  

“बकूू हम ्हम ्रके मोर आई 
कोनो िन ा हरे मोर आई 
पू  होय मई क मत ेतरो ँ

आई तोरे होय मई मरो ँ।”vi 
 मातृभूिम ेम डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका के गीत  म य -त  िमल जाते ह । असम देश से उनका अशेष मे रहा । 
असम के सौ दय का बखान करते ए डॉ. हजा रका हारते नह  है । उ ह ने ‘असम आमार पही’, ‘असम देशर 

वागीसा’, ‘असमी आईरे’ और ‘आकाश िवलास’ म असम के अि तीय स दय को िलिपब  कया ह ै। असम जो 
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भारत के उ रपूव दशा म अवि थत ह ैया यह कहा जाय क भारत के एक कोना म िछपा है, इसके गौरवगान 
या इसके मह व को पूरे िव  तक फैलाने का काम य द कोई कया है तो पहले ीमंत शंकरदेव बाद म कलागु  
िव णुराभ के िश य डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका । ‘असम आमार पही’ म गीतकार ने कहा ह ै क असम एक ऐसा देश 
है जहाँ सूय का पहला करण पड़ता ह ै। असम का ाकृितक दृ य अलौ कक ह ै। नदी, नाला, झरना, पहाड़ आ द 
भौगोिलक दिृ  स ेबटे होने के बावजुद भी असम देश क  िम  अ यंत उपजाऊ ह ै। इसके गुण को गाया नह  जा 
सकता, इस धरती का गुण गान करके सधारणत: उसके गुण  को शेष नह  कया जा सकता है । उ ह ने िलखा ह ै- 

“असम आमार पही, गनुरो नाई शषे 

भारतरे पवू दशर सयू ऊठा देश “vii 

‘असम देशर वािगसारे सोवाली’ नामक गीत म चाय बगान के लड़ कय  का सु दर िच  तुत कया 
गया है । नाचनी का साज-स ा ओढ़ाव-पहनाव तथा भंिगमा का सजीव बब का अिभ ि  इस गीत का माण 
है क उस समय के ाय: सभी लोग  के दम म अनायास बैठ गया था । ‘असमी आईरे’ नामक गीत म डॉ. 
हजा रका प  कहते ह क म आजीवन असिमया भाषा को सनुा और िसखा । िब  गीत के सुर तथा बरगीत के 
बीच म पला । असिमया का स मान सदैव रखूगँा । मेरी बुढ़ी दादी ने मुझ ेपाल-पोस कर इतना बड़ा बना दया 
क आज पूरा िव  हमे पहचान रहा है । उसस ेम दरू कैसे जा सकता ँ । उ ह ने िलखा है – 

“पिृथिवखन ेजी वोलके वोलके 
अिसन पखीरे नलऊँ मई लग 

असमी आय ेमोक तिूलस ेतािलस े
केनकेोई हऊँ मई पर 
सनेहेक नउेसा दी 

असमीर समंान खदाय ेरािखम े
आ नो कऊँ मई क ?”viii 

डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका क  यह िवचार अ यंत उ  को ट का है । यहाँ वे अपने आप को असम के ित 
उ स गत है । इस गीत म एक बात और प  प स े देखा जा सकता है क असम म अनेक जाित-धम के लोग 
रहते ह । इस िविवधता म भी एकता बनी ई है । िवशेषकर वे िजनका ज म असम के बाहर आ ह ैवे आज 
असम म आकर इतना घुल-िमल गये है क उनको असम क  सां कृित अ यंत ि य हो गयी है । वे लोग असम को 
ही अपना ज मभूिम मानते ह और असम क  स मान और उसके िवकास के िलए सतत् य शील है । डॉ. 
हजा रका क  दिृ कोण वृहद िव बंधु व का ह ैवे कहते ह ै–‘आिम एकेखन नावरे या ी’ अथात् हम िव  के सारे 
मानव एक ही आकाश तथा एक ही धरती पर रहते ह भौगोिलक दिृ  से चाह ेहमरी सां कृित एकता िभ  है पर 
सुख-दखु का अनुभव एक समान ह ै। 

आ मिनभरता डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका के गीत  का अ यतम िवशेषता है । ज टल प रि थितय  का 
सामना करते ए दो भाईय  का जो श द िच  ‘अटो र का चलाऊँ’ नामक गीत म अिभ  कया गया ह ै
वा तव म यहाँ दशक  का यान वेरोजगारी क  ओर आक शत कया गया है । बड़ा भाई िब. ए. फेल तथा छोटा 
भाई एम.ए. पास है पर उनका आ थक ि थित इतना दैिनय है क  वे बक स ेधार लेकर जीवन-यापन कर रहे ह । 
र का चलाकर अपना जीवन-यापन करने म य ेलोग कसी कार का कोई िझझक नह  रखते ह । वे काम को 

काम समझते ह, प र म करके रोजी-रोटी कमाने म कसी कार का शम महसुस नह  करते ह । गीत म प  
िलखा गया ह ै– 

“भाई ट नामत आस ेपाम ट 
सलाऊँ मयो एकोबार । 
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िशि त वकेारर मई ख  भाव 
क पलेे स नाई आमार ।।”ix 

सा यवाद के िवचार धारा स ेसंबंध रखते ए भी डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका अ याि मक एवं भा यवाद पर 
भी गीत िलखा ह ै। ‘कोने जाने तुमर सपन’ गीत म अलौ कक स ा क  ओर संकेत कया गया है । जीवन म जो 
सुख-दखू ह ैवह अपना नह  है, यहाँ तक क जो हम सपना सजाकर रखते ह वह भी पूरा होगा क  नह  यह हम 
नह  जान सकते, य क यह िविध का िवधान है । जीवन म जो सुख-दखू है वह असल म अलौ कक स ा अथात् 
भगवान का ह ै। अत: हम तो केवल सपना सजाने तक ही िसिमत है, वह सपना पूरा होगा क  नह  यह कौन 

जानता ह ै? वे गाते ह – 

“कोन ेजान ेतोमार सपोन 
हवन ेपरुण । 

आकाशत ेथकाजन े
िलख ेकपाल िलखन ।। 

क रंगरेे सिव आकेँ 
कोन ेखजाय जीवन 
आकाशत ेथकाजन े

िलख ेकपालर िलखन ।”x 
जीवन केवल आनंदमय नह  है । सुख-दखु, हास-िवशाद एक िस े  का दो पहलू ह । जीवन िस े  के 

समान है । भा य म जो िलखा है उसे हसँ-हँस कर अपना लेना चािहए । जो ि   सखु-दखु म तठ थ रहता है, 
वह सदा सखुी रहता है । भा य पर िव ास करते ए गीतकार िलखते ह – 

“जीवन वीणार आनदेंरे 
य द खोजा वजाव 

हािँह हािँह िविधिलिप 
मािनलईे ह’व ;”xi 

 आ याि मक, भा यवाद, रह या मकता तथा िवरह वेदना पर अनेक गीत डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका ने 
िलखा और गाया, िजसम मुख ह ै–‘कोने जाने तोमार सपन’, ‘गंगा मोर माँ’, ‘कोने कय मोई अकलख रया’, 

‘कोन िस लेखीये एया सिव आँके’, ‘कोन एई ललना’ आ द ।  

अपने प ी ि यंवदा पटेल के िवयोग म  डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका ने ‘मई जेितया एई जीवनर’ गीत िलखा 
। यह गीत डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका के मृ यु के पा ात कई दनो  तक पूरे असम देश म गुंिजत होते रहा । यह 
ससंार माया के समान ह ै। इस माया पी ससंार को जब म छोड़कर चला जाऊगा तब भी तु ह आना होगा तथा 
मेरे शव पर आसँ ूबहाना पड़ेगा । असल म उनके मृ य ुपर अ व थ प ी ही नह  पूरा भारतवष  आहत आ और 
आसँू बहाया । डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका झूठा यश ाि  नह  करना चाहते ह । वे कहते है – 

“मई जिेतया एई जीवनर 
माया ए र गिुस जाम । 

आशा क ँ  मोर िसतार काखत 
तोमार खहँ र पाम ।”xii 

मानवतावाद डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका के गीत  का मखु िवशषेता है । ाय: गीत  म उ ह ने मानव को 

मानव के प म देखा । उनका मस र गीत ‘मानुहे मानुहर बाबे’ मानवता के ओर संकेत करता है । मनु य के 
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चलते दानव का अि त व ह,ै पर या हम दानवता को दमन नह  रक सकते ह । आज मनु य ही नमु य को बेचना 
चाहता है और उसको ख रदने के िलए मनु य ही तैयार है । या मानव के इस वृि  को बदला नह  जा सकता । 
मानव के बारे म मानव नह  सोचे गा तो और कौन सोचे गा ? वे गाते ह – 

 

“मानहू य द नहय मानहू 
दानव काहािनऊ नहय मानहू 

(आ ) य द दानव काहािनवा हय मानहू, 
लाभ पाव कोननेो कोवा - खमनीया ।।”xiii 

डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका क  आवाज म िजस कसी ने उनके गीत ‘ दल म म करे’, ‘ओ गगंा तू बहती ह ै

य ’, ‘मानुहे मानुहर बाबे’, ‘मोई जेितया एई िजयनर’ सुना वह इसस ेइनकार नह  कर सकता क उसके दल 
पर डॉ. भूपेन हजा रका का जाद ूनह  चला । भूपेन हजा रका को लोग  ने इतना पसंद कया क उ ह ेम स े
भूपेन दा कहने लगे । डॉ. भूपेन दा को अनेक स मान  से स मािनत कया गया । सन् 1975 ई. म सव ितकृ  

े ीय फ म के िलए ‘रा ीय पुर कार’, 2002ई. म िसनेमा जगत के सव  पुर कार ‘दादा साहब फा के’ 

स मान से स मािनत कया गया । इसके अलावा उ ह 2009 ई. म दो अवॉड ‘असम र ’ और ‘सगंीत नाटक 

अकादमी अवॉड’ स े स मािनत कया गया  । सन् 2011ई . म प  भूषण जैसे कई िति त पुर कार  स े
स मािनत कया गया।  
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Abstract  
 
 The non-Brahmin castes were collectively called 'Sudras'. Not only the untouchables but 
also the backward classes aspired for promotion in social Rank by changing the names 
of one's caste and getting it notified in the Gazette. The nominative singular ending ‘n’ 
was considered derogatory and the plural ending 'r' which was supposed to be 
honourable was insisted upon. Further the castes traced their origin from sun, ‘Moon’ or 
‘Fire’ and books and pamphlets to that effect were published in the 19th century. For 
instance, Shanars,the toddy drawing community of Madura,Thirunelveli described . 
themselves as 'ValankaiUyarKonduIravikula Kshatriya, meaning Kshatriyas of solar 
race belonging to the righthand faction. They also claimed that 'Shanan' was a corrupt 
form of 'Sanror' meaning ‘learned men’.  A.J.Stuart in the Tirunelveli District Gazetteer 
has observed that the Shanan had arrogated to himself titles which gave him a higher 
place in the social scale than that which had been assigned to him.     

Key Word: Non-Brahmin, Tamil Nadu, Justice Party Depressed Class Movement 

 
Introduction 
 
 Non-Brahmin movement came into being to uplift the backward and depressed classes. 
The first to speak against  the Brahmins was    C.Sankaran Nair in 1903. A non-Brahmin 
social worker of Triplicane, C.NatesaMudaliar started an organisation . for Non-
Brahmins called Dravidian Association in 1912. On behalf of the Dravidian 
Association, he published two books namely, Dravidian Worthies and Non-Brahmin 
letters. "This association professed to work for a Dravidian State, an idea of which was 
little heard later on The South Indian Liberal Federation was started by T.M.Nair  and  
P.TheagarayaChetti  in  1916. An  English Newspaper ‘Justice’, a Tamil paper 
‘Dravidian’ and the ‘Telugu paper’ AndhraPrakasika were started. T.M.Nair was a 
highly respected doctor. He took an active part in the Congress. In 1916 he expected to 
be elected by the Madras Legislative Council  to  the  Imperial  Council  in  Delhi.  To  
his disappointment  two Brahmins  B.N.Sharma  and V.S.SrinivasaShastry were elected. 
This incident gave an impetus to the formation of a non-Brahmin Political Party and 
resulted in the formation of the South Indian Liberal Federation, which later on was 
Christened  'Justice Party' after its official journal Justice. The primary task of the 
Justicites was to neutralise the Home-Rule Movement. The Hindu, the established 
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English daily of Madras refused to give publicity to the Justice Party because it felt 
obliged to keep from its columns anything that smacked of communalism. 
 
Justice Party  

 The first and most important conference of the Justice Party was organised in 
Coimbatore on August 19, 1917. The organiser, T.A.Ramalingam Chetty who was also 
a Congressman demanded that all persons attending the Congress Conference should be 
asked to sign a statement affirming that the aim of the Congress would be to attain self 
government only by gradual steps and further argued that all representative bodies in the 
future should contain the proper proportion of all communities and interests. The 
Montague Chelmsford Reforms announced the plan of increasing the participation of 
Indians in the governance of the country. Accordingly, the Government of India Act of 
1919, introduced the system of Dyarchy in India. The reserve subjects were to be 
administered by the Government with the help of the Executivie Council. The 
Transferred subjects were to be dealt with by the elected representatives. The drawback 
in the system was the division of powers to the effect that the important portfolios like 
finance, were reserved while less important portfolios like Local Self Government, 
Public Health, Hospitals etc. , were given to the elected Government. So the effective 
functioning of the Government was not possible. The Congress was against the system 
of Dyarchy for it rightly felt that it would not permit effective functioning of the 
government. Further, Gandhi was against the policy of Council entry. There opinions in 
the Congress about participation in the Government were divided. Many were against 
Gandhi's  political tactics.   

The Justice Party agreed to co-operate with the Government and to assume 
office under the new reforms. In its opposition to Brahmin domination it was assisted by 
members of the I.C.S. in Madras who also feared a Brahmin usurpation of both political 
and administrative power in the Madras Presidency. 

In 1916 the Depressed Classes Society held a conference and requested the 
Government to enquire into the exact condition of the depressed  classes  and  to  make 
recommendation for measures which will secure freedom and justice for the depressed 
classes.   The issue assumed political importance on the eve of Montague Chelmsford 
Reforms  and led  to a coalition between the depressed classes and the Non-Brahmins 
against the Brahmins and the Home Rule Movement. References were made frequently 
to the deplorable  condition  of  the  depressed  classes  in  the Non-Brahmin  conference  
and  the  need  to  improve  their condition was stressed. In October 1917, T.M.Nair 
addressed the Panchamas at Spurtank Road, Chetpet, in Madras at their request. He 
made a stirring speech asking them to assert their equality with other castes, shed the 
past formed by long submission and social injuries. The  Non-Brahmins  and  the  
depressed  classes  made several representations for reserved constituencies. Due to 
repeated representations made throughout India and considering the unequal social 
conditions the British Government agreed to have reserved constituencies. The Meston 
Award announced 28 seats (3 urban and 25 rural seats) all in the Plural member 
constituencies. This award enable the Madras Government to complete the franchise 
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arrangements for the 1920 elections. The Justice Party was elected unopposed in 63 out 
of the 98 seats. With the support of the nominated members it claimed a total strength of 
eighty out of a Council numbering hundred and twenty. The Justice Party concentrated 
on Provincial matters, rather than those of an All India nature. This was partly due to 
dyarchical system. The Justice Party proceeded to strengthen its position in the public 
life of Tamil Nadu by bringing before the Legislative Council in Madras, a series of 
resolutions designed to give Non-Brahmins a greater proportion of Government jobs. It 
realised that the implementation of Government orders to redistribute government 
appointments in favour of Non- Brahmins would fulfill some of the party's first 
articulated ideals administrative power, social position and economic justice to the Non 
Brahmins.    The second communal Government Order to meet these objectives was 
passed in 1922. It directed that the main appointments in each district should be divided 
among the several communities; the G.O. was to be implemented not only at the time of 
recruitment but at every stage of promotion. This way they fulfilled the purpose for 
which they formed a party. 

The government established the Staff Selection Board consisting of three 
senior civil servants and two officials appointed by the Government. Competitive 
examinations would be held to eliminate patronage or nepotism. There was some doubt 
among the justice party members that the Staff Selection Board would not represent the 
interests of Non Brahmins or the principles set out in the communal G.O. Finally in 
December 1928, the Government agreed to establish Communal Representation 
Committee which would 'examine the procedure of the Staff Selection Board. 

Depressed Class Movement  

The depressed classes who had first welcomed the Non - Brahmin Movement 
for democratic liberation, later began to regret this enthusiasm.  They began to feel that 
their condition had not improved at all, while the higher caste Non- Brahmins replaced 
Brahmins in power and position.  The Justice  party  had  abolished  the  Labour  
Department  and further  an  important  leader  P.ThiagarayaChettiar  had refused to 
support the anti - untouchability law in 1922.  These led them to conclude that Non - 
Brahmin rule would not protect  the  interest of  the depressed classes.  At  a conference, 
the issue "The Brahmin was driven away to make room for the Chetty, the Naidu, the 
Reddi and the pillai.  What about the millions of the depressed classes?"  was raised.  A 
motion of no confidence was brought against the ministry by the dissidents in 1923, but 
it was defeated by 65 votes against 43.  In 1923, M.C. Rajah the most prominent leader 
of the untouchables in the Justice Party withdrew, taking  a  number  of  untouchable   
leaders  with  him. These untouchables made a number of charges against the Justice 
Party policy.   
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Conclusion  
 The Vicissitudes of the political parties in India during the post – Independence period 
reveal that it is easier to be in the opposition bench, rather than to be in the chair of 
power.  Because it involves the problems of converting promises into fulfillments.  
Election promises are usually Utopean and hence unrealistic.  Politic leaders make 
promises under the impression that the public memory as is the case normally would be 
short and it can be easily diverted towards more sensational and emotional issues.  It is 
for this reason that the election manifestoes are issued by the political parties with little 
or no modification to the previous ones.  In this respect the D.M.K. was not an 
exception.  But such a repetition of the same promises in more than one manifesto is to 
be found, until D.M.K. came to power in Tamil Nadu.  Although, it continues to harp on 
the theme of Dravidian identity and casteless society, the latter pormise, which is 
impossible to be fulfilled in the caste-conscious Tamil Nadu, the sincerity of the D.M.K. 
as a party in power is unquestionable.  An analysis of the achievements of the party 
reveals that it did put its heart and mind to implement the plans and programmes that it 
promised.  Not all the programmes were successfully implemented, some failed to touch 
the grade, but these failures were not due to lack of endeavour on the part of the 
government.  
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Abstract 

Chattampi Swamikal initiated the social reformation in Kerala during the 19th and 20th 
centuries and made tremendous contributions towards the social renaissance of the state. 
He was born on 25th August 1853 at Kolloor village in Kannanmula near Trivandrum. 
He was known as ‘Chattampi’ which means monitor or leader of the class. He was a 
man of spiritual enlightenment, a scholar in Hindu philosophy and yogic practices and 
well versed in various branches of knowledge like Ayurveda, Mathematics, etc. He 
belonged to the Nair caste and his primary concern was to build up the socio- religious 
life of the people of his own caste. As a socio- religious reformer, his main achievement 
was that he could rouse the social consciousness of the Nairs and make them fight 
against the social evils that had crept into their rank. He was one of the early reformers 
who attacked the orthodoxy of Hindu religion and fought against the evils of casteism, 
irrational social practices and superstitions.  

Keywords:-Socio-Religious Reformer-Caste System-Untouchability-Unapproachability 
- Sambandham-Women Rights- Equality.  

Introduction 

      The closing years of the 19th and the first decades of the 20th century witnessed the 
growth of powerful social reform movements in almost all communities in Kerala. 
They could be considered as a cultural and ideological struggle against the 
retrogressive elements of traditional culture and against the ideological hegemony of 
Brahmins1. The reform movements were due to structural changes in the society. 
Education led to the emergence of a new middle class under the influence of both 
traditional and Western ideas, which directly influenced social change2. Significant 
changes in the administrative and economic structure and land relations contributed to 
the emergence of social reforms in Kerala3. The abolition of slavery and the initial 
attempts for land reforms also helped in changing the outlook of the people4. In the 
early decades of the 19th century itself, several Protestant Missionaries started 
Western education under the guidance of the local rulers which brought about a 
radical social change in Kerala due to social attention bestowed by them on 
evangelical work among backward classes of Hindu community5.  
Early Life 
      Chattampi Swamikal   was one of the greatest social reformers of Kerala.  He 
firmly followed typical   qualities of an ideal person    and involved in Ahimsa, Satya 
and Brahmacharya6. His religious influence widened the vision of all people. He   
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gave self confidence to numerous people leaving a mark in the religious approach7. 
Swamikal worked    with   his current soul mate Narayana Guru to bring social 
equality to the caste ridden Hindu Society in Kerala8. 
     Chattampi Swamikal was born on 25th August 1853 at Kannammoola, a suburban 
village of Trivandrum in southern Travancore9. His father was Vasudevan Namputhiri 
of Mavelikkara and his mother was Nangamma, a Nair from Kannammoola10. He was 
formally named Ayyappan but was called by the pet name of Kunjan - meaning "small 
male baby" - by all11. As his parents were not able to provide him formal education, 
Ayyappan learned letters and words from children of his neighbourhood who attended 
schools. He also learned Sanskrit by overhearing the classes at a Brahmin house 
nearby12. Knowing his thirst for learning an uncle took him to the traditional school 
conducted by Pettayil Raman Pillai Asan13 who taught him without any fee. It was there 
that he earned the name Chattampi on account of his assignment as the monitor of the 
class14. 
      Under Raman Pillai Asan, Ayyappan acquired primary knowledge of Malayalam, 
Sanskrit, and Tamil literature, which means mainly religious texts in those days15.  
During these days of formal education, he used to mingle with the Izhava families in 
violation of caste rules and had good friends among them16.  Later, Ayyappan came 
into contact with one Thaikkatu Ayyavu, from whom he acquired profound knowledge 
in yoga17.  Then he left for Kalladakurichi, a well known centre of learning in 
Tamilnadu, where he got deep knowledge in Grammar, Logic and and Music Vedanta 
philosophy from the scholar Jatapaadikal18.  By the time Ayyapan returned to 
Trivandrum and had become an ascetic to be known as Chattampi Swamikal19.  
Chattampi Swamikal and Sri Narayana Guru were close intellectual friends and both 
of them had an inclination to travel wide20. He travelled throughout the Travancore 
and Cochin states, where he got a number of disciples.  He encouraged people to 
organise little groups of cultural activities for intellectual discussions21.  At a time 
when there were no libraries, cultural organizations and party forums, these little 
groups served as the disseminators of new ideas22.  The only public venue for the 
intellectuals to have communication with the masses was the temples23. Chattampi 
Swamikal organised cultural activities in temple premises and house gatherings.  
There he gave discourses on Vedanta and other subjects.  Though a member of the 
Nair community, he did not take up the leadership of a reform movement among the 
Nairs. But he acted as the fountainhead of intellectual inspiration to his disciples to 
work for social reformation24. 
Jnanaprajagaram 
     In 1870 Pettayil Raman Pillai Asan started a scholarly group named 
'Jnanaprajagaram’ with experts on different subjects with progressive attitude. It 
served as a meeting place for many scholars of that time and facilitated Chattampi 
Swamikal to acquaint himself with many great men25.He also learned Tamil from 
Swaminatha Desikar and philosophy from Professor Manonmaniam Sundaram Pillai 
during his participation in 'Jnanaprajagaram'26.  
Ordinary Days 
      As the burden of supporting the family fell on him, Chattampi Swamikal took to 
many manual works. For many days he served as a labourer carrying building 
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materials for the construction of Government Secretariat building in Trivandrum27. For 
some time he worked as a document writer and also as a clerk of an advocate28. He 
stood first in a test for clerical posts in Government Secretariat Trivandrum conducted 
by Sir T Madhava Rao29. But he left the service after a short while as it curtailed his 
freedom and prevented his wanderings for spiritual exploitations and research30. 
Meets Subha Jadapadikal 
      In one of the Philosophical Conferences organised annually by the Travancore Kings 
at the Palace complex adjacent to Sree Padmanabha Swami Temple, Chattampi 
Swamikal met Subba Jatapadikal from Kalladaikurichin in Southern Tamil Nadu.31 Both 
were impressed by the other and Chattampi Swamikals’ wish to learn at 
Kalladaikurichin under him was granted. He spent many years learning under him. 
There he acquired profound and extensive mastery of all sastras in Tamil and Sanskrit. 
He also learned Siddha medicine, and martial arts32. During this period he was greatly 
influenced by the works of Kodakanallur Sundara Swamikal a great Advaitin. He later 
translated his work Nijananda Vilasam containing the cream of Vedanta into simple 
Malayalam to guide spiritual aspirants33. 
Study of Other Religions. 
      After completing his studies under Subba Jatapadikal he spent long periods of 
learning under a Christian priest. In a secluded church in Southern Tamil Nadu assisting 
the priest he learned Christian meditation and learned Christian Religion and 
philosophy34. Later he lived with an old Muslim well versed in Koran 
and Sufi mysticism who taught him the main tenet of Islam35. Chattampi Swamikal 
acquired proficiency reading Koran in the traditional way. Leaving him he wandered for 
months with many avadutas in Southern Tamil Nadu and also travelled all over India. 
These days revealed to him that the basic concepts of all religions are the same.It is their 
misinterpretation that causes conflicts and makes religion a tool for oppression and 
subjugation36. 
Meets Sree Narayana Guru 
      In 1882 at the Aniyoor Temple near Vamanapuram Chattampi Swamikal met Sree 
Narayana Guru three years younger to him who was in search of spiritual guidance. By 
then Swamikal was well versed in yoga and spiritual matters and their meeting proved to 
be the start of a deep and cherished companionship, although the two were of different 
temperaments37. In those days Sree Narayana Guru was a soft-spoken introvert while 
Chattampi Swamikal an outspoken extrovert. They lived and travelled for many months 
together. Chattampi Swamikal introduced Narayana Guru to all arts and sciences he has 
mastered and also gave him the Balasubrahmanya mantra38. These were the formative 
years of Narayana Guru who later grew into a tough saint and reformer who passed 
through Kerala society as an avalanche removing injustices that prevailed there. Later 
Chattampi Swamikal took Narayana Guru, to his guru Thycaud Ayyavu Swamikal39. 
      After completing Narayana Guru’s studies under Ayyavu Swamikal they left him 
and wandered together in southern Tamil Nadu where they met many saints and 
scholars. It was with Chattampi Swamikal that Narayana Guru made his first trip to 
Aruvippuram, which was chosen as his abode for meditation and spiritual activities40. 
He was led to self-realisation at this beautiful and serene place. Afterward he was 
known as Narayana Guru. At Aruvippuram he established a Siva temple the first such 
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move by any from the lower caste in India. Chattampi Swamikal did not stay there for 
long, although the two maintained their contacts, respect and regard for each other 
throughout their life41. 
Self Realisation 
      At the end of his wanderings and quest Chattampi Swamikal was led to self-
realisation by an avaduta whom he met at a wayside in Vadaveeswaram a village in 
Tamil Nadu with whom he lived for many months in the forests without any contact 
with the outside world. It is believed that this avaduta belonged to the line of immortal 
masters of Southern India; the Sidddhas who knew the scientific art for realising God. 
He returned to Kerala as a great scholar and saint42. 

      The morals Chattampi Swamikal derived from the philosophy are rationalism, self-
awareness through knowledge, and liberation through the attainment of self-realization.  
This fact may be elucidated.  The inner self of man is constituted by four elements, 
namely, mind that goes along with the sense; cit or inner sense that infers on mind’s 
finding; reason that discerns and takes decision; ego that prompts action.  If ego acts 
without the discernment of reason it will lead to miseries43.Therefore   a balance among 
mind, sense and ego is to be kept by reason.  Since content and not form is of primary 
importance, a life that always follows the content/self, that is, awareness of the self 
through intellectual pursuit is the most desirable for man.  On realising that the inner 
self of the individual is nothing but the world self/consciousness manifested, aberration 
caused by the misconception of the form as reality will disappear and complete 
command over self will be possible.  This realisation, that is, self-realisation is the 
attainment of liberation, otherwise known as salvation44. 

Sambandham 

      The pitiable plight of the Nair community in the social set-up of Kerala in those days 
was very similar to that of a Nair son of a Brahmana, like Chattampi Swamikal.  His 
community was not aware of this pathetic condition45.  In the name of Varna system, the 
exploitation of the Nair community by the Brahmanas had reached an appalling height, 
when Nair women were made to cater to the sexual need of the younger males of the 
Namboothiri families, which wanted to retain their economic stability46.Without 
understanding the sexual subordination resulting from the sambandham, which denied 
them an iota of self-respect, the Nair community took pride in it as a privilege that was 
denied to communities below them47.  It was against this background that Chattampi 
Swamikal rose to be a historical personage by waging an ideological war against 
Brahmanical religion.  Constructively, the war aimed at the elimination of Brahmanical 
hegemony.  It was the outgrowth of the soul-searching spirit to seek identity and respect 
for a tortured and provoked, confused and restless, self that well manifested in 
Chattampi Swamikal48. 

      Chattampi Swamikal tried to trace the sambandham relation with the Brahmanas as 
the source of all misfortunes of the Nair community. According to him, well-to-do Nair 
families used to encourage the sambandham form of marriage and to provide the 
Brahmanas with better hospitality at their homes49.  The Nairs also got religious rites 
performed by them and gave them dakshina. These practices paved the way for 
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Brahmanical intrusion into the Nair social domain, which situation brought in its train 
evil developments like family disputes, monetary loss, social humiliation and ill-
disposed sons, which meant total subjection of the Nair community to Brahmanical 
hegemony50.  This went to the extent of self-abnegation of Nairs, unjustifiable and 
indiscreet obedience to any Brahmana, and false prestige in being the progeny of 
Brahmanas, and an irrational surrender to them. According to the Swamikal, what the 
people of Kerala, especially Nairs, required was the cultivation of self-respect which 
would not be harmful to any body. 

Major Disciples 
      All the later disciples of Chattampi Swamikal consider Sree Narayana Guru as his 
first disciple. In 1893 Swamikal met his second disciple, Neelakanta Theerthapada51. 
Inspired by Swamikal, he prepared many works interpreting Advaita for the common 
man. Swami Chinmayananda, Swami Abedananda, and many other saints ascribe to 
Swamikal the responsibility for their turning to spiritual life52. Chattampi Swamikal has 
also many grihastha disciples like Bodheswaran, Perunnelli Krishnan Vaidhyan, 
Velutheri Kesavan Vaidhyan etc. as well as sanyasi disciples like Theerthapada 
Parmahamsa who played very important role in renaissance and reformation in Kerala53. 
Major Works 

      Chattampi Swamikal was genius and the humorous expression of his brilliance can 
be seen in all his works.All of his  works have a common nature, in that they are a 
profound examination of a subject.His unique style and independent thinking is this 
trade mark. When examining a subject, Chattampi Swamikal tries to accept the entirety 
of that subject as much as possible. “The depth of the thought, content of his writings 
often adversely affects their literarily grace.” He wrote many literary works and had 
experimented on various topics that include history, Vedas, Upanishads and Culture54. 
The books thus written were left in the house of his related friends and students. His 
students made them in book forms. Many of    his works were lost in course of time. 
Only some of them were found.Of them a few major works available in print are 
discussed in the following sections. 

Pracheena Malayalam 

      In his Pracheena Malayalam Chattampi Swamikal deals with the social history of 
ancient Kerala.He refutes the historicity of Keralolpathi and Kerala Mahathmyam which 
maintains that Parasurama gave Kerala as gift to Brahmanas in order to wash away his 
son of killing Kshatriyas55. Chattampi Swamikal believed that social freedom and 
equality existed in early Kerala society and caste system was introduced by the 
Brahmins in order to foster their selfish interests56. Thus he rejected the legend of 
Parasurama and the popular concept of Chaturvarnya and asserted that the criterion of 
caste is not birth but an individual’s karma. Swamikal boldly stated that without 
destroying misleading sacred texts which preach untouchability social liberation is not 
possible for others. He contended that Nairs could not be considered as Sudras57.  
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Vedadikara Nirupanam 

      It was a re-reading of the authority of the Vedas, the learning of which was a 
monopoly of the Brahmanas as a means to perpetuate their hold over the Hindu 
population. Therefore it was an attempt to question the Brahmanical hegemony. 
Chattampi Swamikal held that the Vedas undoubtedly constituted a very important work 
but it was quite untenable to consider them as written by God58.  They were to be read 
discerningly and what seemed to be right only required serious consideration and 
acceptance.What was found untruthful and condemnable, and perpetuating cruel 
practices, had to be discarded59.Chattampi Swamikal was refuting the infallibility 
ascribed to the Vedas upon which rested the legitimacy of Brahmanical religion. 

     Vedadikara Nirupanam is considered as one of his greatest works. It refuted the 
baseless customs and rules that existed in Kerala. For the first time in the region's 
history the work questioned the monopolisation of Vedas, and education by a 
minority60. In this book Chattampi Swamikal asserted categorically that Vedas never 
forbade Sudras from learning them.The central theme of the work is that all Hindus are 
entitled to learn the Vedas.  Thus he shatters the myth of the Brahmin right to the 
monopoly of Vedic learning and asserts the right of every Hindu, irrespective of caste, 
to have free access to the treasures of the Vedic lore. He was the first intellect who 
challenged the scriptural hegemony of Brahmins61.  He had the scholarship and courage 
to declare that both men and women have the right to understand the Vedas.   

     Vedadikara Nirupanam has infused strength and inspiration to the subaltern groups to 
fight for their rights and spread the ideas that lead the movements for reformation and 
renaissance in Kerala.Therefore revolutionary was the content of the work. It was a 
bomb placed in the then world of social discrimination62. 
Works on Christianity 
      The book Christumatha Nirupanam contains two books – the Christumatha Saram 
(meaning Cream of Bible) and Christumatha Chethanam. The first part is a sum up of 
what is Christianity. Chattampi Swamikal describes the life of Christ in a long sentence, 
which is like placing an elephant in a mustard seed. In second book quoting the 
Christian scriptures he Points out how far the missionaries misinterpret and divert the 
concepts in the Bible and are working against the teachings of Christ63. 

Women’s Rights 

      Chattampi Swamikal also worked for the emancipation of women and encouraged 
them to come to the forefront of society. He stated that ancient religion and law in India 
gave equal status to women and that their role is very important in family and society. 
He argued that it was the misinterpretation of ancient texts resulting from male 
arrogance that degraded the position of women and their enslavement64. 

      Chattampi Swamikal was an advocate of women’s equality with men. Man and 
woman are interdependent and mutually corresponding.  In fact the prosperity of family 
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and the society depends on woman.  She suffers a lot as a wife and mother only for the 
well-being of others. He said that the respect that woman deserves in the society is 
never too much.Therefore she is to be educated and given a position of equality and 
respect by man without any discrimination65.  He was one of the early advocates of 
gender equality. He motivated people to form little groups for cultural activities and 
intellectual discussions.  In 1892 he met Swami Vivekananda and later he described 
Chattampi Swamikal as a “wonderful man”.66 Chattampi Swamikal raised his voice 
against the observance of irrational social practices life Talikettukalyanam, Tirandukuli 
etc. which impoverished many a middle class family67.  His work considerably helped 
the Nair Service Society and its leader Mannath Padmanabhan in their efforts to bring 
about the moral regeneration of the Nair community68.Thus he gave the much needed 
inspirations to the new movement launched to renovate and rebuild the Nair society. 

      Chattampi Swamikal infused new life and vigour into Hinduism at a time when it 
was facing the threat of conversions from within its fold to the more vigorous faiths that 
came from abroad, viz., Christianity and Islam69.  By the use of sharp intellect and 
forceful logic Chattampi Swamikal cracked the nut of Brahmanical superiority.Unlike 
Sree Narayana Guru; he was acquainted with western writings and quoted from western 
scientists, physicians and religious teachers to substantiate some of his views.  He 
argued that religions like Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and Christianity are alike 
against violence70.  Chattampi Swamikal was the first social reformer of Kerala who 
openly challenged Brahmin domination in the society and Christian proselytization 
through false propaganda.  He believed that the growth of social consciousness among 
Nairs will help for the emergence of social consciousness among the other non-Brahmin 
groups. 

Samadhi 

     Swamikal settled down at Panmana, a village in Kollam district, towards the end of 
his life. He attained samadhi there on 5th May 1924 after a short illness during which he 
objected to taking any medicine71.  

Conclusion 

      Chattampi Swamikal was an ever shining resplendent star in the history of Modern 
Kerala. His life and works helped our society to make giant leaps by transforming itself 
and revolutionizing our religious and social perspectives.He was considered as the 
messenger of goodness. He practiced Advaita in day to day life and showed equality and 
humanism in his life72.He studied carefully different religions to find out the purpose of 
their true existence in this world. Based on the knowledge he gained through the studies, 
Swamiji compared different religions and assimilated the good aspects of them to teach 
mankind. Using this knowledge, he refuted logically the premises of the rituals of 
untouchability73. While writing the books Swamiji chose to make the presentation 
simple and logical to help the readers understand the concepts. Chattampi Swamikal 
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built up a value consciousness aimed at the regeneration of the existing social life of 
Kerala. The ideological components of his thought, disseminated through his writings 
and disciples, were self respect, rationalism, equality, women’s freedom, non violence 
and humanism.74 Though he did not establish any movement for social 
change,modeledontheexamplesofSreeNarayanaGuruorAyyankali, Chattampi Swamikal 
was the inspiring force behind the social reform in Kerala. He gave reform movement in 
Kerala a new life and vigour. Above all, he established a positive link with the polluted 
castes particularly the Ezhavas in the struggle against casteism, untouchability and other 
social evils and as such it opened a common platform of resistance against the 
ascendancy of Brahmins. 
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Abstract  
 
Osmotic Dehydration is a method for the partial dehydration of water containing foods, 
such as fruits and vegetables by immersing them in a concentrate solution of sugar or 
salt. Drying process play an important role in food preservation. This dehydration 
process can increase the shelf life of the products. They are defined as a process of 
moisture removal due to simultaneous heat and mass transfer. The combination of both 
thin layer drying and osmotic dehydration process was employed for pineapple. An 
attempt has been made to know the effect of drying on temperature and time taken for 
the different diameters of pineapple rings. Semi ripened pineapple fruits were peeled 
and made into rings of 1cm thickness and gently blotted with absorbent paper. The rings 
were immersed in 600 brix sugar syrup at 320 c temperature for 3 hours. The pineapple 
rings were taken out from osmotic solution, rinsed and blotted using blotting paper. The 
pineapple rings were placed in the laboratory model thin layer dryer. The weights of the 
samples were recorded for every 30 minutes. Drying was carried out at an air flow rate 
of 24M3/Min/m2 (0.4ms). The thickness of pineapple rings effects the drying time at 
different temperatures i.e., 50, 55, 60 & 650 C. Hence the current investigation on “thin-
layer drying kinetics of osmotic dehydrated pineapple rings” can be used as alternative 
technology for preservation of pineapple. 
 
Key Words: Drying Kinetics, Mass Transfer, Shelflife, Osmotic Dehydration. 
 
Introduction 
 
Fruits are highly seasonal and do come up only in favorable soil and climatic conditions. 
Fortunately, the agro climatic conditions in India favor for the cultivation of wide-
variety of fruits and vegetables. In India about 3.3 million hectares of land is under fruit 
cultivation and the production was nearly 32.95 million tones. However, for various 
reasons, this abundance of production is not fully or satisfactorily utilized, as it should 
be about 25 to 30 percent of it is wasted due to improper handling, lack of transportation 
and storage facilities and by spoilage. To avoid the wastage, the surplus could be 
processed and preserved properly. Fruits are generally preserved by canning, 
refrigeration or by drying. Moreover, tropical fruits will not be stored well in cold 
storage and are not generally responsive to controlled ripening conditions. 
 
Food is very essential part and parcel of living system. Food is classified as perishable, 
semi-perishable, based on its shelf life. Perishable foods are those that get spoiled faster 
due to relatively higher water content compared to other. Water is the major component 
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of many foods. This is the critical environmental factor for the biological, biochemical 
and bio-physical processes that degrade the food and ultimately rendering them unfit for 
human consumption. Any reductions in water activity will indeed preserve the food. 
The process of removal of water from food products before packing, shipping or storing 
is referred as “Dehydration” or drying or evaporation. 
 
Pineapple fruits have characteristic pleasant flavor, distinct aroma, exquisite taste and 
absence of seeds, which qualifies it as one of the choicest fruits throughout the world. It 
is a good source of carotene and ascorbic acid and is fairly rich in Vitamin B and B2. 
Though pineapple is an excellent fruit to be preserved in different forms; bulk of the 
pineapple produced in India is consumed in fresh form and 10% is used for processing 
as compared to 95% used in the principle producing countries. 
 
The origin of dehydration as a method of preservation is unrecorded, but sundried figs 
and dates appear in the earlier recorded history.Dehydration is the oldest and the most 
important method of food preservation practiced by humans. The removal of moisture 
prevents the growth and reproduction of microorganisms which cause decay, and 
minimizes many of the moisture-mediated deteriorative reactions. It brings about 
substantial reduction in weight and volume, minimizing packing, storage and transport 
costs and enables storability of the product under ambient temperatures (Babalis, S.J., et 
al., 2006).Osmotic dehydration reduces the water activity of solid foods by soaking the 
fruits or vegetables in a concentrated solution of sugars or salt. This treatment produces 
a flow of water out of the tissue. The dehydration levels reached depend upon the 
specific needs, but products between 80 to 50 % moisture can be obtained through this 
treatment. Osmotically dehydrated products are of better quality, after further drying or 
freezing (Erbu et al., 2006);  
 
Osmotic dehydration is a method for the partial dehydration of water- rich foods, such 
as fruits and vegetables, by immersing them in a concentrate solution of sugar or salt. It 
results in two simultaneous crossed flows, water out flow from the food to the solution 
and a solute inflow the solution into the food (Hough et al., 1993).The use of the 
Osmotic dehydration process in the food industry has several advantages; quality 
improvement in terms of color, flavor and texture, energy efficiency, packaging and 
distribution cost reduction, no chemical pretreatment, provide required product stability 
and retention of nutrients during storage. In this content, an attempt has been carriedout 
to apply the thin layer drying kinetics for osmotic dehydration of pineapple rings. 
 
Methodology  
 
Osmotic dehydration involves placing pieces of food in hypertonic solution of sugar. 
Since the solution has higher osmotic pressure and lower activity, a driving force for 
water removal arises between the solution and food, causing dewatering from the food. 
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Osmotic Dehydration 
The 600 brix syrup was prepared and the preservative, like citric acid (0.1%) was added. 
The experiment was carried out at the room temperature (320C) maintaining a solid 
mass ratio of 1:5. About 180 g different thickness slices of 1 cm, 1.5 cm and 2.0 cm 
were immersed in 600 brix sugar syrup and kept at room temperature (320C) for about 3 
hours. After 3 hours, the sample taken out from osmotic solution, rinsed and blotted 
using blotting paper and its mass was taken. The pineapple rings were weighed and 
moisture loss was determined by sing a vacuum oven method (AOAC, 1995). The flow 
chart for osmotic dehydration of pineapple rings was given in flow chart in Fig.1. 
Thin Layer Dryer 
The lab model thin layer dryer was used for the study. The thin layer dryer consisted of 
a motor blower assembly, heating chamber, plenum chamber, drying chamber, sample 
container and a thermostat. A centrifugal blower of 1.5 m3/min capacity was used to 
blow the drying air. A thermostat was fixed in the plenum chamber so as to control the 
temperature of hot air fixed in the plenum chamber so as to control the temperature of 
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hot air with an accuracy of ±2oc and act accordingly to supply/cut off the power to the 
heating coil. A mild steel container, 25mm diameter by 15cm depth, with a 5mm screen 
bottom was used to keep the pineapple rings. 

 
The dryer was allowed to run for one hour to obtain steady temperature. Thin layer 
drying experiments were conducted at 50, 55, 60 and 650c of drying air temperature. 
Results and Discussion 
In this study osmotic dehydration technique was used as pretreatments and further- 
subjected to thin layer drying. The results are presented 
Thin layer drying kinetics of osmosed pineapple rings:  
The dehydrated pineapple rings were further subjected to thin layer drying. The 
pineapple rings of 1cm thickness were spread evenly on the drying chamber and the 
experiment were conducted at 50, 55, 60 and 65o c of drying air temperatures. Drying 
was carried out at an air flow rate of 24m3/min/m2 (0.4m/s) and the pineapple rings 
weights were recorded at every ½ hour on a balance having an accuracy of 0.01g. The 
time required to dry 1cm thickness pineapple rings from an initial moisture content of 
around 395% (d.b) to the final moisture content of around 7.26% (d.b) was 9.5, 9, 8.5 
and 8 hours at 50, 55, 60 and 65o c of drying air temperatures respectively. 
Effect of thickness on drying time of pineapple rings:  
The thickness of the pineapple rings affects the drying time. The low thickness of 1 cm 
pineapple rings takes less time to dry completely. The thickness and time taken for 
drying at 50, 55, 60 and 65oC presented in Table.1. 

Table.1.Effect of temperature on drying Time 
Temperature  Thickness(cm) Drying Time (hrs) 

50oC 1.0 9.5 
55oC 1.0 9.0 
60oC 1.0 8.5 
65oC 1.0 8.0 
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The drying temperature effects the drying time also. At low temperature, the pineapple 
rings takes more time to dry. As the temperature increases, the drying time was 
decreased simultaneously. The increase in the air temperature resulted in a decrease in 
the drying time. 

 
Fig.1.Effect of temperature on drying Time 

 
Relationship between drying time and weight loss:  
 
Drying of pineapple rings were directly influenced by temperature of air and weight of 
the sample which was dependent on the time. The weight loss was more at the initial 
stage of experiment, whereas less at the final stage. As the drying time increases, the 
weight of the sample was decreased. The observations were noted in Table .2. 
 
Table.2. Relationship between the drying time and weight loss at different 
temperatures 

Time (h) Weight loss at Different Temperatures (oC) 
50oC 55oC 60oC 65oC 

0 47.5 35.4 33.7 31.8 
1 36.8 24.3 23.6 22.2 
2 30.2 17.2 18.2 16.6 
3 24.7 13 14.4 12.9 
4 19.6 10.8 11.6 10.4 
5 15.4 9.8 9.4 8.5 
6 12.6 9.50 8.3 7.4 
7 11.3 9.30 7.8 7.00 
8 10.4 9.10 7.5 6.7 
9 9.9 - 7.30 - 
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Conclusion 
 
Drying process has an important role in the preservation of agricultural products. They 
are defined as a process of moisture removal due to simultaneous heat and mass 
transfer. The thin layer drying kinetics was applied for osmosed pineapple rings at 
different temperatures and frequent time intervals. This technology for preservation was 
less labouries and not expensive. Hence the current investigation on thin- layer drying 
kinetics of osmotic dehydrated pineapple rings can be used as alternative technology for 
preservation of pineapple 
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Abstract 
A Study of Relationship between the Language Skill and Academic 

Achievement in Kannada of Secondary School Students has been dealt with in this 
paper. In the present study descriptive survey method was adopted. Random sampling 
technique was used to select samples of 240 secondary school students studying 
different schools in Davanagere city. Questionnaire on Language Skills in Kannada 
developed by investigator and Achievement test in Kannada developed by investigator 
was used to collect the data and Pearson’s Co-efficient of Correlation and t-test   were 
adopted for data analysis. There is significant Positive relationship between Language 
Skill and Academic Achievement in Kannada of Secondary School Students and 
significant difference between boys and girls and government, Aided and Unaided 
secondary school students in Language skills. 

 
Key words - Language skills, Academic achievement and secondary school students 

 

Introduction  

When children develop their mother tongue, they are simultaneously fostering 
a whole host of other essential skills, such as critical thinking and literacy skills. It is 
this skill-set that they take with them into formal education, and research tells us that 
any skills and concepts gained in the learner’s home language don’t need to be re-taught 
when they transfer to a second language. For example, if a child has developed the 
ability to guess the meaning of a word through its context or to infer meaning by 
reading between the lines, these skills are easily transferred when they begin studying in 
a second language. It is much harder, however, to teach these abstract skills directly 
through a second language. 

It’s also well known that a strong mother tongue foundation equips children 
with the skills they need to learn additional languages, allowing them to transfer their 
understanding of the structure of language to several new languages. The intuitive 
understanding of grammar that develops when children learn their first language can 
easily be passed on to other languages. With multilingualism becoming an increasingly 
sought-after attribute within the workplace, this advantage cannot be overstated.  
Language and mother tongue also play a huge role in the development of personal, 
social and cultural identity. Children with a strong foundation in their first language 
often display a deeper understanding of themselves and their place within society, along 
with an increased sense of wellbeing and confidence. Naturally, this flows down into 
every aspect of their lives, including their language skills and academic achievement.  
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Concept of Language skills 

 Language is essentially a skill. It is not a content-based subject like-Science, Social 
Studies, Commerce, Mathematics, etc., which aim is to imparting information and fill 
the human mind with knowledge. Since language is a skill, it naturally comes under 
psychomotor domain. A skill may be called the ability to do something well. 
Swimming, playing, etc. are skills which people 1 perform after acquiring them. 
Knowing about these things is an intellectual exercise (cognition) and using or doing 
them is a skill (action). Language is a complex skill involving four sub-skills, which are 
as follows 

 

Classification of Language Skills 

 The four and fundamental language skills, viz. LSRW (Listening, Speaking, Reading 
and Writing) may be further classified into two parts 

 

Speaking and writing are called productive skills because while using these skills a 
learner/user is not only active but also produces sounds in speaking and symbols 
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(letters, etc.) in writing, on the other hand, listening and reading are considered 
receptive skills because here a learner is generally passive and receives information 
either through listening or reading. 
Concept of Academic Achievement 

Academic achievement is the amount of knowledge derived from learning. The child 
gains knowledge by instructions he/she receives at school and are organized around a 
set of core activities in which a teacher assigns tasks to pupils and evaluates and 
compares the quality of their work. The school provides a wide variety of achievement 
experiences than does the family. According to levy (1942), academic performance is 
based on the number of factors, such as children’s attitudes, interest, personality, 
characteristics and social class in addition to learning. 

The concept of achievement has several references. It usually denotes activity and 
mastery, making an impact on the environment and competence against some standard 
of excellence. 

Academic achievement is the outcome of education- the extent to which a student, 
teacher or institution has achieved their educational goals. 

Academic achievement is commonly measured by examinations or continuous 
assessment but there is no general agreement on how it is best tested or which aspects 
are most important- procedural knowledge such as facts. 

 Objectives of the study 
1. To find the relationship between the language skill and academic achievement in 

Kannada of secondary school students. 
2. To find the difference between the language skills among secondary school boys 

and girls. 
3. To find the difference between the language skill among  Government and Aided 

secondary school students  
4. To find the difference between the language skill among Government and Unaided 

secondary school students  
5. To find the difference between the language skills among Aided  and Unaided 

secondary school students  

HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY 
1. There is no significant relationship between the language skill and academic 

achievement in Kannada of secondary school students. 
2. There is no significant difference between the language skills among secondary 

school boys and girls. 
3. There is no significant difference between the language skill among  Government 

and Aided secondary school students  
4. There is no significant difference between the language skill among Government 

and Unaided secondary school students  
5. There is no significant difference between the language skills among Aided  and 

Unaided secondary school students  
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POPULATION OF THE STUDY 
 The study was carried out in Davanagere district in the state of Karnataka. All class IX 
students of state syllabus, Davanagere district formed the population of the study. 
SAMPLE OF THE STUDY 
The sample for the study consists of XI standard students from a Government, private 
aided and private unaided schools of Davanagere City. The total 240 students selected 
for the study. 
TOOLS USED FOR RESEARCH: 

1. Questionnaire on Language Skills in Kannada developed by investigator.  
2. Achievement test in Kannada developed by investigator. 
 
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES USED 

1. Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient 
 The test shall be used to find out whether there is any significant relationship 
between the two variables viz. Language skills and Academic Achievement in 
kannada. 

2.  t-test 
 The t-test is a statistical tool which is used to find the significant differences in the 
means of two groups. In the present study‘t’ test was used to find the significant 
difference between the mean Language skills scores of secondary school students. 
 
Findings of the Research  

Table shows Numbers, Degree of freedom, ‘r’ value and significant level of 
Language skill with Academic achievement 

Variable N df r Sig 
 Language skills with  
  

240 

 
 
       238 

 
0.8652 

 
S** Academic Achievement 

**-Significant at 0.01 level  
From the above table it is revealed that the obtained r value 0.8652 is higher than table 
value  0.148 (df=238)at 0.01 Level of significance Hence the null hypothesis is rejected, 
and alternate hypothesis is formulated that there is a significant positive relationship 
between the language skill and academic achievement in Kannada of secondary school 
students. 
Table showing the size (N), Mean (M), Standard Deviation (SD), and ‘t’ values of 
total language skills among secondary school boys and girls. 

Variable Gender N M SD t Sig 
Language  
Skills  Boys 

 
90 

 

 
28.14 

 

 
4.526 

  
4.047 

 
S** 

Girls 150 35.24 3.765 

**-Significant at 0.01 level 
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From the table 8 we can reveal that the obtained’ Value is 4.047 greater than the table 
value 2.581 (df=238) at 0.01 level of significance. Hence the null hypothesis is rejected, 
and alternate hypothesis is formulated that there is significant difference between the 
mean scores in language skills among secondary school boys and girls.  
 
Further, the table also reveals that the mean score of post-test in language skills of boys 
(M=28.14)is greater than the mean score in language skills of girls (M=35.24) among 
secondary school students. Hence the language skills of girls have improved higher than 
the boys. 
 

 
 

 
Table showing the size (N), Mean (M), Standard Deviation (SD), and ‘t’ values of 
total language skills among Government and Aided  secondary schools . 
 

Variable Type of 
school  

N M SD t Sig 

Language  
Skills  Government  80 26.12 6.15 

3.184 S** 

Aided  90 30.98 4.26 

**-Significant at 0.01 level 
 
 
From the table 8 we can reveal that the obtained’ Value is 3.184 greater than the table 
value 2.660 (df=168) at 0.01 level of significance. Hence the null hypothesis is rejected, 
and alternate hypothesis is formulated that There is significant difference between the 
mean scores in language skills among Government and Aided secondary schools. 
Further, the table also reveals that the mean score of post-test in language skills of 
Aided (M=30.98) is greater than the mean score in language skills of Government 
(M=26.12) among secondary school students. Hence the language skills of Aided 
schools students have improved higher than the Government school students. 
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Table showing the size (N), Mean (M), Standard Deviation (SD), and‘t’ values of total 
language skills among Government and Unaided  secondary schools . 
 

Variable Type of 
school  

N M SD t Sig 

Language  
Skills  Government  80 26.12 6.15 

5.634 S** 

Unaided  70 12.56 10.25 

 
**-Significant at 0.01 level 
 
From the table we can reveal that the obtained’ Value is 5.634 greater than the table 
value 2.660 (df=158) at 0.01 level of significance. Hence the null hypothesis is rejected, 
and alternate hypothesis is formulated that there is significant difference between the 
mean scores in language skills among Government and Unaided secondary schools. 
Further, the table also reveals that the mean score of post-test in language skills of 
Government (M=26.12) is greater than the mean score in language skills of Unaided 
(M=12.56) among secondary school students. Hence the language skills of Government 
schools students have improved higher than the unaided school students. 
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Table showing the size (N), Mean (M), Standard Deviation (SD), and‘t’ values of 
total language skills among Aided and Unaided secondary schools. 
 

Variable Type of 
school  

N M SD t Sig 

Language  
Skills  Aided  90 30.98 4.26 

6.854 S** 

Unaided  70 12.56 10.25 

 
**-Significant at 0.01 level 
 
From the table we can reveal that the obtained’ Value is 6.854 greater than the table 
value 2.660 (df=158) at 0.01 level of significance. Hence the null hypothesis is rejected, 
and alternate hypothesis is formulated that There is significant difference between the 
mean scores in language skills among Aided and Unaided secondary schools. 
Further, the table also reveals that the mean score of post-test in language skills of 
Aided (M=30.98) is greater than the mean score in language skills of Unaided 
(M=12.56) among secondary school students. Hence the language skills of Aided 
schools students have improved higher than the unaided school students. 
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Educational Implications  
 
1. The positive relationship between language skill and Academic achievement of 
secondary school students in kannada language so teacher must and should develop the 
different components of the language skills like reading skills, writing skills, speaking 
skills and listening skills to improve their language skills and students will able to 
understand the concept of in his/her own way and teacher conduct different activities in 
language it is help to students to improve their academic achievement of secondary 
school students. 
 
2.  There is a significant difference between language skills in government, aided and 
unaided secondary school students.  Specially Unaided school language teacher give 
more importance to improve their language skills to students and conduct different 
teaching approaches and activities. 
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A REVIEW OF BNEI MANESHSE JEWS 
 

Kiran K.John 
Independent Researcher 

Cochin, Kerala,India 
 

Abstract:  
 
The tribe community of 'Bnei Menashe' has emigrated from India to Israel. This 
community required lots of dissimilar information as they are facing various kinds of 
challenges that avert them from obtaining important information. In North-East India, 
which lies between Bangladesh and Myanmar, many small groups are lived who are 
engaged in Judaism for more than twenty-five years. And even they did not adopt a new 
religion. They have followed the religion of their ancestors and promoting among the 
new generation. These are the Bnei Menashe community; these people called the 
children of Menashe Tribe as they belong to one of the ten lost tribes. In this paper, the 
Bnei Menashe community has been reviewed to know their culture and reason for 
immigrants.  
 
Keywords: Religion, Jews, Bnei Menashe, Community 
 
INTRODUCTION:  
 
"Bene Menashe is the name given to Judaizing groups from northeast India, mainly in 
the two Indian states of Mizoram and Manipur. The Bene Menashe claim descent from 
Manasseh's tribe, one of the ten tribes exiled from the Land of Israel by the Assyrians 
over 2,700 years ago. Members of the group include ethnic Chins, Lushais, Kukis, and 
Mizos. Collectively they are often referred to as Shining." 
In the 1950s, the revolution has been started as a derivative of experiences of Christian 
& Colonialism missions. Amazingly, with the ending of the 20th century approx 
millions of Shinlund were officially converted into Orthodox Judaism. A lot of people 
were started to practice or follow Judaism while others were practicing Christianity 
when thinking of themselves as children of old Israelites.  
In India's northeastern state, more than 9,000 peoples belong to the Jewish community 
in which most of the populations live in only two state Mizoram and Manipur. This 
community is known as Bnei Menashe. There is a notion that they are the Menashe 
tribe's children, which is one of the ten lost tribes of Israel. "The word Benei Menashe 
refers to the Chin-Kuki-Mizos (aka CHIKIM) tribes spread across the district." 
In November 2017, 162 people from India's Bnei Menashe community reached in Israel 
to bring back together with relatives and create novel lives. Approximately 3,000 Bnei 
Menashe have settled in Israel with an additional 7,000 waiting to immigrate. 
 "By 2005, some 800 converts had settled in Israel, helped by an organization called 
Shavei-Israel, a Jerusalem-based group that attempts to give help and succor to lost 
Jews seeking to return to the Jewish people. For the most part, the Shinlung do not see 
themselves as converts in the usual sense of the term: like other such groups – one 
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might cite the Bene Ephraim Telugu-speaking Jews of Andhra Pradesh who believe 
themselves to be descended from the Tribe of Ephraim – they believe that they are 
historical of Jewish descent. This controversial claim has found little support among 
scholars, although a gifted Israeli essayist and translator – Hillel Halkin – took up their 
cause in a colorful account published in 2002. He was joined in 2005 by the Sephardi 
chief rabbi of Israel, Shlomo Amar, who decided to formally recognize the Bene 
Menashe as descendants of Israel and agreed to dispatch a beit din from Israel to 
northeast India to convert them." 
 
Early history 
India is the second-largest populated country in the world, with approx 1.25 billion 
population. It is situated in South Asia. Three different Jewish groups are lived in the 
country, which had a meaningful inheritance. These communities are Bnei Israel, White 
Jews of European, and Cochin Jews, also known as Malabar Jews. They all are 
practicing vital elements of Judaism and have vigorous synagogues. Among Indian 
Jews, Sephardic rites have been predominated. Recently, Jewish immigration to India 
consists of the Bnei Ephraim, Baghdadi Jews, and Bnei Menashe. At present, in India, 
more than 9,000 Jewish populations have been lived.  
"The oral history of Bnei Menashe that was passed down for 2,700 years describes their 
escape from slavery in Assyria to Media/Persia. From there, they moved on to 
Afghanistan, mostly through less-traveled areas, ever on the lookout for kings or 
powerful people who might drag them back to slavery. From Afghanistan, they traveled 
toward Hindu-Kush and proceeded to Tibet, then to Kaifeng, reaching the Chinese city 
around 240 BCE. The BM believes that in China, their ancestors were enslaved again." 
Years to years, a huge amount of the Israelites population were killed, and absorption 
had been started. "These events caused the Israelites to flee and live in caves. The group 
was expelled in 100 CE, and their leather scrolls were confiscated and burned. At that 
point, different groups went in various directions. Some went down the Mekong River 
into Vietnam, the Philippines, Siam, Thailand, and Malaysia, while some of the 
Israelites moved to Burma and west to India." At present, these people are known as 
Shinlung, the cave dwellers. 
 
Life of Bnei Menashe  
"The Bene Menashe community consists of members of the Chin-Kuki-Mizo tribe, 
which lives in the northeast Indian states of Manipur and Mizoram, near Myanmar's 
border. Linguistically, they are Tibeto-Burmans. For generations, they kept Jewish 
traditions, claiming to be descended from the Tribe of Manasseh, one of the Ten Lost 
Tribes of Israel that were exiled by the Assyrians in the eighth century BCE and have 
since disappeared." 
In nineteenth-century, many people have converted their religion into Christianity. 
However, in the 1970s, some communities were again started to practice Judaism and 
show them separate from another community after "Pentecostalist called Chalianthanga 
or Mela Chala (the name varies) from the Buallawn village dreamt that God instructed 
him to direct his people to return to their pre-Christian religion, which he determined to 
be Judaism and to return to their original homeland, Israel. The group was named Bene 
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Menashe by Rabbi Eliyahu Avichail, who heard about the tribe in 1979 and traveled to 
their village in India several times in the 1980s because they believe that the legendary 
Kuki-Mizo ancestor Manmasi is the same as Manasseh, son of Joseph. Rabbi Avichail's 
organization, called Amishav (Hebrew for my people return) dedicated himself to 
converting the Bene Menashe in the Orthodox tradition, and eventually bring them to 
settle in Israel." 
 
 "In March 2005, Chief Rabbi Shlomo Amar, one of Israel's two chief rabbis, 

decided to recognize the members of India's Bene Menashe community as 
descendants of the ancient Israelites due to their exceptional devotion to Judaism. 
Nevertheless, those who arrived in Israel are only granted full citizenship after a 
one-year temporary citizenship and conversion process." 

 "In July 2005, the Bene Menashe community built their first mikvah, or a Jewish 
ritual bath, in Mizoram under the supervision of Israeli rabbis to begin the 
conversion process. Shortly after, a similar mikvah was built in Manipur. In mid-
2005, with the help of Shavei Israel, an organization founded by Avichail's friend, 
journalist Michael Freund, and the local council of Kiryat Arba, the Bene Menashe 
opened its first community center in Israel." 

 "In 2006 and 2007, Indian religious figures in the Mizo-Kuki churches in Mizoram, 
as well as Indian government officials, later expressed concern about the plan to 
convert the Bene Menashe and bring them to Israel, so the effort was suspended, 
although members of Bene Menashe continued to arrive in Israel."  

 "In November 2012, after five years when there was no aliyah, the Israeli 
government announced that it would resume flights to bring the Bene Menashe to 
Israel, starting with a planeload of 270 people. Since the early 1990s, approximately 
3,000 Bene Menashe have immigrated to Israel; another 7,000 are in the pipeline 
waiting to immigrate."  

 "In October 2013, the Israeli government approved for 899 more Bene Menashe to 
come."  

 "In June 2015, seventy-eight Bene Menashe landed in Israel and became the first 
Bene Menashe to settle in the Golan Heights."  

 "In November 2017, 162 Bnei Menashe arrived in Israel to reunite with family 
members and make new lives in the country."  

 "In the year 2018, it was seen that the largest influx of Bene Menashe Jews to 
Israel, with approximately 430 traveling to make aliyah in the first six months of the 
year."   

 
In the medieval period, Jewish traders came to India from Europe with the objective of 
trade, but at that time, it was not apparent that they construct settled permanently in 
south Asia. In the early 11th century, initially, evidence found that Jews were living in 
India permanently. It was true if we said that they initially settled on the western coast 
of India. In the 12th century, Abraham ibn Daud's orientation to Jews of India was 
regrettably indistinct, and after that, no further reference has been found to Indian Jews 
till several centuries later.  
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In the sixteenth and seventieth century's immigrants formed significant settlements of 
Jews from Afghanistan, Persia, and Central Asia in northeastern states of India and 
Kashmir. In the late eighteenth century, the Jewish community people settled in 
Bombay in large amounts. Bnei Israel Jews were lived with Persian and Iraqi Jews.  
 
Condition of Jews 
 "According to data from Shavei Israel, a body that oversees the migration of the Jews to 
Israel, nearly 3000 Jews have migrated to Israel, and thousands more are waiting to take 
the flight. The first mass emigration took place in 2006, when 213 members of the 
community migrated from Mizoram, followed by the second mass emigration of 233 
people from Manipur in 2007. However, the present emigration is the largest as 432 
have migrated just this year — 204 in February, followed by 228 on June 10. Another 
20 are expected to move on June 12." 
In the year 2005, the Rabbinic Court of Jerusalem legitimately accepted the Bnei 
Menashe communities as one of Israel's ten lost tribes. They also realized the most 
appreciated dreams of the Jews, which came from the northeast region.  
"Before the recognition and mass migration approval, some had gone to Israel as 
tourists and students, but later convert into Judaism and became citizens of Israel. 
However, the Government of India clamped down on this as it was viewed as 
conversion, said a member of the Churachandpur Synagogue, on condition of 
anonymity." 
In this regard, Aaron Vaiphei, an assistant manager of Shavei Israel in Manipur, 
said: "those migrating now are provided with one-year temporary citizenship and are 
granted full citizenship after they complete basic religious education." He also said that 
when citizenship has been permitted to them, then those who lie in 18 to 25 age group 
range are directly enrolled in the compulsory military service for three years, whereas 
those who are above 60 years also get the old age pension sanctioned by the 
government.  
Israel's government has decided on the completely unpredictable periodical migration, 
and the Rabi must approve migration. To approve migration, Rabi takes the interviews. 
These interviews are rooted in the individuals' foundation in Jewish life and Judaism.  
 
In Their Community, Among Strangers 
In Mizoram, no one has any doubt about the origins of Bnei Menashe, as all locals know 
about the beginning of this community. "Lal Thlamuana, 45, a devout Christian who is 
the proprietor and principal of the local Home Mission School, does not doubt the 
Israelite origins of the Mizos (the local name for the tribe from which the Bnei Menashe 
come)." 
He said: "Even Christian Mizos believe the Bnei Menashe are descendants of Israel and 
proceeds to expound on a number of the community's ancient customs and traditions, 
such as circumcision of newborn boys on the eighth day, levirate marriage, and strict 
laws regarding menstruation, all of which are strikingly similar to Jewish law." 
"The British colonialists, Thlamuana notes, referred to the Mizo people as Lushei, a 
mispronunciation of Lu Se, which means 'Ten Tribes'. According to the Bnei Menashe, 
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their ancestors migrated south from China to escape persecution, settling in Burma and 
then moving westward into Mizoram and Manipur in India." 
Many decades ago, British missionaries initially arrived in India's northeast region; they 
were surprised to know that the limited tribesmen worshiped a god, who was very 
similar to many of the Bible's sagas. These people were also doing a form of biblical 
Judaism. For a very long period, they were succeeded in changing the Mizoram's 
population into their religion. So far, many people either belong to Christianity, or other 
tribes are arrogantly sustained to protect their rituals that they are embodied from the 
early Israelites. 
Some of them did not change their religion & remained authentic to the customs of their 
intimates. Certainly, in the past few decades, the Bnei Menashe had formed many 
synagogues in northeast India. In a single day, they revolve passionately in their prayer 
approx three times, with their eyes raised in the direction of Zion. 
"Over the past decade, thanks largely to Shavei Israel, the organization that I chair, 
some 1,700 Bnei Menashe have moved to Israel, where they have undergone formal 
conversion to Judaism by Israel's Chief Rabbinate to remove any doubts regarding their 
status." 
· "In March 2005, after approaching Israel's Sephardi Chief Rabbi Shlomo Amar and 
asked him to study the community and its origins, the Chief Rabbi formally recognized 
the Bnei Menashe as descendants of the Jewish people, and agreed to facilitate their 
return." 
· "In September 2005, Rabbi Amar dispatched a rabbinical court to India, which 
converted 218 Bnei Menashe in Mizoram back to Judaism." 
· "In November 2006, they all made aliyah to the Galilee, in Israel's north. An additional 
group of 230 Bnei Menashe from Manipur made aliyah in 2007, completing the 
conversion process once they arrived in Israel. Part of the group settled in the city of 
Upper Nazareth, with the rest making their homes in Karmiel." 
· "In the summer of 2006, over a dozen young Bnei Menashe served as soldiers on the 
front lines in Lebanon and Gaza." 
Many Jewish people still lived in India and engaged in activities to develop Jewish 
knowledge. At present, lots of Bnei Menashe were studying at one of the three 
educational institutions recognized in Mizoram & Manipur state on behalf of Shavei 
Israel. Uncomplainingly, they are waiting for that moment when Israel's government 
will permit them to compose Aliyah and join with their associates & relatives previously 
existing in the Jewish state. 
 
The Sabbath Movement in Manipur 
Intimates of Bnei Menashe have been rove the Far East and through Central Asia for 
many centuries before reaching the northeastern state of India. They also rove in the 
border of Bangladesh and Myanmar. "Throughout their sojourn in exile, the Bnei 
Menashe continued to practice Judaism just as their ancestors did, including observing 
the Sabbath, keeping kosher, celebrating the festivals, and following the laws of family 
purity. And they continued to nourish the dream of one day returning to the land of their 
ancestors, the Land of Israel. 
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Although there is no official record, the Sabbath movement is believed to have started in 
the mid-1950s in Churachandpur district of Manipur." At this time, approximately 
CHIKIM has changed their religion into Christianity, which was come to the region in 
the year 1890s. Near the beginning of the 1960s, a handful of CHIKIM accepted the 
Sabbath, conflicting from the innovative Christianity custom of observing Sunday as the 
relaxing day. 
According to Shavei Israel, CHIKIM has been recognized after a long period that it 
belongs to one of the ten lost tribes while they found similarities in the traditional 
spiritual practices of the Jews community. At that time, Christianity did not begin. For 
example, the Jewish community had performed some circumcision when a male Jewish 
baby was born. This ritual had been done on the eight-day after born. In this ritual, 
CHIKIM cuts the child's ear on that day. "This could be attributed to Antiochus IV of 
Epiphanes, who in 157 BC tortured the Jews in his kingdom, and banned the practice of 
circumcision." A very similar ritual had also been found in the marriage of maternal 
cousins, festivals, folk songs, and feasts with mention of the Red Sea. There is a notion 
that they have to come after Assyrian Kind Shalmaneza subjugated the ten Israel tribes. 
It is also supposed that they ran away from vassalage, wandered to Persia and then 
China before touching to Burma, and reached the northeastern part of India. 
 
Manipur Jews Organization 
· "In May 1972, the Manipur Jews Organisation (MJO) was formed and started 
establishing contact with Jews in other parts of India."  
· "In October 1974, the MJO later renamed the United Jews of North East India 
(UJNEI), to unite various Sabbath-observing and Judaic groups." 
· "In 1976, T Daniel returned to Churachandpur after establishing contact with the Israel 
Consulate in Bombay. Subsequently, the synagogue was established at Tuibuong in 
Churachandpur."  
· "In 1979, Eliyahu Avihail, a Rabi from Israel and Chairman of Amishav which 
searches descendants of the lost tribes, contacted the Benei Manasseh to send a person 
to Isreal to study Judaism."  
· "In 1981, Simeon Gin of Churachandpur became the first from the tribe to go to 
Israel."  
· "In 1988, 24 persons from Manipur and six from Mizoram were converted by Rabbi 
Dr. Jacob Newman under the instruction of Elihayu." 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
India is home to four Jewish communities: Cochin, Baghdadi, Bnei Menashe, and Bene 
Israel (who make up the Indian Jewish population). In the decades following Israeli 
independence in 1948, many made aliyah (the Hebrew term for Jewish immigration to 
Israel that means 'going up'). Today, about 85,000 Jews of Indian descent live in Israel. 
The Bnei Menashe called them a child of Manasseh and said they are one of the ten lost 
tribes of Israel as they were shoved into banishing by the Assyrian Empire approx 27 
centuries ago. 
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Hitherto in the year 2018, approx 430 people of this community have immigrated to 
Israel. This is one of the most exodus conditions as they do not immigrate to India since 
1989. This step has been taken to think that it makes the strong relationship between 
India and Israel in terms of political & economical systems. Some Israeli rabbis were 
recognized the people formally to take this step as Aliyah has given. "As we have 
mentioned in the beginning, the Indian authorities' de facto recognition of Bnei 
Menashe as Jews created a paradox in country's caste politics, since the Mizo, Kuki and 
Chin tribal group, as members of the 'scheduled tribes' de jure considered as Adivasis, 
continue to be entitled to the reservation, but at the same time acquire a right of 
immigration to Israel acknowledged by the Indian government concerning 'traditional' 
Jewish groups in the country." However, the reservation has been provided to them, but 
they never enjoyed any reservation in any field because they do not know about their 
rights. Simultaneously this acknowledgment gives them the Aliyah right to Israel, which 
is traditionally provided to the old Jewish communities by the Indian government, and 
at present, it also approved for the Bnei Menashe community.  
 
The Jewish community's history tells the story of Bnei Menashe, which is evidence of 
the supremacy of Jewish remembrance. "The Bnei Menashe clung to their identity 
despite 27 centuries of wandering, never forgetting who they are or where they came 
from, even as they nourished the dream that one day they would return." This saga is 
very similar to our tales, and it also increases the faith and spirit of people in most 
situations.  
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